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Abstract

Despite the low adoption rates of artificial intelligence (AI) in respiratory medicine, its potential to im-
prove patient outcomes is substantial. To facilitate the integration of AI systems into the clinical setting,
it is essential to prioritise the development of explainable AI (XAI) solutions that improve the under-
standing of the AI predictions. These XAI solutions empower clinicians to collaborate effectively with
AI systems, thereby enhancing the overall outcomes for patients in respiratory medicine. Unfortunately,
the lack of user-centric studies in this domain has made it challenging to identify the specific aspects of
explainability that are most effective in improving the adoption of AI in the real-world environment. To
address this gap, we conducted a mixed-methods study of clinicians in respiratory medicine to identify
the most relevant and crucial aspects of XAI solutions. Our study focused on understanding how XAI
can be effectively translated into clinical practice by leveraging the expertise of doctors in the field. Be-
cause of the lack of knowledge about XAI concepts among pulmonologists a different approach is taken
to regular user-centric XAI research and no direct examples of state-of-the-art XAI solutions are used.
Rather the expertise of doctors is used to make them implicitly identify their needs and intents. Our
findings reveal that the successful adoption of XAI solutions in respiratory medicine requires tailored
solutions that address communication barriers, promote patient-centric care, and overcome AI adop-
tion challenges. The study highlights the significance of task-specific visualisations, comprehensive
explanations, preferred granularity, and the ability to mimic human judgement in successful XAI solu-
tions. Trust and collaboration between clinicians and AI systems are essential for effective adoption,
wherein AI is perceived as a colleague rather than a replacement. This ensures that clinicians can eas-
ily understand and work with the model predictions, ultimately leading to improved patient outcomes.
By aligning XAI design with the needs and intents of pulmonologists, we established the importance
of Co-designing solutions with domain experts and embedding XAI within clinical workflows emerged
as key strategies. Our research underscores the imperative of transparency, extended validation, and
continuous alignment of AI technologies with medical values. By following these principles, XAI so-
lutions can be developed to enhance the diagnosis and treatment of respiratory illnesses, ultimately
improving patient outcomes in respiratory medicine.
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Executive Summary

This report delves into the integration of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) solutions in healthcare,
with a particular focus on enhancing patient care in the field of pulmonology. The study recognises
the pivotal role of XAI in bridging the gap between complex AI outputs and human comprehension for
informed clinical decisions. The report unfolds in several chapters, each illuminating critical aspects of
XAI’s integration into medical practices.

Introduction and XAI Overview The introduction sets the stage by emphasising the potential col-
laboration between doctors and AI in healthcare to overcome AI’s lack of transparency and enhance
patient outcomes. The need for explainable AI becomes evident, given the challenges posed by the
opacity of AI systems in medical decision-making. The report highlights the importance of interpretable
explanations for AI decisions to enable effective collaboration between doctors and AI systems.

Exploring XAI Algorithms and Medical Applications The subsequent chapter delves into various
XAI algorithms such as LIME and Anchors, emphasising their role in providing understandable expla-
nations for complex AI models. The report underscores the need for user studies, particularly in the
medical domain, to tailor XAI algorithms to clinicians’ unique needs. It also stresses the importance
of adapting XAI methods for diverse medical data and involving medical experts for successful imple-
mentation.

Research Focus: XAI in Pulmonology The research centers on enhancing collaboration between
doctors and AI in the context of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) care. IPF, a chronic lung disease,
poses diagnostic and treatment challenges. The study underscores the potential of XAI in improving
patient outcomes in respiratory medicine, particularly in IPF care. The report explores XAI algorithms’
suitability for doctors and their impact on enhancing medical decisions in IPF cases.

Human-Centered XAI Frameworks and Design The report emphasises human-centered frameworks
for designing XAI solutions in healthcare. It highlights the importance of collaboration, transparency,
and usability testing to meet doctors’ needs and expectations. The chapter also outlines the significance
of co-design approaches that involve end-users in the design process, creating solutions that align with
their requirements.

Contribution and Future Work The study’s contributions lie in identifying opportunities for XAI ap-
plication in pulmonology, understanding medical staff’s needs, and designing human-centered XAI
experiences. However, the report acknowledges certain limitations, including contextual specificity,
sample size, and prototype dynamics. The recommendations section outlines future research direc-
tions, including broader medical speciality engagement, longitudinal studies, ethical considerations,
patient involvement, and collaborative frameworks.

Conclusion and Call for Action In conclusion, the report underscores the significance of XAI’s inte-
gration in healthcare, particularly pulmonology, to enhance medical decision-making and patient care.
It asserts that XAI solutions should align with doctors’ needs, provide tailored explanations, and foster
collaboration and trust. The study’s insights and recommendations call for ongoing research, collabo-
ration, and the responsible integration of XAI to revolutionise healthcare practices and improve patient
outcomes.

This report paints a comprehensive picture of XAI’s potential in healthcare, offering a roadmap for
integrating AI technologies responsibly and effectively into medical practices.
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Executive Summary Dutch

Dit rapport gaat in op de integratie van verklaarbare kunstmatige intelligentie (XAI)-oplossingen in de
gezondheidszorg, met speciale aandacht voor het verbeteren van de patiëntenzorg op het gebied van
longziekten. Het onderzoek erkent de cruciale rol van XAI bij het overbruggen van de kloof tussen
complexe AI-resultaten en menselijk begrip voor geïnformeerde klinische beslissingen. Het rapport
bestaat uit verschillende hoofdstukken, die elk kritieke aspecten van de integratie van XAI in de medis-
che praktijk belichten.

Inleiding en overzicht van XAI De inleiding zet de toon door de nadruk te leggen op de poten-
tiële samenwerking tussen artsen en AI in de gezondheidszorg om het gebrek aan transparantie van
AI te overwinnen en de resultaten voor patiënten te verbeteren. De behoefte aan verklaarbare AI
(XAI) wordt duidelijk, gezien de uitdagingen die de ondoorzichtigheid van AI-systemen in de medische
besluitvorming met zich meebrengt. Het rapport benadrukt het belang van uitlegbare verklaringen voor
AI-beslissingen om effectieve samenwerking tussen artsen en AI-systemen mogelijk te maken.

XAI-algoritmen en medische toepassingen verkennen Het volgende hoofdstuk gaat in op verschil-
lende XAI-algoritmen zoals LIME en Anchors, en benadrukt hun rol in het geven van begrijpelijke verk-
laringen voor complexe AI-modellen. Het rapport onderstreept de noodzaak van gebruikersstudies,
met name in het medische domein, om XAI-algoritmen af te stemmen op de unieke behoeften van
clinici. Het benadrukt ook het belang van het aanpassen van XAI methoden voor diverse medische
gegevens en het betrekken van medische experts voor een succesvolle implementatie.

Focus onderzoek: XAI in longziekten Het proefschrift richt zich op het verbeteren van de samen-
werking tussen artsen en AI in de context van de zorg voor idiopathische longfibrose (IPF). IPF, een
chronische longziekte, stelt ons voor uitdagingen op het gebied van diagnose en behandeling. Het on-
derzoek onderstreept het potentieel van XAI in het verbeteren van patiëntresultaten in de respiratoire
geneeskunde, met name in de IPF-zorg. Het rapport onderzoekt de geschiktheid van XAI-algoritmen
voor artsen en hun impact op het verbeteren van medische beslissingen in IPF-zaken.

Mensgericht XAI-raamwerken en -ontwerp Het rapport legt de nadruk op mensgerichte raamw-
erken voor het ontwerpen van XAI-oplossingen in de gezondheidszorg. Het benadrukt het belang
van samenwerking, transparantie en bruikbaarheidstesten om tegemoet te komen aan de behoeften
en verwachtingen van artsen. Het hoofdstuk schetst ook het belang van co-design dat eindgebruikers
betrekt bij het ontwerpproces en oplossingen creëert die aansluiten bij hun behoeften.

Bijdrage en toekomstig werk De bijdragen van het onderzoek liggen in het identificeren van mogeli-
jkheden voor XAI-toepassingen in de longziekten, het begrijpen van de behoeften van medisch person-
eel en het ontwerpen van mensgerichte XAI-ervaringen. Het rapport erkent echter bepaalde beperkin-
gen, waaronder contextuele specificiteit, steekproefgrootte en prototypedynamiek. In het hoofdstuk
met aanbevelingen worden toekomstige onderzoeksrichtingen beschreven, waaronder een bredere
betrokkenheid van medische specialismen, longitudinale studies, ethische overwegingen, betrokken-
heid van patiënten en samenwerkingsverbanden.

Conclusie en oproep tot actie Concluderend onderstreept het rapport het belang van de integratie
van XAI in de gezondheidszorg, met name pulmonologie, om de medische besluitvorming en patiënten-
zorg te verbeteren. Het rapport stelt dat XAI-oplossingen moeten worden afgestemd op de behoeften
van artsen, uitleg op maat moeten geven en samenwerking en vertrouwen moeten bevorderen. De
inzichten en aanbevelingen van het onderzoek vragen om doorlopend onderzoek, samenwerking en
een verantwoorde integratie van XAI om een revolutie teweeg te brengen in de gezondheidszorg en
de resultaten voor patiënten te verbeteren.

Dit rapport schetst een uitgebreid beeld van het potentieel van XAI in de gezondheidszorg en biedt
een routekaart voor een verantwoorde en effectieve integratie van AI-technologieën in medische prak-
tijken.
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Glossary

Artificial Intelligence (AI) Branch of computer science that aims to create intelligent machines ca-
pable of performing tasks that typically require human intelligence, such as learning, problem-
solving, decision-making, and language understanding.

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) Is a pre-trained language model
that utilises a bidirectional approach, where it considers the context from both left and right sides
of a word, leading to improved performance in various natural language processing tasks over
other language models.

Clinicians Doctor with direct contact with patients rather than being involved in studies

Co-design Co-design is a collaborative approach to designing products, services, or systems that
involves active participation from end-users or stakeholders throughout the design process to
create solutions that better meet their needs and preferences.

Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) This field focuses on creating interpretable representations
of AI systems and models, enabling them to provide clear explanations of their decision-making
process to humans. These explanations can be generated post-hoc or embedded into the
models themselves for interpretability.

Idiopathic Pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) A progressive lung disease of unknown cause, characterised by
scarring and thickening of the lung tissue, which can lead to breathing difficulties and decreased
lung function. In many cases leading to a premature death.

In Silico Experimental techniques performed by computers; not on real patients.

Multidisciplinary Consultation (MDO) Common in Dutch hospitals, consists of a structured meeting
where different medical professionals collaborate to provide optimal patient care by discussing
complex cases and developing joint treatment plans to advise the primary care doctor.

Pulmonary Fibrosis (PF) Umbrella term encompassing various causes of lung fibrosis, including but
not limited to IPF. Other forms of pulmonary fibrosis can result from occupational and envi-
ronmental exposures, connective tissue disorders, drug toxicity, radiation therapy, and certain
infections.

Pulmonologist Doctor who diagnoses and treats diseases of the respiratory system.
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1
Introduction

Imagine a future where doctors and AI work hand in hand, seamlessly combining their expertise to
produce better results, reduce time constraints, alleviate working pressure, and deliver individualised
care of unparalleled precision. Such a future is within reach, but it requires bridging the current barrier
of explainability in AI.

Presently, when faced with complex machine learning models, doctors are confronted with a challeng-
ing choice: blindly trust the AI system’s diagnosis or invest countless hours unravelling the intricate
pathways leading to its conclusions. Current practise shows that often this first option is chosen, hav-
ing already real influence on patient their life’s. Yet, as the prevalence of AI in medicine grows, this
dichotomy becomes increasingly untenable. The lack of transparency and interpretability in AI poses
a substantial obstacle to its widespread adoption in healthcare [47]. Imagine doctors gaining access
to intuitive explanations, shedding light on how the AI system arrives at its diagnoses and treatment
recommendations. Such insights enable medical professionals to make informed decisions, enhancing
patient care and outcomes. By providing interpretable explanations for the decisions made by these
models it empowers doctors to work effectively with the work from intelligent machines. This empow-
erment, grounded in transparency and human-understandable insights, can preemptively identify and
resolve potential issues before it harms patients.

But while artificial intelligence faces the fundamental challenge of lacking transparency, the concept of
transparency itself may be even more enigmatic than AI [67]. Within the realm of XAI, a tapestry of al-
gorithms unfolds, each weaving a unique path toward interpretability. LIME, Anchors, and a plethora of
other model-agnostic and application-agnostic algorithms take center stage, capable of shedding light
on any black-box model. It is crucial to emphasise that explainable artificial intelligence techniques
rarely provide a universal solution that fits every scenario. The nature of human-machine interaction
will vary based on the objectives of the individuals involved [32]. In medicine the objective and char-
acteristics from the end-users, doctors, has not yet been researched extensively. Therefore, a critical
gap remains in the field of XAI research: the lack of user studies exploring the unique needs and
perspectives of clinicians.

In this thesis, we delve into the realm of doctors working efficiently from AI, leveraging XAI to overcome
the current limitations and unlock the full potential of AI in healthcare. Not working collaboratively with
AI, as that involves mutual goal understanding, preemptive task co-management and shared progress
tracking [151], but rather enabling doctors to work from the expertise delivered by AI. We explore what
is needed to implement XAI in the clinical workflow, focusing on the specific domain of respiratory
medicine, with a particular emphasis on the treatment of patients suffering from pulmonary fibrosis.
This progressive and debilitating lung disease demands accurate and timely diagnosis, making it an
ideal use case for investigating XAI in highly complex and high stakes areas of medicine.
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2 1. Introduction

1.1. Explainable AI

In the past problems have occurred with the implementation of these complex models into practise,
even though the theoretical performance of the models was high. Over the past years, the adoption
of radiology AI in the Netherlands for example has shown growth. However, signs of stagnation are
starting to emerge, with some implementations being discontinued due to budget constraints or dis-
appointing experiences [83]. A leading real life example of failing AI systems is Watson for Oncology
[144] which was IBM’s flag ship medical AI being implemented for cancer diagnosis recommendation
in hospitals world wide. However, lack of robustness meant that the performance in some places such
as in South Korea was far below usable standards. At the hospital the system was implemented its top
recommendations for 656 colon cancer patients matched those of the experts in less then half of time,
potentially causing real patients harm. Caruana et al. [28] demonstrated the potential harm caused by
a medical AI system that improperly handled biases in its training dataset in the context of pneumo-
nia risk prediction. The system mistakenly associated certain lung diseases with lower risk of severe
pneumonia effects due to the high level of care received by those patients, highlighting the importance
of addressing bias properly to avoid jeopardising the well-being of broader patient populations.

XAI provides a guidance to address these challenges of robustness and bias by providing interpretable
explanations for the decisions made by these models. This not only enhances the trust of medical
professionals in the AI system but also facilitates collaboration between human experts and machines.
Enabling developers and doctors to find these problems with the AI systems before they cause real
harm to patients. Recent research finds that collaboration between explainable artificial intelligence and
pulmonologists improves the accuracy of pulmonary function test interpretation significantly [35].

When using no explainability for complex machine learning models you currently have two options:
blindly trust the AI system’s diagnosis or spend countless hours trying to understand how the AI arrived
at its conclusion. With the increasing use of AI in the medical domain, the above scenario is becoming
more common. While AI has the potential to revolutionise healthcare, its lack of transparency and
interpretability poses a significant challenge to its widespread adoption [47]. This is where Explainable
AI comes into play. XAI is a subfield of AI that aims to develop algorithms and techniques that can
explain the decisions made by AI systems in a human-understandable way.

What are these Explainable AI Algorithms?

Many types of novel XAI algorithms have been proposed in the field, such as LIME, Anchors, and many
others [60]. Most of these algorithms are model-agnostic and application-agnostic meaning that they
can be applied in any context and on any black box model. However, these general algorithms are not
always adequate for healthcare data, which can sometimes be of a sequential nature. Different XAI
techniques have been developed to accommodate such sequential data types [115]. Researchers have
also developed benchmarks to compare these algorithms for specific use cases [15], and some studies
have compared different XAI techniques to determine which is most effective in certain domains [111,
81]. While the absence of standardised evaluation methods in the field remains a challenge [98].

These explanations are designed to be understandable to humans, providing insight into how the model
reached its conclusions. Each algorithm uses different techniques and methods to achieve this. The
current constraints in utilising these explanation algorithms involve insufficient consideration of end
users when providing explanations, rather these algorithms are made as if they would be used by the
developers themself [44]. Even though the type of explanations are dependent on the end-users who
need to use them [73]. Doctors and healthcare professionals in general have a limited knowledge
of AI principles [158, 1] but high amounts of knowledge about the underlying factors reaching certain
healthcare related decisions. The suitability of explanations therefore requires an understanding of
what the specific user group, in this case doctors, wants to know from the specific AI application [86]
and how that works together with their own mental models for reaching those predictions.

Towards Implementing XAI in the Clinical Workflow

AI in medicine has yet to propagate to the clinical setting [65]. There are currently limited examples
of such techniques being successfully deployed into clinical practice. Respiratory medicine is no ex-
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ception [53]. It is therefore important to consider how the use of AI fits into clinical workflow [107]. In
the medical domain, XAI is particularly critical, as physicians need to understand how an AI system
arrived at its diagnosis or treatment recommendation to make informed decisions. In this thesis, we
will explore the field of Explainable AI and its relevance in the medical domain. Notably, in an Italian
hospital, experimental systems that incorporate explainability, including explainability maps that visual-
ize network activity in lung areas, are already being deployed in two Diagnostic Radiology Units [140].
This serves as evidence that the adoption of AI and explainability in clinical settings is more imminent
than commonly perceived.

There is overall distinct lack of application of XAI in the context of healthcare AI systems and, in par-
ticular, a lack of user studies exploring the needs of clinicians [9]. Therefore a different approach will
be taken, which takes into account the low level of knowledge about AI and explainability that doctors
posses. We will complete a user study of clinicians in the field of pulmonology to take away one of the
major barriers of implementing AI in clinical practice and trying to pave the way for achieving a higher
adoption rate of AI in the clinical setting by including medical doctors consider that they must participate
in the design process [100]. The main contributions this work makes are related to finding opportuni-
ties in the respiratory medicine domain and about finding the parameters that are related to creating
a Human-centred XAI experience for the practitioners in this field. With a primary aim of promoting
future research and advancement in the seamless integration of AI applications in the medical domain
by minimising implementation barriers.

The focus of this thesis is on trying to improve the explainability of AI in a specific use case, which is
common with papers researching XAI in the medical domain. We consider our scope the department
of respiratory medicine, with a specific focus on the treatment of patients suffering from pulmonary
fibrosis. The use case is interesting to research as pulmonary fibrosis is a progressive and debilitating
lung disease with no cure, and accurate and timely diagnosis and treatment plan is critical for effective
care. The care for IPF is complex as it is hard to diagnose, involving a multidisciplinary team [14].
Furthermore, the disease has a large overlap with other fields such as pathology and radiology. Making
the treatment of IPF patients an excellent use case for investigating XAI in highly complex areas and
offers opportunity to improve the current care by the adoption of AI.

Employing Practical Scenarios

Research into explainable artificial intelligence solutions for doctors has shown promising results, par-
ticularly when specific use cases are employed. However, many studies in this area fail to provide a
detailed analysis of the specific use case, instead opting for general questions about XAI concepts to
medical staff in that use case. We employ this use case focusing on the specific disease and its treat-
ment and utilising it to extract the XAI needs. Specifically, we will employ the use case of idiopathic
pulmonary fibrosis to explore the potential of XAI solutions for improving patient outcomes.

By employing the IPF use case as a foundation for our study, we aim to provide a more in-depth
exploration of XAI solutions for doctors. Specifically, we will examine the role of XAI in Pulmonary
Fibrosis Care at the Erasmus MC hospital and their pulmonology department. This approach will allow
us to gain a better understanding of how XAI can be utilised to improve patient outcomes in a specific
context, rather than just exploring abstract concepts in a general sense. This chapter will start with a
general overview of the disease and then is followed by an introduction of the care provided at Erasmus
MC to IPF patients.
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Figure 1.1: Chest X-ray of healthy lungs. Figure 1.2: Chest X-ray of a person suffering from IPF,
from Spagnolo et al. [143].

1.2. The Disease
IPF is a chronic and progressive lung disease characterised by the formation of scar tissue within the
lungs, leading to shortness of breath and a persistent cough. While there is no cure for IPF, various
treatment options are available that can help to slow its progression and manage symptoms. The
Erasmus MC hospital, located in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, has a dedicated pulmonology department
that provides specialised care for patients with IPF. This section will give a brief overview of the disease
and its treatment.

Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis

The most common form of idiopathic interstitial pneumonia is idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. It is a
chronic and progressive lung disease that primarily affects older adults. The disease causes lower lobe
scaring within the lungs which can be seen on chest X-rays. Figure 1.1 shows a person with healthy
lungs, the difference with Figure 1.2 is obvious as abnormalities and a lower total lung volume can be
seen [143]. IPF has an unknown cause but is commonly identifiable through characteristic imaging and
histologic appearances. Misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatment with immunosuppressive therapy is
a common issue with IPF. However, treatments that can slow the progression of the disease are since
recently available [78]. Because the disease is heterogeneous and difficult to diagnose the estimate for
the number of people suffering from it are imprecise. However, an estimation is that between seventy
thousand and one million people suffer from this disease world wide [97]. The average lifespan of
untreated patients with IPF is only 3 to 4 years [95].

Symptoms, Diagnosis and Effects on Life

Patients commonly present with unexplained exertional dyspnea, chronic dry cough, or Velcro-like
crackles on examination. In practice, patients with interstitial lung disease often initially receive a di-
agnosis of heart failure or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. As the disease has a very low oc-
currence and knowledge outside of specialised care centres about the disease is low. In some cases
it can take years before the correct diagnosis is found [78]. Most of the time diagnosis consists on
high-resolution CT (HRCT) imaging patterns, taking a detailed medical history, serological testing for
connective tissue disease and in some cases surgical lung biopsy [130]. As diagnosing IPF is very
difficult other diagnostic steps might be taken to rule out other diseases.

Chronic cough can have a considerable impact on the quality of life of patients with IPF by causing
interruptions in sleep, limitations in speech, significant desaturation, musculoskeletal pain, and urinary
incontinence. It is not surprising that coughing may restrict social interactions for these patients [61].
Another common effect of IPF dyspnea can have significant consequences on a patient’s quality of
life, leading to difficulties in performing daily activities and affecting their psychosocial and economic
well-being. Dyspnea has been independently connected to depression [79].
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Treatment

In the context of treating IPF, two antifibrotic therapies, nintedanib and pirfenidone, have been approved
to slow the decline in lung function and decrease the risk of acute respiratory deterioration. While
clinical trials have not shown a reduction in mortality, pooled data and observational studies suggest
that antifibrotic therapies can improve life expectancy of patients suffering from IPF [95]. Even though
the side effects of both medication can be severe, most individuals can tolerate antifibrotic therapy, and
dose adjustment can reduce side effects without compromising efficacy. A holistic approach to care that
includes symptom management and supportive care tailored to the individual’s needs is also beneficial
for patients with IPF. The only ”cure” for IPF is a single or double lungs transplantation with healthy lungs.
Because of several reasons such as a maximum age limit, limited life expectancy after transplantation
and a shortage of donor lungs not available or chosen as treatment for all patients.

The unpredictable nature of the progression of IPF and the risk of sudden acceleration resulting in
life-threatening exacerbation often leads to IPF patients dying in hospitals, receiving life-prolonging
interventions. On the other hand, referring IPF patients to palliative care too early when the disease is
still mild may cause short-term declines in their quality of life. Despite this, there is evidence to suggest
that palliative care may help alleviate respiratory symptoms and improve the quality of life of patients
with advanced IPF [61].
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1.3. Research Gap
Looking at all the related work we can identify that in the up-and-coming field of XAI there are still major
unsolved problems which severely limit the applicability of AI in high-stake domains such as healthcare.
We will begin by identifying what the problem is and how this research gap will be closed. After which
we will state which contributions will be made in this thesis and how we will address such a gap.

The Role of AI in Healthcare

Doctors are limited in their ability to recognise patterns, aggregate, and distil large amounts of disparate
data into a clear, evidence-based treatment plan [107]. The large amount of data that is available now
can be used in combination with machine learning algorithms to create the simple tools needed [124]
that help diagnose or judge the severity of different respiratory conditions.

Indeed, several works have studied the intersection between AI research and the healthcare domain
[6]. But despite promising applications of AI in respiratory medicine [53] and in specific overlapping
fields such as radiography which were quick to adopt AI [6], AI in medicine has yet to propagate to
the clinical setting [65]. There are currently limited examples of such techniques being successfully
deployed into clinical practice. Respiratory medicine is no exception [53]. It is therefore important to
consider how the use of AI fits into clinical workflow [107] and to look at the factors which prevent
these systems from being adopted. Which include those intrinsic to the science of machine learning,
logistical difficulties in implementation, and consideration of other barriers to adoption as well as of the
necessary sociocultural or pathway changes [65]. Furthermore some parts of the respiratory medicine
field are still very underrepresented.

There remains an enormous potential for AI to embrace domains outside of imaging such as pulmonary
function tests and physiological biosignals [53]. But also time consuming administrational tasks such
as writing responses to patient questions could be semi-automated by AI saving doctors valuable time,
while they are considered to be more emphatic towards patients [11]. Overall, AI is likely to play a key
role in aiding clinicians in the diagnosis [6] and differentiation of respiratory diseases in the future, and
it will be exciting to see the benefits that arise for the patients and doctors from its use in everyday
clinical practice [107].

Current Problems with AI in Healthcare

The current generation of AI algorithms in the medical domain suffer from problems of reliability caused
by the lack of robustness [16] and transparency [128]. In many cases, the most powerful machine
learning techniques purchase diagnostic or predictive accuracy at the expense of our ability to access
[91]. The features that are used to distinguish between data categories are not readily translated into
verbal or visual ‘rules’ that a human can understand [53]. Which the European Commission Joint
Research Centre sees as causing negative consequences for EU citizens and organisations as AI is
starting to play a crucial part in systems for decision-making and other processes [129]. A number
of real-life high-profile cases have shown these concerns to be valid as machine learning can learn
dangerous rules from the training data [9].

XAI as Solution for Problems with AI in Healthcare

Among other requirements, scholars and medical practitioners have highlighted the need to provide
explanations for AI-based decision systems [72]. To develop methods for improved interpretability of
machine learning predictions. If these goals can be achieved, the benefits for patients are likely to be
transformational [65].

At the same time, while research is being carried out in the field of XAI, this is still mostly algorithmic-
centred and does not yet meet the bar for deployment in the real-world [86, 88]. Many of the algorithms
used are also not used by end users in practise [18]. Explainability is a social process [109] — it re-
lies on the perceptions of the reader — but the recipients of explanations and their needs are seldom
take into account when designing and proposing XAI solutions. As different users require different
forms of explanation in different contexts [101]. Research has shown the limitations of existing XAI
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approaches both technically and from a human perspective looking at concepts such as understand-
ability and actionability [87]. And this shows as clinicians’ views sometimes differ from existing notions
of explainability [146].

How to best design explainable AI systems is a non-trivial problem [98]. End-users carrying out a
task have a goal or purpose behind trying to achieve it. To do that, they may need or desire to have
some kind of additional information to base their decision on. Different properties of explainability
can be more or less important depending on the reason to demand explainability [98]. In healthcare
these reasons can sometimes be very consequential for a patients health. On top of that, the way
the information is presented and how the presentation supports end-users in their activities plays an
important role specific to the medical domain [120]. In this sense, the emerging field of human-centered
XAI, which focuses on answering the question ”who” the explanations are for, plays a crucial role in
helping to answer these questions. Human centered XAI recommends to broaden the view on XAI to
incorporate methods and frameworks from social science [109] and design with the goal of shifting the
current techno-centric paradigm of XAI toward creating user experiences for XAI. An experience that
ensure humans’ right to understand and contest AI decisions [45]. The suitability of explanations is
question dependent and requires an understanding of user questions for a specific AI application [86]
and promotes a question-driven framework to embody these needs [88].

Doctors and health care professionals in general have a limited knowledge of AI principles [158, 1].
Furthermore, most doctors are unaware of the advantages and most common challenges to artificial
intelligence applications in the health sector [1] and are less aware or concerned about higher level
issues in AI use such as fairness, bias, and health inequalities [100]. Many papers suggest schooling
the doctors in principles of AI, however the busy clinical schedule does not always allow for this [58].
Most explainability algorithms are in practise only used by machine learning developers [18] and even
machine learning practitioners with different levels of experience with computer vision can have a hard
time envisioning uses of certain explanations [12].

Addressing the Research Gap

There is overall distinct lack of application of XAI in the context of healthcare AI systems and, in par-
ticular, a lack of user studies exploring the needs of clinicians [9]. Therefore a different approach will
be taken, which takes into account the low level of knowledge about AI and explainability that doctors
posses. But does include medical doctors, consider that they must participate in the design process
[100]. We will complete a user study of clinicians in the field of pulmonology to take away one of the ma-
jor barriers of implementing XAI in clinical practice and attempt to pave the way for future researchers
to achieve a higher adoption rate of AI in the clinical setting.
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1.4. Research Questions and Contributions
Research Questions

For this reasons, we seek to contribute to the existing body of work around human-centred XAI by
focusing on the information pulmonologists desire or need to see in explanations during the care they
provide for patients. This is achieved by taking into consideration the patient journey. The patient
journey refers to the entire process that a patient undergoes when seeking healthcare, from the ini-
tial symptoms or concerns that prompt them to seek medical attention, through diagnosis, treatment,
and follow-up care. It encompasses various touchpoints such as medical consultations, diagnostic
tests, treatment plans, medication administration, and monitoring progress. By considering the pa-
tient journey, we aim to gain a comprehensive understanding of the specific needs and preferences
of pulmonologists at different stages of patient care, ensuring that the explanations provided by XAI
systems align with their requirements throughout this continuum of care. Specifically, in this study, we
interview pulmonologists and medical PhD students to investigate the following main research question.

Main RQ — How do pulmonologists’ needs and intents shape the design of XAI solutions?

Because of the complexity of the field and lack of common consensus about the exact definition of
explainability the main research question is subdivided into three smaller research questions which are
easier to investigate. The split is taken from Xu et al. [156] who split their research question into three
simple sub-questions: when, what and how. The following questions can be read along the same line
of reasoning:

RQ1 — Where in the patient journey are moments for clinicians where XAI can be helpful?

RQ2 — What information do doctors seek in explanations?

RQ3 — Under which conditions do doctors engage with explanations?

These sub-research questions will be separately analysed and then combined in the discussion to
answer the main research question. Where RQ1 looks at when they need explainability, RQ2 looks at
what they want from the explainability and RQ3 looks at how they engage with it, if at all.

Contributions

The main contributions this work makes are related to finding opportunities in the respiratory medicine
domain and about finding the parameters that are related to creating a Human-centred XAI experience
for the practitioners in this field. With the key ambition of trying to work towards enabling future re-
search into lowering the barrier for the implementation of AI applications in the medical domain. The
exact contributions will be classified as follows:

Contribution 1 — Opportunity finding: where and how AI and explanations could be applied in the
pulmonology domain.

Contribution 2 — Identifying: Needs, wants, and goals of medical staff about explanations.
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1.5. Methodology

Figure 1.3: Flow of the research into the explainability context.

The following chapter aims to provide a detailed account of the research approach and a general view of
what each method employed is about, including the data collection methods, analysis techniques, and
validation processes employed throughout the studies. By following this systematic research flow, we
aim to contribute valuable insights into the explainability needs. The exact details about each method
employed can be found in the relevant sections.

The research is structured into two primary studies, each contributing to the overall understanding of
XAI in pulmonology. Study 1 focuses on examining the general context of current IPF treatment. It
involves clinical observations of pulmonologists in their practice to gain firsthand insights into patient
care and identify the real challenges faced by medical professionals. Additionally, a thorough analysis
of platform data is conducted to identify the specific needs and gather valuable insights into patients
with pulmonary fibrosis.

Study 2 delves into the explainability context within pulmonology. This part of the research encom-
passes various components. First, a prototype is developed based on the knowledge and insights
gathered from Study 1, serving as a foundation for subsequent stages. The prototype is then utilised in
a multidisciplinary co-creation session, where pulmonologists and experts collaborate to gather initial
feedback on explainability usage and explore the specific needs and requirements of pulmonologists re-
garding XAI. This session aims to generate valuable insights and provide a platform for interdisciplinary
discussions. To further deepen the understanding of pulmonologists’ perspectives, semi-structured in-
terviews are conducted. These interviews serve as a means to obtain additional input on the utilisation
of explainability and uncover any additional needs. Thematic analysis methods are applied to analyse
the collected interview data systematically, extracting meaningful insights. The results obtained from
the thematic analysis are then validated through a co-creation session involving diverse experts who
review and provide feedback on the findings.

The remainder of the thesis is structured following the structure of the research performed. The re-
search flow can be seen in Figure 1.3, and is outlined as follows:

Study 1: Research into the General Context of the Current IPF Treatment

The first part is mainly connected to the first and second chapters: First the use case is provided in
section 3.1 which will be used to perform the research. The medical background and context will be
presented in chapter 3 to give the reader an overview of the research performed to generate relevant
medical background information for the second study.

1. Clinical Observation of Subjects: The researchers observe pulmonologists in their clinical prac-
tice to gain insights into the care provided and identify the real problems faced by these profes-
sionals. This observation and its results can be found in section 3.1.
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2. Platform Data Analysis: Big data research is performed on platform data to identify the actual
needs of patients with pulmonary fibrosis and extract valuable insights section 3.2.

The main goal of this part is to gain an understanding of the current care processes in pulmonology
find the problems that clinical staff deals with now, understanding the patient journey, and generating
data and artefacts that will be utilised in the later stages of the research in study 2.

Study 2: Research into the Explainability Context in the Pulmonology Context

The second part is mainly focused on the actual collection of the scientific data and connected to the
following sections: The methodology of the research together with in-deep discussion of the research
method can be found in section 4.3. The outcomes of this study are presented in section 4.4.

1. Co-creation

Prototype Creation: A prototype is developed based on the gathered knowledge and insights
from the previous study. This prototype will be utilised in subsequent stages of the research
subsection 4.1.2.

Co-Creation Session: The prototype is utilised in a multidisciplinary co-creation session, where
pulmonologists and other experts collaborate. This session aims to gather initial feedback
on how explainability is used and explore the needs and requirements of pulmonologists
regarding XAI subsection 4.1.3.

Follow-Up Interviews: After the co-creation session, follow-up interviews are conducted to
further elaborate on the needs identified during the session and gather more in-depth insights
from the participating pulmonologists subsection 4.1.4.

2. Interview

Semi-Structured Interviews: Additional semi-structured interviews are carried out with a num-
ber of pulmonologists to obtain further input on their utilisation of explainability and identify
any additional needs. The methodology for this can be found in section 4.2.

Thematic Analysis: The interviews conducted in the previous section are subjected to a sys-
temic analysis. Thematic analysis methods are employed to analyse the combined output
of the interviews and extract meaningful insights. The methodology for this can be found in
subsection 4.3.1 and the results in subsection 4.3.3.

The main goal of this part is to use the artefacts during the co-creation session and subsequent inter-
views to understand how pulmonologists use explainability and determine their specific needs. The
feedback gathered will be used to improve the prototype and refine the journey map, ensuring more
relevant and valid tools for the research questions. The other parts are to validate the research findings
and opportunities for explainability within the medical domain of PF care. It aims to answer the research
questions regarding pulmonologists’ needs and intents in shaping the design of XAI solutions. Addition-
ally, the research contributes to identifying opportunities for applying AI and explanations in the field of
pulmonology and understanding the needs, wants, and goals of medical staff regarding explanations.
By following this research flow, the thesis aims to provide valuable insights into the explainability needs
in pulmonology and contribute to the development of XAI solutions that align with the requirements of
pulmonologists.

To increase the validity of the research and because this is often a limiting factor in the usefulness of
previous research all relevant materials relating to the co-creation session and interviews can be found
in the Appendix. With Appendix A for the co-creation session , Appendix B containing material for
the follow-up interviews, Appendix C consisting of the material for the semi-structured interviews and
Appendix D containing the final checklist helping the future development of XAI for healthcare.
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1.6. Connection with Erasmus MC
This research is closely linked to the expertise and experience of the Erasmus University Medical
Center in Rotterdam. All of the participants were linked to this hospital and all events, such as the
observations, took place at their premises. By establishing a connection with Erasmus MC and their
expertise in healthcare, this research aims to bridge the gap between explainable artificial intelligence
and the specific needs and challenges faced by pulmonologists in their own clinical setting. By collab-
orating with medical professionals at Erasmus MC, valuable insights can be gained into the practical
implementation of explainability methods, in the example context of IPF care, ensuring that in the fu-
ture developed solutions align with the requirements and goals of pulmonologists and could ultimately
contribute to improving patient outcomes.

The respiratory department

The Erasmus University Medical Center based in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, is affiliated with Erasmus
University and home to its faculty of medicine. It is a government owned scientific University Medical
Center and performs research in numerous health related directions. The respiratory medicine research
from the medical centre is highly ranked within western Europe 1.

In the Netherlands there are around 3200 known people suffering from lung fibrosis2. Because of
the multidisciplinary and complex care for the patients suffering from IPF most of these patients are
under treatment in one of the three national expertise centres. These are large university hospitals
The Erasmus Medical Centre is one of the 3 expertise centres in the Netherlands for this type of lung
diseases. Even though the disease does not really fluctuate between countries, the availability of
treatment and diagnosis methods vary even in Europe [69].

Regular care for IPF patients

The regular care path for patients in the Erasmus MC with IPF is described in a document, branched
from the regular interstitial lung disease care path, containing information about the registration, di-
agnosis, first consult, medication, multidisciplinary meetings and follow-up treatment regarding new
patients with (suspected) IPF. The document describes the standardised care that a patient should
receive. However, because of the complexity and heterogeneity of the disease together with the fact
that the disease does not only effect the patient at the hospital but also their life at home, the actual
events a patient experiences can be different. From one of the doctors perspective the regular care
path at the Erasmus MC and comparably at other centres in the Netherlands goes approximately as
follows:

”The patient comes in, you see him then you do a history of the patient, physical examination depending
on what has already been done. Following that you discuss the patient in an MDO where you see if
medication should be started. You discuss that with the patient and talk about the different side effects
of the medication and the personal wishes of the patient. You start the patient on the medication plan,
then you follow up with that patient concerning the side effects he suffers, perform lab checks, lung
function tests. The patient comes back once in a while, in the Erasmus MC that time is around 3
months, every time you evaluate with how the patient is doing. During these visits you talk about it
being a fatal progressive disease and what that patient wants at the end of his life. During this you
change the medication based on the individual patient, not only in the medication to treat the disease
but also to fight the symptoms, that is not really predictable in advance that is different with every
patient.”

1Erasmus MC ranking of respiratory medicine in western Europe www.scimagoir.com
2Number of people suffering from Pulmonary Fibrosis Netherlands - Numbers taken from the Dutch patient organisation Long-
fonds www.longfonds.nl/longziekten/longfibrose
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1.7. Outline
The remainder of the thesis will be structured as follows. In chapter 2, we will review the related work,
providing an overview of existing research and literature on the topic. Moving on to chapter 3, we will
delve into Study 1, which focuses on the research conducted in the general context. Within this study,
we will first discuss the clinical observation phase, including the observation sessions and the results
obtained. This will be followed by the patient platform data analysis, where we will outline the process of
scraping patient experiences, clustering the data using BERTopic, and transforming the clusters into a
patient journey map. Finally, we will present the results derived from the patient platform data analysis,
concluding the section on the research in the general context. Chapter 4 will introduce Study 2, which
delves into the research on explainability in the pulmonology context. This study begins with a pre-
liminary study that involves developing a functioning explainability prototype based on the knowledge
and insights gathered from the previous study. We will then describe the co-creation session, where
pulmonologists and other experts collaborate to provide initial feedback on the use of explainability
and explore the needs and requirements of pulmonologists regarding explainable artificial intelligence.
Follow-up interviews will be conducted to further elaborate on the identified needs, followed by a dis-
cussion on the methodology employed for the semi-structured interviews. Thematic analysis will be
performed on the interview data, and the results will be presented. The validation of the findings will be
carried out through a co-creation session involving diverse experts. We will conclude this section by
summarising the research on explainability in the pulmonology context. The discussion and conclusion
will be covered in chapter 5 and chapter 6. Here, we will engage in a comprehensive discussion of the
findings from both studies and their implications. We will also provide a concise conclusion, highlighting
the key findings, contributions of the research, and any identified limitations with corresponding recom-
mendations for future studies. In the conclusion we will also present a framework for adopting XAI in
pulmonology, which aims to provide guidance on incorporating explainable AI solutions into the field.
Appendices will be included, providing additional information such as the questions used for co-creation
and interviews, design prompts, and details about the co-creation validation session.
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Related Work

Large amount of research has already been performed into the field of explainability. In this section
the relevant directions within this research field will be described together with relevant literature from
each of those directions. First the algorithms that make up the basis of the XAI field will be described
together with how to decide which one to use and how they are used in practise. Then a quick overview
will be given on how these methods are used in the medical domain and human-centered frameworks
will be described that use their focus on the end-users to create systems that try to prevent the barriers
of adoption that other implementations pose. Finally, relevant literature will be provided that uses
different methods for finding opportunities for XAI in the medical domain. The relevant literature and
basic overview of the different directions within the XAI field provide a basis for the research gap that
will be presented in the next section.

Explainable AI algorithms in general

XAI algorithms aim to provide human-understandable explanations for decisions of complex machine
learning models. Many types of novel algorithms have been proposed in the field, such as: LIME,
Anchors, Integrated Gradients, Causal Models and many more [60]. The XAI algorithms that exist are
very diverse in the characteristics they possess. Some examples of the characteristics they diverge
on are ante-hoc or post-hoc, global or local, vision or text [38]. Other categorisations are for example
hierarchical systems and also look more into the input and output format [149]. However, no specific
commonly accepted categorisation of the methods exists. Each algorithm approaches the objective
using different techniques and methods and has different limitations, strengths and weaknesses. But
in all of them the objective is the same, provide a better understanding and control of the complex
model they try to explain.

The number of XAI algorithms has grown so rapidly in the last few years that some researchers looked
into creating benchmarks making it easier to pick which of the algorithms to use in specific use cases
[15]. However, in practise researchers compare the different methods themselves for their specific use
cases. Examples of this are Moscato et al. who looked into comparing state-of-the-art methods for
explaining the features used for credit risk assessment [111] while Lee et al. compared different XAI
visualisation techniques for explaining defect classification to domain experts [81]. McDermid et al.
connect different explainability methods to different types of stakeholders depending on their needs
and ethics [101].

The methods used to compare the explanations generating algorithms differs in each of these papers
and in Lee et al. is performed by having a simplification of the real end users. This is primarily caused
by the absence of standardised evaluation methods [98]. Other research sees explanations as playing
a vital role in improving human-agent interactions and performance in decision support systems and
claim that the metric should measure the increased performance of collaborating with the XAI [135].
Instead of picking one, the output of multiple XAI algorithms can be used simultaneously. Krishna et al.
[71] looks at what to do when these XAI algorithms disagree with each other. Bhatt et al. [18] look into
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how the algorithms are actually used in practise. They find that explanations almost exclusively used
by internal stakeholders rather then external ones. Motivated by this conclusion they try to find what
the limitations are from current explainability techniques that prevent them from being used by external
end users. Colin et al. [33] conducted a study to evaluate the usefulness of explainability methods
in real-world scenarios. The results demonstrated that explainability methods have shown progress
in assisting human users in bias detection and identifying new strategies. However, these methods
struggled to provide meaningful insights in understanding failure cases.

Open problems for explainable AI algorithms include: a remaining lack of agreement on what explain-
ability means, no clear guidance how to choose amongst explainable AI methods, and as stated pre-
viously the absence of standardised evaluation methods [98] and importantly with a limited research
emphasis being placed on supporting alternate domains [120]. The effects of this are apparent when
looking at the real world use of explainability methods, were there is no focus on the end users but
explanations are mostly used by machine learning developers [18]. Furthermore, research has sug-
gested that users often over-rely on system suggestions - even if the suggestions are wrong. Providing
explanations could potentially mitigate misplaced trust in the system and over-reliance. [25]. Other
research indicates that data scientists over-trust and misuse interpretability tools. Furthermore, few of
our participants were able to accurately describe the visualisations output by these tools [64].

XAI in the medical domain

Deep learning models have made significant advancements in healthcare, especially in diagnostics
and surgery, outperforming doctors in some diagnosis tasks. However, the lack of transparency in
these models poses challenges in explaining their results and integrating them effectively into clinical
settings [17]. A survey looking at healthcare based XAI systems which were trained on electronic
health record data [121] found that researchers primarily employ ”if-then” rules 28% to improve the
interpretability of complex machine learning methods. Another prevalent approach is to enhance the
performance of less complex ML methods while preserving their interpretability through optimisation
techniques 21%. Additionally, dimensionality reduction techniques 19% are also frequently utilised
in this context. They found however that many of the methods were not evaluated, which was likely
caused by the absence of a consensus on the definition of interpretability contributing to the lack of a
standardised approach for assessing the outcomes of XAI methods. From these unevaluated methods
they still draw recommendations for future XAI methods in healthcare.

To investigate the potential of XAI in the medical domain, most researchers use specific use cases,
to explore the use of XAI algorithms and models in that specific domain. These use cases provide
a practical and focused approach to researching XAI in healthcare, allowing researchers to identify
the benefits, limitations, and ethical implications of using XAI in real-world settings. From this more
focused research a broader conclusion about XAI in the medical domain can be taken. This section
will describe some of the relevant use cases that are used in the past to research XAI in the medical
domain.

The general XAI algorithms are not always adequate to use as healthcare data can sometimes be se-
quential or ontology-linked data. Therefore Panigutti et al. [115] came up with a local model-agnostic
explanations XAI technique applicable to this specific type of sequential ontology-linked data. But also
for non-sequential and ontology-linked data not all explainability methods are relevant to the applica-
tions in the medical domain. Therefore distinctions have to be made in the methods which ones are
relevant. One example of this is Poceviciute et al. [126] where they look at the field of digital pathol-
ogy, the digitisation of microscopy images, which is a medical imaging sub-discipline where gigapixel
images are analysed in order to find out many different properties of the underlying sample. They
present the case for the use of XAI in that specific field and list all state-of-the-art methods that they
consider relevant for the image domain and give their advantages and drawbacks. They, however,
don’t state which or how to pick which method to use in what relevant case or review any method with
real pathologists.

The use of XAI in the medical domain is researched in different ways. Signoroni et al. [140] developed
a deep learning architecture for predicting a semi-quantitative score which conveys the degree of lung
compromise. The model was created together with Italian hospitals which lead to the inclusion of
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highly resolved explainability maps to help visualise the network activity on the lung areas. The model
is currently undergoing an experimental deployment in the two Diagnostic Radiology Units in an Italian
hospital.

Lundberg et al. [93] look at explainable machine learning predictions to help anaesthesiologists pre-
vent hypoxemia during surgery with real time explainable AI. Where the explainability is in the form of
showing features that modify the chance that a patient will have hypoxemia. However they explainability
method they used was not described as being thought of together with the medical staff and they did not
test if the explainability actually helps the anaesthesiologists improve their ability to prevent hypoxemia.
This is a common pitfall in the explainability literature where it is quickly assumed that the presence of
explainability data means that end users will understand the AI method and that the benefits of fully
explainable AI methods are automatically reached. This can also be seen in Davagdorj et al. [36] who
proposes a framework to enhance the interpretability of a deep neural network model for predicting
non-communicable diseases under patients. The framework utilises the Shapley values approach to
provide explanations from both a population-based global perspective and a human-centered local ex-
plainability perspective. The importance scores of features in the DNN model construction are used to
determine the most significant factors for non-communicable diseases prediction. Peng et al. [122] use
the same type of explainability and evaluation of explainability method for deterioration risk prediction
of hepatitis patients. Du et al. [40] again employed Shapley values and utilised the same explanation
methods validation to explain the automatic prediction of gestational diabetes mellitus. However, to
improve clinical usability, they conducted feature selection in collaboration with clinical experts. Their
model included a small set of features, 4 or 5, to minimise data entry and make the system faster and
easier to use. Education was removed as feature from the models based on expert consultation to
ensure clarity and practicality. In all these cases the explainability method is chosen without consid-
ering other types of explainability methods and evaluated based on if the important decision features
found match with the existing literature. Relying solely on theoretical benchmarks to evaluate attribu-
tion methods is risky as they are disconnected from human involvement [33]. Instead it is important to
measure the performance of doctors working together with the AI system.

Another use case that is used for researching XAI in the medical domain includes Metta et al. [108]
which looks at exemplars and counterexemplars explanations for Image Classifiers with the task of
skin lesion labelling. This method, just like Lundberg et al., does not review the actual performance
increase or any other factor from the use of the explainability with the relevant end users.

Human-centered explainable AI research frameworks

Most popular methods in the XAI field are model-agnostic and application-agnostic which means that
the methods are not tailoring their explanations to the end-users presented with the explanations. De-
spite the importance of human-centeredness, and the differences the end-users make in the char-
acteristics of explainability, these methods are seldom explored in the context of a specific type of
end-users. The failure to thoroughly explore the application of these methods with targeted end-users
results in ineffective implementations of XAI techniques in scenarios where the limitations are neither
well-understood nor adequately considered. Human-centered explainable AI research frameworks are
methodologies or approaches for designing and developing AI systems that prioritise the needs and
experiences of a specific sets of users and try to prevent these pit-falls by taking the end-users into
account.

Kim et al. [66] used a mixed method study where they conducted interviews with users of a bird iden-
tification app and tried to find out about their XAI needs, uses, and perceptions. They found that users
want practically useful information that can improve their collaboration with the AI, instead of technical
system details. These include calibrating trust, improving their task skills and changing their behaviour
to supply better inputs to the AI. As the study was almost entirely focused on the bird identification app
users, the findings might not transfer to the medical domain.

In healthcare human-centeredness is done by involving the doctors, nurses or patients in the design
procedure to ensure that the explainability is aligned with the users’ goals and values, makes the AI
model transparent in its decision-making, and can provide understandable and relevant explanations
to users. It also tackles the problem in the XAI field that explainability methods are often not reviewed
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properly on their performance being used by the end users, as in these frameworks the end users are
continuously involved in the design processes and evaluations are commonly performed.

Panigutti et al. [116] create human-centered explainable AI for doctors by using the collaborative ap-
proach of co-design. Co-design involves active participation from end-users throughout the design
process to create solutions that better meet their needs and preferences. They use an iterative design
approach of prototyping, testing and then redesigning their explainable AI system. The testing with
real medical users showed that naive implementation of state-of-the-art methods leads to negative fac-
tors which could prevent end-users from using the system such as information overload and ill-suited
explanations for the target group.

Finding opportunities for XAI in the medical domain

Exploratory surveys are an essential tool for researchers to identify opportunities for implementing
explainable artificial intelligence in the medical domain. By conducting surveys, researchers can gather
valuable insights and feedback from end-users, stakeholders, and experts, and understand the specific
challenges, needs, and expectations.

Tonekaboni et al. [146] interviewed clinicians in two acute care settings – Intensive Care Unit and
Emergency Department – to develop notions of explainability and identify their needs towards building
reliable ML systems for their respective clinical practice. They used hypothetical Scenarios and asked
more general questions to find aspects of explainability that catalyse building trust with the underlying
AI models and they identify classes of explanations that clinicians identified as most relevant.

Cai et al. [27] look into using a prototype of a deep neural network predicting prostate cancer diagno-
sis and survey before, during and after to learn the types of information that pathologists desire about
the AI assistant. They found that clinicians desired upfront information about basic, global properties
of the model, such as its known strengths and limitations, its subjective point-of-view, and its overall
design objective. Where participants compared these information needs to the collaborative mental
models they develop of their medical colleagues when seeking a second opinion. Evans et al. [125]
use a mixed-method study of surveying and interviewing pathologist showing them samples of state-of-
the-art AI explainability techniques to find their XAI needs. The authors agree that most research into
explainability has been to algorithm centric instead of user-centric, however then go on to present these
algorithm centric methods to the medical staff. We take a different approach where we take care to
prevent limiting doctors to existing algorithm centric explainability methods. Lakkaraju et al. use a half
hour semi-structured interview to ask questions about explainability use and needs to 16 doctors who
already use explainability in their workflow to diagnose machine learning models [75]. They conclude
that these doctors think feature importance is important and would want to use a interactive explain-
ability interface. The difference with our research however is that we want use explainability working
together with clinical doctors, some who have no experience using explainability or have knowledge
about AI. The fact that the doctors in [75] have experience with machine learning means that a large
part of the interest into the working of models comes not from their medical side, but rather their AI
developer roll.

The role of XAI in pulmonology

In the field of pulmonology AI is not yet implemented to its fullest potential. Previous research has
shown that it still deals with several problems, such as opaque decision making and the need for
clinical validation. Using XAI in pulmonology would have several advantages in the working together
between pulmonologist and XAI.

Problems

The overall benefits of explainability still need to be proven in practice in the field of healthcare
[98]. Opaque decisions are more common in medicine than critics realise [91]. While this debate
of whether it is acceptable to use nontransparent algorithms for patient care is unsettled, it is
notable that many aspects of the practice of medicine are unexplained, such as prescription of a
drug without a known mechanism of action [147]. However, there cannot be exceptionalism for
AI in medicine it requires rigorous studies, publication of the results in peer-reviewed journals,
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Figure 2.1: Explanation of diagnostic prediction of different lung diseases using Shapley values from Das et al. [35]

and clinical validation in a real-world environment, before roll-out and implementation in patient
care [147]. Similarly to other medication of healthcare related devices.

Poursabzi-Sangdeh et al. found that using a clear model hampered participants’ abilities to detect
when the model had made a sizeable mistake, seemingly due to information overload caused by
the amount of detail in front of them [127]. But that problem disappeared when giving the user
more interactive information warning them. Results show that visual inspection of explanations
alone can favour methods that may provide compelling pictures, but lack sensitivity to the model
and the data generating process when looking at saliency maps [4] commonly used in the medical
field.

Advantages

The advantages of using XAI in pulmonology have been underlined by Das et al. who used
Shapley values as can be seen in Figure 2.1 to explain the diagnostic prediction of different lung
diseases by an AI system [35]. They conclude that the doctors together with the explanations per-
form better then either system alone. Thus showing the positive effects that collaboration between
doctors and AI systems have in cases where the AI is not a black box but rather can explain their
decision making process. Their study also finds that collaboration between explainable artificial
intelligence and pulmonologists improves the accuracy of pulmonary function test interpretation
significantly. The explainability is performed by providing Shapley Values to the pulmonologist,
which help to explain the decision-making process of a black-box model by assigning a numerical
value to each feature based on its importance in the model’s output. This research shows that
the collaboration between XAI and pulmonologist can lead to better care for patients. This is the
driving point behind our attempt to improve this collaboration.





3
Study 1: Research General Context

In this chapter, we describe our approach to researching the medical background and context of IPF.
This chapter includes sections on observations from doctor-patient sessions, platform data analysis and
patient journey mapping. In particular, we describe our use of clinical observations and the BERTopic
framework for clustering patient experiences and the challenges we faced in turning those into topics
that could be used in the patient journey map. By combining insights from medical literature, doctor-
patient sessions, and patient experiences, we hope to gain a holistic understanding of IPF care that
can inform us in the extraction of explainable AI needs from the pulmonology medical staff.

Our research approach to understanding the medical background and context of Idiopathic Pulmonary
Fibrosis involves two key methods: clinical observations and patient platform analysis. These methods
allow us to gain insights into the workflow of medical staff and the patient journey, respectively, with the
aim of identifying the problems that doctors deal with and finding the real-life patient journey identifying
possible opportunities for AI systems.

Clinical observation, a qualitative research method, involves recording the behaviours of medical staff
in a real-world setting. By observing doctor-patient interactions and deviations from standard treat-
ment protocols available from the hospital, we can identify underlying problems. These observations
lay the foundation for creating interview questions, and further analysis in the following chapter. The
non-reactive nature of the observation sessions ensures minimal interference with actual medical pro-
cedures, maintaining the natural behaviour of doctors and patients.

In addition to clinical observations, we employ patient platform analysis to gain further insights into
patients’ experiences and perspectives. By analysing online patient stories from community platforms,
we will try to understand patients’ coping strategies, concerns, barriers to health behaviour changes,
and disease-related symptoms. Although online patient stories may suffer from selection bias and lack
contextual cues, they provide valuable qualitative data that can supplement traditional sources. It’s
important to consider the strengths and limitations of online patient stories and use them in conjunction
with other studies to gain a deeper understanding of patient behaviour.

By combining insights from clinical observations and patient platform analysis our research aims to
gain a holistic understanding of IPF care. This understanding will inform the extraction of explainable
AI needs from the pulmonology medical staff, described in the following chapter with the use of the
insights and artefacts extracted. Ultimately, leading to the development of XAI solutions that address
the identified problems and improve the working together between AI and medical staff. The knowledge
extracted here will also help with holding the semi-structured interviews later as for holding a good
interview knowledge of the subject is required by the interviewer [3].
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Figure 3.1: Image of one of the clinical observation sessions.

3.1. Clinical Observation
Naturalistic observation is a qualitative research method where the behaviours of the subjects, in this
case medical staff, is recorded in a real world setting [8]. Observations can be used particularly well
in a mixed-research study to get a basic understanding of the research field. They lay at the basis
for creating surveys or interview questions [8]. Field notes are taken to record the actions and events
that take place during the observation. As normal treatment protocols are known and doctors are
thought those during their education, deviation of these protocols during the observation gives a clear
indication that underlying problems exists. The type of deviations also give a indication into the direction
that doctors see a solution. This type of problem finding is not unique and can be used for example in
implicit requirement analysis [23].

3.1.1. Observation session
Two observation sessions were conducted to gain insights into the interactions between a pulmonolo-
gist and IPF patients during check-up consultations. The first observation session took place on De-
cember 14, 2022, and lasted for an entire day, while the second session occurred on May 15, 2023,
lasting only half a day. The location of the observation sessions was the third floor of the RG building
from Erasmus MC housing the pulmonology consultation and breathing test rooms. The number of pa-
tients seen on average during the observations was around 6-8, although the schedule for the doctor
included seeing around 15.

The study was non-reactive where it is attempted to not influence the actions observed. This enabled
us to study the problems that doctors suffer normally during their work. To not be too overt during
the observation and to avoid disturbing actual medical procedures: doctor coats were worn by the
observers and they sat unobtrusively in the back of the room during the observation. The presence of
the observers was announced by the medical staff in advance and permission was asked to be present
during their check-ups or lung function tests from the patients and their care-givers. In all cases they
agreed to let the observers be present and they did not seem to be distracted by the presence of them,
as they showed emotions and asked questions to the doctor that seemed to denote expected behaviour
for patients.

Types of Patient Interactions Observed

During these observation sessions, various types of consultations were observed, including in-person
consultations between patients and pulmonologists, interactions between patients and specialised
nurses, phone consultations between pulmonologists and patients, and extended breathing tests con-
ducted by specialised nurses. The patient population encountered during these sessions varied sig-
nificantly, with some patients being in the advanced stages of the disease while others were still in
relatively good health.

The interactions between the healthcare professionals and the patients, particularly those with the spe-
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cialised nurse, showed how they provided detailed information and explanations to address specific pa-
tient questions, such as the use of home oxygen. The check-up consultations with the pulmonologist
showed how they make quick assessments every three months to evaluate stability, make adjustments
to medication, and determine if any changes to the treatment plan are required. Additionally, the ex-
tended breathing tests provided us with valuable insights into the care provided at the hospital and
helped to identify the real problems faced by these professionals.

Types of Check-ups

The most significant moments during contact with out-patient patients occur during the regular check-
ups, which typically take place approximately every 3 months, depending on the patients’ and primary
doctors’ schedules. There are two main types of regular check-ups: the in-person and the phone
consultations. Patients might decide on doing their consultation by phone because of their health
condition, distance to the hospital, fear of becoming sick when coming to the hospital and other reasons
such as negative experiences with the hospital. The actual check-ups can differ depending on the
number of patients that day, the patient themselves, doctors and their experience, and type of the
patient’s disease and progression of it. The description of the two types of check-ups can therefore
more be seen as a general view of how they are carried out, on average.

In-person consultation

1. The doctor prepares for the patient by reading their test results and medical file on their
computer. This can also involve calling other doctors, that might manage a different aspect
of the disease, to discuss.

2. The doctor checks in the system if the patient is already waiting in the waiting room.

3. The doctor walks through the hallway to the waiting room and collects the patient and in
most cases their caregiver is also present.

4. The doctor asks to the patient how it is going while walking back to the consultation room. In
this time they already have a quick overview of the state of the patient based on what they
say and how out of breath they are from the walking.

5. In some cases the doctor hooks the patient up to the blood oxygen saturation monitor and
checks their oxygen level.

6. When the patient performed any tests before the consultation, which most of the time is the
case, the doctor talks about those results with the patient and caregiver or other person who
joined them during the check-up.

7. The doctor asks about the symptoms of the disease and for side-effects of the medication
that they might suffer from.

8. Based on this the doctor might change the medications taken, dose the patient is on or make
any other adjustments to their treatment plan. This can also involve thinking about new test
to perform on the patient or starting palliative care.

9. The doctor asks the patient if they have any questions, some patients bring small lists so
they can remember their questions.

10. The doctor tries to answer the patients questions in a full and emphatic way, while providing
them accurate information about their current health status.

11. The doctor renews and adapts medication prescriptions for the patient to collect at a phar-
macy of choice.

12. The doctor plans new check-ups and other appointments with the hospital with the patient
and informs them about other more practical concerns hindering their visits to the hospital
such as imminent road works on their route.

13. The doctor might inform them and ask them about participating in a study.

14. The doctor stands-up and lets the patients out of the consultation room.
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15. The doctor immediately starts preparing on their computer for the next patient.

Phone consultation

The phone check-ups are very similar to the in-person check-ups as the doctor has the same
objectives during both types of consultations. With the obvious difference that step 2, 3 and
14 are skipped, 4 and 5 happen over the phone instead and the fact that in some cases the
doctor talks with only the caregiver instead of the patient.

These phone consultations seem to take on average shorter then the in-person ones and also
have less interaction with the asking and answering of questions, a observation that is in
line with the literature [90] which states that telemedicine consultations usually take shorter
because of dissatisfaction of doctors. The reason that the consultations were not in-person
might also influence the length. One patient during the observation of their consultation
chose for a online consultation, likely because they were hesitant to receive further treatment
from the specific doctor because of a conflict, also likely leading to a shorter consultation.

3.1.2. Results
From the several different patient-doctor events observed we can summarise common problems that
were encountered by the health staff in during these events. Because of the low number of observations
there can be no statistical relevance tied to these observation results, however they can be indicative
of larger problems that medical staff deal with that could be possibly solved by future AI solutions.
Additionally they are helpful in the research into the context that the explainability solutions have to
work in.

Significant time pressure Throughout the first observation session, it became evident that pulmo-
nologists faced significant time pressure, which sometimes hindered their ability to fully prepare
for patient check-ups. This time constraint also led to difficulties in addressing all patient ques-
tions in a comprehensive and unhurried manner. This point was commonly mentioned by the
medical staff and the time pressure could be observed in their actions, or sometimes in the lack
of certain actions.

Examples of this include not having time to have any breaks between patients during the con-
sultations even for drinking tea. The death, before the appointment, of a patient caused some
time to be freed up during one observation, however that time was quickly filled up by other tasks
such as a newer pulmonologist asking for a second opinion on their own patient. Other effects of
time pressure is that during the emotional breakdown of a patient about the fear for his impend-
ing death, the doctor expertly calmed the patient by explaining what would happen in his last
moments, however after the doctor mentioned they felt hurried sometimes to calm the patient to
continue with the consultation, instead of being able to provide them with the time they wanted to
help their emotions.

Communication between medical staff Medical staff needs to communicate all information ex-
tracted from the patient, all information told to the patient and decisions made, to other medi-
cal staff. This leads to a large amount of communication directly and indirectly with current and
future relevant persons involved in the patients care. While the medical staff understands the
importance of the communication, they do think it takes an excessive amount of time. As time
is a resource that they have a lack of, the large time need of communication leads to the use of
shortcuts and to frustration.

Examples of communication between medical staff are:

• Noting down of the consult in the patients file.

• Writing letters to stakeholders such as the patients general practitioner about subjects such
as the life expectancy that was told to the patient so it matches what the patients got told in
the hospital.

• Calling other doctors involved in the patients treatment when they need to discuss adjust-
ments to the treatment plan.
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The lack of time and the need to have extensive communication leads to doctors copy-pasting
a lot of information from their own templates or previous consults. Furthermore, the excessive
use of abbreviations could lead to problems. During the observation of the lung function test
only halfway through the hour long testing the nurse specialist noticed that, after some small talk
with the patient, that the patient was suffering not from the chronic condition she thought. Rather
the patient was suffering from a completely other disease that has the same commonly used 3
letter abbreviation. Although in this case it did not lead to complications, in other situations it
could cause unnecessary testing or other negative consequences. The need for highly skilled
specialised doctors to perform manual tasks, such as sending basic information emails to GP’s,
led to some frustration as they did not see it as something that should be part of their function,
which it was not in the past. However, since recent cost cutting measures it was decided their
medical secretaries were not necessary, thus the task became theirs.

Problems planning tests Patients with PF often suffer from other comorbidities [80] causing the
need for scheduling other consultations and tests which can have long waiting times. This can
make the treatment of the patients more difficult as the quick deterioration of patients leads to
time pressure in treating symptoms. Coping methods for this used by the medical staff include
scheduling appointments when they assume they might be needed in the future, cancelling them
when they are at that moment in the future not necessary.

Patients not remembering their own needs and questions Another main problem observed was
the fact that patients had trouble remembering the questions they wanted to ask to the doctor. A
common tip given by the doctors and patient organisations 1 is to prepare a list of questions in
advance so they can ask the questions they want during the consultation. But even in instances
were patients brought a list of their questions, they still in some cases forgot to ask them or knew
they wanted to ask more but forgot what exactly. However, because of the direct contact they
can have with the nurse specialist this is not a large problem as they can still ask their questions
later by email or phone call.

Not being in their home environment Patients often want to lead the doctor to believe the state of
their life and health is very positive, something that the measurements, such as blood oxygen, or
advanced questioning about their life and health contradicted. The patients have, in most cases,
a large respect for the doctor and, according to the medical staff they sometimes want to present
themself doing better then they actually are doing. This might cause problems for doctors in
accurately knowing all problems the patients might deal with, preventing them from giving helpful
advise and treatment plan adaptions to deal with problems.

Conflict with patients The emotional nature of chronic disease can easily cause conflict between
patients, caregivers and doctors. This can cause major obstructions for the doctors in providing
medical care to that patient. In one instance, the doctor finding another severe health condition
within a patient caused that patient and caregiver to become hostile against them and the hospi-
tal, not wanting to come into in-person consultations and being hesitant for receiving additional
hospital care.

The observations performed shed light on the challenges faced by pulmonologists in terms of time
management, patient communication, administrative tasks, and getting an accurate image of the state
of their patients and their needs. These results will help shape the co-creation session that will be de-
scribed in the following chapter. Therefore contributing to the identification of specific areas where XAI
systems could potentially offer support and enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of pulmonologists’
work in delivering quality care to IPF patients.

1Advise preparing a list of questions for consultations by PF patient organisation www.longfibrose.nl/zorg/gesprek-met-uw-arts/
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3.2. Patient Platform Data Analysis
Through analysis of online patient stories from community platforms, researchers can gain insight into
patients’ coping strategies, concerns, barriers to health behaviour changes, and disease-related symp-
toms. These platforms provide a large-scale database with tens of thousands of first-hand patient sto-
ries about their care paths and illness experiences, offering an opportunity to supplement traditional
data sources with qualitative data [63].

However, it’s important to note that online patient stories may not represent the entire patient popula-
tion and can suffer from selection bias. Patients who choose to share their experiences online may
not be representative of the broader population and their stories may be influenced by previous con-
tent. Additionally, online stories may lack contextual cues, such as socio-economic background or
emotional/situational states, unless users reveal such information online.

Despite these limitations, online patient stories can provide valuable insight into the patient experience
and should be used in conjunction with other studies that employ more systematic and stratified sam-
pling methods to reduce bias. By carefully considering the strengths and limitations of online patient
stories, researchers can gain a deeper understanding of patient behaviour and inform the development
of patient-centric healthcare services.

Figure 3.2: Example of a patient post on the Inspire platform, with two other forum users answering the original question.

3.2.1. Scraping the Patient Experiences
The Patient Platform - Inspire

A large number of patients indicate that they use online patient discussion platforms to search for
information about their disease [96]. One of the larger open patient discussion platforms that exists is
Inspire 2. With around 35.000 community forum participants, of which most are patients, posting their
experiences and questions about their own disease trajectory. The forum is well moderated to prevent
harmful information or spam messages to appear within the posts. Patients have been posting for more
than 10 years on the platform, resulting in around 140.000 posts. The platform is set up together with
the American Lung Association, all posts are written in English and a large percentage of the posts
is about the disease trajectory of patients that life in the United States. An example of a patient post,
together with other forum users answering them can be seen in Figure 3.2. The question the patient
asks in the post is regarding if the advise their healthcare provider is wise to follow, which is a concern
we more often encountered in post of patients on the platform.
2Inspire website https://www.inspire.com/groups/living-with-pulmonary-fibrosis/
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The Inspire platform was chosen to be used for the data analysis as it is the largest open source platform
and it is well moderated. Another advantage is that the platform has different sections for patients and
caregivers. Therefore it is easier to only look at the journey of the patients when there are less posts
from the perspective of the caregiver between, which could be hard to separate.

Scraping and Cleaning Data

As no API was available to us it was chosen to scrape the platform data. In order to use all information
from the patients on the platform both top level posts and comments to those post where scraped. For
ethical reasons it was chosen to remove all personal information such as email addresses, names,
geographical names and specific hospitals. This information was automatically replaced by generic
tags such as <Location> this was carried out in combination with regular expressions and BERT based
named entity recognition. The use of these tags could influence the performance in two ways. It could
increase the performance of the embedding model, because for our application different locations and
people should be considered identical, or it could confuse the model and make it embed the docu-
ments further away than wanted. No easy method for testing this performance for all possible use
cases is present, and therefore we will consider this as a necessity which we can’t change, taking any
performance hit as unavoidable.

To standardise the data further monetary units, date & times, medicine dosages where normalised,
special characters and smileys where removed and medical abbreviations were expanded. Then ev-
erything was converted to lowercase. Because the forum has strictly controlled community guidelines
all post where in English and no spam or large quantities of misinformation could be identified. Be-
cause BERT embeddings will be used in further steps no further preprocessing is necessary as the
performance difference of preprocessing such as stemming is insignificant when using this type of
embedding.

Figure 3.3: Internal modularity and workings of the BERTopic framework - Image made by M. Grootendorst.

3.2.2. Clustering Using BERTopic
Document embeddings provide a viable alternative to traditional topic modeling such as LDA at lower
complexity and runtime [139]. The utilisation of BERTopic [54] for analysing short and unstructured
text is the most promising approach for embedding-based topic modeling to find interesting topics [43].
BERTopic is a modular approach to document clustering based on Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations from Transformers embeddings. The simple description of BERTopic is a three-step process
for generating topic representations. First, each document is transformed into its embedding repre-
sentation using a pre-trained language model. Next, the dimensionality of the resulting embeddings
is reduced to enhance the clustering process. Finally, topic representations are extracted from the
clusters of documents using a custom class-based variation of TF-IDF [54]. The modularity of the
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system can be seen in Figure 3.3 where each component can be swapped for a different method or
implementation.

Choosing Embedding Model

Different types of embedding models and methods exist, to find the best one fitting the use case the
following main decisions, summed up below, were made. They consist of finding out which underlying
structure the embedding model has to have, how it was trained and what should be embedded to get
the best possible topics for finding out the patients their experience suffering from IPF. The following
sections describe why it was chosen to use the configuration of embedding model that was used.

Type of internal architecture In recent years, pre-training language models have greatly enhanced
the accuracy of Natural Language Processing tasks. Song et al. [142] introduces a novel pre-
training method called Masked and Permuted Language Modeling (MPNet), aiming to overcome
limitations present in existing approaches. While masked language modeling in models like BERT
effectively captures bidirectional context, it overlooks the dependency among masked tokens.
XLNet addresses this issue through permuted language modeling, but lacks complete position
information during autoregressive pre-training. To address these limitations and leverage the
strengths of both masked language modeling and permuted language modeling, MPNet splits
tokens in a sequence into non-predicted and predicted parts. By considering the dependency
among predicted tokens through permuted language modeling, MPNet resolves the discrepancy
between pre-training and fine-tuning stages. The average performance of MPNet in the task of
sentence embeddings is higher then most other BERT and Roberta based models 3 and therefore
the most recent MPNet based model all-mpnet-base-v2 is used.

General or medically trained The problem with picking medically trained models that are fined tuned
or trained on medical data is that IPF is a very small and specific disease. The model therefore
embeds all the post mentioning IPF or its medication and direct side effects in a very small space.
Furthermore, the posts on the patient platform often talk about the home situation and other
factors that are not commonly talked about in medical papers, thus not working well with the pre-
trained medical models. Therefore, after taking these points into account a more general model
was picked. While using the non-medical model we found that it had no trouble with identifying
similar post with medical terms as related, even when different brand names of a specific IPF
medicine were used in each of those post.

Embedding sentence, paragraph or post Another decision that had to be made was what to em-
bed, the post, paragraph or entire document. The problem with top level posts on the platform
is that they often don’t contain a specific question or answer but might describe the recent or
full experiences that a patient dealt with. This means that multiple topics could be present in one
document, which can reduce the effectiveness of the clustering as it is unclear which cluster those
documents belong and including them makes the cluster less specific. The reverse is also true,
with sentence embeddings there might not be a topic of interest discussed in each sentence.
Rather, clusters might be formed depending on too general and trivial topics that are not rele-
vant for doctors e.g. saying hello. Both types of sentence and posts embeddings were tested.
Sentence embeddings deemed to give a too large number of topics that were not all relevant
for doctors to have information about. Some examples of topic clusters generated for sentence
embeddings were ”Wishing people merry Christmas”, ”Greetings”, ”Looking good” which are not
interesting topics on the platform but are very common sentences in posts to appear near the
beginning or ending. Paragraph embeddings could have solved some of these problems. How-
ever, because of the lack of appropriate use of paragraphs on the forum used, this would involve
first separating separate topics of interest within each post. Even though this is possible to per-
form, as it would complicate the platform analysis further it was chosen not to dive deeper into
this direction. Rather this is seen as a limitation of the research performed and post embeddings
where chosen.

3Performance of different types of embedding models www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained_models.html
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Figure 3.4: Colours denote cluster membership of nodes, the gray color is the noise cluster. Shows the difference between
K-means, and 2 density-based clustering methods DBSCAN and HDBSCAN. Taken from [103]. The graph is a two dimensional
projection of a higher dimensions space taken with arbitrary axis.

Clustering Algorithm

After the embedding of the posts into the multidimensional space the documents are clustered into a
number of representative topics. It is important to differentiate between the terms ”partitioning” and
”clustering” as they have specific definitions. Clustering involves identifying subsets of data that exhibit
natural grouping patterns, without necessarily assigning a cluster to every individual point. On the
other hand, partitioning requires that each data point is assigned to a particular cluster. The partitioning
approach can encounter difficulties in the presence of noise or when distinct clusters are not clearly
discernible, resulting in suboptimal outcomes. As posts on this platform could be concerning an near
infinite number of subjects, it was chosen to look at finding naturally occurring topics in the posts on
the patient platform and therefore perform the task of clustering.

Different approaches exist to cluster the embedded posts. Density-based clustering [70] defines clus-
ters as being able to be described as collections of data objects that exhibit high object density within
contiguous regions of the data space. Notably, these clusters are distinguished from one another by
contiguous regions of low object density. One of the advantages of density-based clustering methods is
that they do not necessitate prior knowledge of the number of clusters as input parameters. Moreover,
they do not rely on assumptions regarding the underlying density or variance within the clusters. This
flexibility makes density-based clustering techniques highly adaptable to diverse datasets and enables
them to effectively handle varying densities and irregularly shaped clusters. In figure 3.4 you can see
the difference between K-means a partitioning algorithm and HDBSCAN a density-based clustering
algorithm, where the K-means clusters contain a lot of outliers, which are ignored in the HDBSCAN
algorithm [103].

As we are dealing with a unknown number of clusters and data distribution and we want to only identify
the main topics that patients are dealing with without too many outliers we choose to use a density-
based clustering algorithm. For this use case we make use of the Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial
Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN) [104] algorithm as it is an optimised version of DB-
SCAN. HDBSCAN employs an iterative process by applying DBSCAN with different epsilon values
and then combines the results to identify a clustering solution that exhibits optimal stability across the
range of epsilon values. Where stability is the sum of iterations of epsilon values the points in the clus-
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ter stay in that cluster. This approach enables HDBSCAN to effectively discover clusters with varying
densities, distinguishing it from DBSCAN. Additionally, this iterative integration of results enhances the
robustness of HDBSCAN by mitigating challenges associated with parameter selection.

Figure 3.5: Scatter plot showing the top 10 of 100 largest distinct clusters denoted by different colors, with the top keywords
denoting the cluster topics centered above the cluster. This is a two dimensional mapping of a 384 dimensional space embedding
automatically provided by BERTopic, the dimensional reduction is performed with UMAP.

The number of clusters identified after the previous application of HDBSCAN was 315. A number that
is reduced in the next step as it does not reduce the usefulness of the clusters for the end result, and
improves the interoperability of the data for the medical staff. In Figure 3.5 you can see that the found
clusters do in fact effectively make us of the HDBSCAN features as they have varying densities and
irregularly shaped clusters. In Figure 3.6, a similarity matrix, we can see that almost all found clusters
are varying in type and therefore the clusters are well defined.
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Cluster Merging

There is a need to reduce the number of clusters from an initial count of 300 to a smaller number.
This reduction is driven by the understanding that doctors do not require overly specific information but
rather seek broader insights into the usage of certain treatments or substances. For example, instead
of focusing on the nuanced differences in curcumin usage, doctors are more interested in knowing that
curcumin is used for various purposes.

To support this need for cluster reduction, a hierarchical plot of a selection of cluster topics from the
clustering round containing approximately 300 topics can be analysed. This plot can be seen in Fig-
ure 3.7. This plot reveals that many topics exhibit significant similarities. For instance, cluster 123
discusses the potential effects of using curcumin, while cluster 314 focuses on taking curcumin as a
supplement. These similarities suggest that combining clusters with comparable content can effec-
tively reduce the number of clusters without sacrificing important information. The reduction process
leverages the hierarchical data generated by BERTopic, as the employed HDBSCAN algorithm also
follows a hierarchical approach. By utilising this hierarchical structure, it becomes possible to examine
whether any information loss occurs when merging the most similar clusters.

Through thorough analysis, it was concluded that reducing the number of clusters from around 300
to 100 by merging the most similar ones does not result in significant information loss that would im-
pede gaining insights into patients’ experiences. To validate the absence of severe information loss, a
methodology was employed to determine which clusters should be merged. This involved comparing
the similarity of top posts that were likely to be associated with the clusters. By assessing the similarity
of these posts, it was possible to evaluate whether merging clusters resulted in similar content being
grouped together.

From analysing the hierarchical plot of cluster topics from the clustering containing 100 topics we can
see that leveraging the hierarchical nature of the data, merging clusters with similar content from an
initial count of 300 to 100 does not lead to substantial information loss in our use case of insight gen-
eration. Substantial information loss was seen as two clusters merging together if they did not seem
closely related by two of the researchers. A section of the hierarchical plot of the reduced number of
clusters can be seen in Figure 3.8. We can see in this figure that the topics are more general then with
the larger number of clusters.

Figure 3.7: Hierarchical plot of a selection of cluster topics from the clustering round containing around 300 topics, it can be seen
that many of the topics are fairly similar e.g. cluster 123 talks about the possible effects of using curcumin and cluster 314 talks
about taking them as supplements.
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Figure 3.8: Section of the hierarchical plot of cluster topics from the clustering containing 100 topics, it can be seen that the
topics are a lot more general.
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Cluster Removal

There is a need to remove clusters that are more platform or country context-specific. The research
focus is not on the usage of patient platforms or national healthcare by patients themselves but rather on
understanding their experience with the disease in their daily lives. Information about country specific
healthcare systems e.g. about American insurance plans is not useful. Thus, it is important to filter out
clusters that are irrelevant to the main goal of the study.

To address this need, a methodology was employed to remove clusters that exhibited platform or
country-specific content. The process involved interpreting the meaning of each cluster by reading
a maximum of the top 50 posts associated with that cluster. This interpretation was then compared
with the automatically generated keywords for the clusters. By performing this comparison, clusters
containing irrelevant or platform-specific information were identified and subsequently removed from
the analysis. Several examples of clusters that were deemed irrelevant for the research goal or spe-
cific to the American context were discovered during this process. These removed clusters included
topics such as ”Educating new users and difficulties of finding the needed information”, ”Compassion-
ate allowance from government: Supplemental Security Income (US)” and specifics about where to
purchase medication. These topics were considered irrelevant as they did not contribute to the primary
objective of understanding the patient’s experience with the disease.

By systematically filtering out platform-specific clusters and removing irrelevant topics, it is ensured
that the topics remain focused on the core research goal of investigating the patient care trajectory
experience. This approach allows for a more targeted and meaningful exploration of the patient’s
experience and enhances the relevance and applicability of the research findings. After filtering 81 of
the 100 clusters remained.

3.2.3. Turning the Clusters Into a Patient Journey Map

From the clusters and their meaning, that was interpreted in the last step by reading a maximum of the
top 50 posts associated with that cluster, the patient journey map will be created. First the outcome of
the clustering is explained, then the concept of the patient journey map is defined followed by how the
clusters get turned into the patient journey map in the final result.

Outcome from the Clustering Process

The outcome of the clustering, merging and cleaning process is a total of 81 relevant topics that consist
of keywords and a meaning describing a number of posts. The top 20 most frequently appearing of
these topics can be seen in Table 3.1. Most of the top clusters involve topics that are about medication,
managing side effects, life style changes, diagnosis and alternative or experimental treatment methods.
Topic 1, the topic with the largest number of posts, is partly described by the keyword ”Inogen” which
is a well known fabricator of portable oxygen concentrators and similar terms about the use of oxygen.
Some of the post that are classified as being part of topic 1 are the following:

”You will need a <number> length of poly tubing thick enough to resist bending and with scissors slice
it lengthwise to fit around the connecting tube. then get old rings also at store small enough not hold it
securely to the tube with the slit side up as to hold off bending once in place. usually the hardware guy
will help in getting you set up. hope this helps.”

-User on Inspire platform

”Has anyone had experience with the inogen one g2? if a person needs <number> liters of oxygen
when mobile, would this work for them?”

-User on Inspire platform
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Topic Keywords Meaning #Posts

topic 1
Inogen,concentrators, liquid oxygen,
oxygen concentrators, portable oxygen
concentrators

Oxygen therapy: usage of oxygen
concentrators 5414

topic 2 Transplanted, transplant centre,
lung transplants, antibodies, lung tx

lung transplant surgery: decision
making, after-care 4240

topic 3 Metformin, infusions, thalidomide,
pbi number, pamrevlumab

Medication: usage of non-traditional
medicine 2671

topic 4
Prayers family, person sorry loss,
rest peace, condolences family,
im sorry loss

Loss of loved ones, support and
sympathy from peer group 1837

topic 5 Mucinex, cough drops, cough syrup,
hydrocodone,coughs

Coping strategies against coughing:
medication, cough syrup,
supplements, physical exercises

1250

topic 6
Taking esbriet, esbriet number months,
started esbriet, effects esbriet,
esbriet effects

Experiences of taking esbriet: usage,
effects and side effects 1199

topic 7 Imodium, ofev number months, 100mg,
vomiting, effects ofev

Experiences of taking ofev: usage,
effects and side effects 1127

topic 8
Bronchoscopy, surgery biopsy,
thoracoscopic surgery biopsy,
chest tube, open lung biopsy

Biopsy: what do patient need to
prepare for it? Uncertainty of the
experience of biopsy; difficulties
in decision-making; Fear of the
sides effects of biopsy

916

topic 9 Cold air, air quality, air purifier,
hot humid, winters

Climatic condition influences on
patients’ syptoms: temperature, air
quality, humidity

850

topic 10 Mayo location, vanderbilt,
clinic location, centers excellence, closest Choosing clinic and doctors 837

topic 11 Carbs, bmi number, losing weight,
lose number, meat

Diet change, loss of appetite
and losing weight Prepare for
transplants surgery: maintain
BMI in the required range

808

topic 12
Taper, prednizone, prednisone number,
milligram prednisone,
number milligram prednisone

Prednisone: dosage of use,
strong side effects 744

topic 13 Cannabis, cbd oil, cannabis oil,
medical marijuana, hemp oil

Supplement treatment method:
CBD 706

topic 14 Esophagus, heartburn, omeprazole,
esophageal, gastric

Anti-reflux: medication, keep
strict diet, sleep on the bed
with angle

704

topic 15 Stem cell, lung institute, cell therapy,
stem cell therapy, stem cell treatments Stem cell therapy 699

topic 16
Antigen, chronic hypersensitivity,
antigens,
chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis, fungal

Hypersensitivity pneumonitis:
different sources of allergens 698

topic 17
Amiodarone, pulmonary toxicity,
amiodarone pulmonary,
amiodarone pulmonary toxicity, atenolol

Amiodarone-induced
pulmonary fibrosis 685

topic 18
Serrapeptase, proteolytic enzymes,
serrapeptase nattokinase,
serrapeptase number, taking serrapeptase

Usage enzyme supplements 683

topic 19 Saline, nasal spray, humidifier,
saline nasal, nasal gel

Coping strategies against
coughing - saline; nazal spray
against dry nose

616

topic 20

Carbon monoxide number,
monoxide number,vital capacity number,
number percentage predicted,
monoxide number percentage

Indicator of disease progression:
diffuse capacity for carbon
monoxide and forced vital capacity

614

Table 3.1: Top 20 of the 81 topics, sorted on frequency from most appearing to least, identified from the platform data analysis.
The topics are described by the keywords automatically generated and the manually interpreted meanings.
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”Hi everyone! i was wondering if anyone has found a sporty backpack for carrying a d tank? i have
a small kids daypack for my tiny little tank m4 ish for running errands or hitting the dog park for a few
minutes, but am looking for a way to carry a d for longer outings...”

-User on Inspire platform

We can see that the questions about the creation of a system that keeps the oxygen tubing from
kinking while using, the question if a concentrator has enough oxygen output flow and a question for
carrying around oxygen bottles perfectly fit with the topics interpreted meaning of usage of oxygen
concentrators.

Patient Journey Map

Traditional journey maps have been criticised for their inability to capture the complexity of patient ex-
periences and correlate identified touchpoints. The ”Patient Journey Map” created by Jung [63] offers
a data-driven solution, leveraging natural language processing to extract patient experience stories
from online communities. This allows for a comprehensive and cost-efficient analysis of a broad pa-
tient population’s self-motivations and experiences, leading to improved care pathways, products, and
services.

The patient journey map approach uses text mining techniques to extract data from an existing database
of patient stories from an online community. With tens of thousands of first-hand accounts, this ap-
proach enables a more representative view of the patient experience, leading to a deeper understand-
ing of complex healthcare contexts. This visualisation of the complex care path a patient commonly
experiences will be used later to leverage the doctors experience to find XAI needs. The patient jour-
ney map in Figure 3.9 is focused on the use case of IPF with messages analysed from the Inspire
platform. Regular patient journey maps can include other information such as the sentiment of the
patients during each stage and the events and the number of patients that deal with those during each
stage of the patient care trajectory. This is however removed for our use case from the Journey Map
as we only require the medical staff to focus on their experiences during these events. Where the extra
information would work as a distraction to the medical staff when they are trying to get an overview of
the map when reading it with a short time available to understand.

As a visual tool, patient journey maps provide insights into patients’ perspectives on their care paths,
including interactions with healthcare services, staff, and organisations. By identifying potential barriers
and undesirable scenarios, these maps can help inform the development of patient-centric healthcare
services. In our case we can use the data mined during the platform analysis in section 3.2 to construct
a patient journey map that can help elicit medical staff to think about AI solutions that are not only
directly related to their direct work area.

In conclusion, patient journey maps can be an essential tool for visualising the sequence of all events
and touchpoints in a patient’s care path. By leveraging natural language processing and text mining
techniques, a more representative understanding of the patient experience can be gained and used to
develop more patient-centric healthcare services. In this research they are used as a tool for doctors
to think about the challenges that they deal with helping patients, and it will be used to identify possible
opportunities for AI systems.

Placing the topics on the patient journey map

Firstly, one of the researchers connected to this thesis, who is trained in design, established an in-
terim patient journey map by placing the identified patient topics on the timeline, aligning them with
the stages outlined in the hospitals IPF care path documentation. The documentation includes three
disease stages: Pre-diagnosis, Testing & Diagnosis, and Follow-up stages. The content of each pa-
tient topic is carefully considered to determine the corresponding disease stage it relates to. Then,
using the standardised care path and context clues from the topics they draw the connections between
the identified topics and between the existing care path to find the final picture that is the patients
journey.
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3.2.4. Results of the Patient Platform Data Analysis

The main outcome of the patient platform data analysis is for the first part the labeled patient posts which
can be used for training AI prototypes in the following chapter and for the second part the description
of the patient journey. The description of the journey in text from Figure 3.9, highlighting the different
paths and decisions patients may encounter:

1. Pre-diagnosis Stage:

– The patient begins experiencing symptoms associated with IPF.

– They may start researching their symptoms and seeking additional information online.

– Consultation with their General Practitioner for initial evaluation.

2. Referral and Diagnosis:

– Depending on the initial evaluation, the GP may refer the patient to a hospital or specialist
for further assessment.

– In some cases, the patient may not receive a correct diagnosis initially and might need to go
back and consult again.

– The patient undergoes triage and receives their first appointment.

3. Diagnostic Process:

– The lead practitioner reviews the patient’s medical history and performs physical examina-
tions.

– The nurse specialist may provide the patient with information about IPF and its implications.

– The patient undergoes further diagnostic tests such as lab tests, High-Resolution Computed
Tomography, or biopsies.

– The Multi-Disciplinary Team discusses the findings to confirm the diagnosis or conduct ad-
ditional research if necessary.

4. Receiving the Diagnosis:

– The patient receives a diagnosis of Pulmonary Fibrosis and must deliver the news to their
loved ones.

– They may seek additional information or consider seeking a second opinion to ensure the
accuracy of the diagnosis.

5. Treatment Planning:

– The patient discusses the treatment plan with their pulmonologist, who leads their care.

– Shared decision-making occurs, involving the patient, the lead practitioner, nurse specialist,
and potentially consulting online information or peer patients for more information.

– The treatment plan may include a combination of medications, lung transplantation if applica-
ble, pharmacological treatments, and non-pharmacological interventions like physiotherapy,
rehabilitation, or oxygen therapy.

6. Ongoing Treatment and Care:

– In emergency situations, the patient may be transferred to the nursing department and be-
come an in-patient.

– Treatment continues either at home or in the hospital, depending on the patient’s condition.

– The patient adjusts to significant changes in their life, including the impact on family, individ-
ual well-being, and social interactions.

– Decision-making regarding the patient’s quality of life becomes crucial.
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7. Disease Progression and Follow-up:

– The patient faces the unpredictability of how their disease progresses over time.

– They have regular follow-up consultations, typically every three months, with their healthcare
team.

– Adjustments to the treatment plan, such as switching medications due to side effects or low
effectiveness, may occur.

8. Rapid Decline and End-of-Life Decisions:

– If the disease rapidly worsens, the patient may need to switch medications again.

– Hospice care or palliative care becomes an option, and decisions regarding end-of-life care
may involve consultations with the pulmonologist or nurse specialist.

– Ultimately, the journey may end with the patient’s death or, in fortunate cases, a successful
lung transplant.
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Figure 3.9: Part of the Patient Journey Map Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis - Made by Ruixuan Zhang
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3.3. Conclusion Research General Context
In this chapter, we have presented the results of our research into the medical background and context
of Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis. Through clinical observations and patient platform analysis, we aimed
to gain a holistic understanding of IPF care and to lay a solid basis to identify concrete opportunities
for explainable AI solutions in the pulmonology field.

Clinical observation session

The clinical observation sessions provided valuable insights into the challenges faced by pulmonolo-
gists. Time pressure emerged as a significant issue, impacting the doctors’ ability to fully prepare for
patient check-ups and address all patient questions comprehensively. Communication between medi-
cal staff was another area of concern, with excessive time required for relaying information, leading to
frustration and shortcuts. Problems planning tests, patients’ difficulty in remembering their questions,
and conflicts between patients, caregivers, and doctors were also observed. These findings shed light
on specific areas where XAI systems could offer support and improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of pulmonologists’ work in delivering quality care to IPF patients.

Patient platform data analysis and patient journey map

The patient platform data analysis contributed to the understanding of the patient journey in IPF. By
analysing online patient stories, we gained insights into patients’ experiences, coping strategies, con-
cerns, and barriers to health behaviour changes. The patient journey mapping highlighted various
stages and decisions encountered by patients, ranging from pre-diagnosis to ongoing treatment, dis-
ease progression, and end-of-life care. This patient-centric perspective complemented the existing
documentation from the healthcare providers and revealed the branching nature of patient care out-
side the hospital setting.

The patient journey gives a different view than the current information that doctors have about the
treatment of the patients as that documentation is mostly from the perspective from the doctors. These
existing documents also only take the care that takes place in the hospital into account. However, a
large part of the patients their care and the opportunities for the use of AI and explainability could be in
the areas where the hospital has less view on the treatment of the patients. The treatment plans and
existing literature are also very linear while the patient journey shows that the care path of patients can
be very branching.

Combined insights

Overall, the combined insights from clinical observations and patient platform analysis provide a com-
prehensive understanding of IPF care, which informs the extraction of XAI needs from the pulmonology
medical staff. By addressing the identified problems and considering the patient journey, we can de-
velop XAI prototypes that could enhance collaboration between AI systems and medical staff, creating a
realistic system that can help in the research towards AI-human collaboration and explainability.

The knowledge gained from this research will also inform the semi-structured interviews planned for the
next stage of the study. By involving doctors with diverse backgrounds and varying levels of familiarity
with AI technology and IPF patient care, we aim to develop effective strategies for explainability that
meet the needs of the pulmonology field.

In conclusion, this chapter has laid the foundation for our research on explainable AI in the context
of pulmonology. The insights gained from the preliminary study and patient platform analysis provide
valuable input for the subsequent stages of our research, where we will further explore the needs
and perspectives of the pulmonology medical staff through interviews and co-creation sessions. By
understanding the challenges and complexities of IPF care, we can develop tailored XAI solutions
that support medical professionals in providing high-quality, explainable care to patients with IPF and
possible other respiratory disease.
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Pulmonology Context

This chapter presents a comprehensive exploration of explainable AI use in pulmonology, divided into
two key parts. The first part focuses on a preliminary study in section 4.1, which encompasses the
development of a prototype, a co-creation session, and subsequent follow-up interviews. The objective
of this preliminary study is to gather initial feedback and refine the understanding of explainable AI in
the context of pulmonology. The insights gained from this study will play a crucial role in facilitating
informative answers during the upcoming semi-structured interviews.

In the second part of the chapter section 4.2, the focus shifts to the Semi-structured Interviews. These
interviews are conducted to delve deeper into the subject and elicit informative answers from the par-
ticipating doctors. To facilitate this process, planned prompts and grand tour questions are employed.
Planned prompts, which are formally included in the interview protocol, provide guidance and structure
to the discussions. Grand tour questions, on the other hand, prompt respondents to give a compre-
hensive verbal tour of a subject they are well acquainted with, enabling a deeper understanding of their
perspectives and insights.

Following the semi-structured interviews, the chapter proceeds with an Interview Analysis section.
Here, the results of the semi-structured interviews are evaluated using thematic analysis and descriptive
coding by a team of multiple researchers. Finally, the chapter concludes by summarising the research
findings and insights gained from exploring explainability in the context of pulmonology. These findings
contribute to the overall understanding of explainable AI and inform the development of strategies to
enhance its implementation in the medical field.

39
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4.1. Preliminary Study
This section outlines the development of a prototype, a co-creation session, and subsequent follow-up
interviews that were carried out to gather initial feedback and refine the understanding of explainable AI
use in pulmonology. It is important to carry out a preliminary study as we want to find out information that
can help us during the semi-structured interviews later on to elicit giving informative answers.

For this cause a prototype, a co-creation session, and follow-up interviews were utilised to gather in-
sights from medical staff regarding their experiences with explainability and their specific needs in AI
and explainability solutions. The prototype aimed to facilitate realistic thinking among medical staff
during the co-creation session, while the co-creation session itself involved a multidisciplinary group
to obtain initial feedback and validate key factors for optimising explainable AI. The follow-up inter-
views provided a structured exploration to clarify participant needs and identify any gaps or missed
opportunities.

By combining the development of a prototype, a co-creation session, and follow-up interviews, this
preliminary research chapter aimed to gather valuable insights into the medical staff’s perspective on
explainability in the context of AI. These activities provide a foundation for further exploration in sec-
tion 4.2 where a deeper understanding of these properties will be attempted to be found.

Figure 4.1: Image of the first co-creation session in the Erasmus MC in Rotterdam. This image shows the participants from
the session. From left to right it are specialist nurse, data-science PhD, specialist doctor, specialist doctor in training, PhD in
medicine, design master student, computer science master, design PhD

4.1.1. Participants
Our inclusion criteria were aimed to reach the objectives of our session by including participants with
expertise in every direction necessary.

Doctor and specialised nurse For the validation of the patient journey it was important that expert
participants were included that are in direct with the patients at different occasions in their care
so that a wide possible view of the patient experience is included. This is why the two different
types of medical staff who see and communicate with the patients most are included. The primary
doctor and a nurse specialist both have a high degree of experience with patients.

Clinical researcher To maintain a wide view to answer the first aim of scoping down on the main
focus of the medical staff it is also important to include non clinical staff such as researchers,
therefore also a PhD in medicine is included in the participant group.

Explainability PhD For gaining a basic understanding to identify the factors that are important to
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optimise for using XAI in the medical domain it is also important to have a participants that are
knowledge about XAI in the discussion, as medical staff often miss the knowledge about overarch-
ing problems within the field of AI such as fairness, bias, and health inequalities [100]. Therefore
a PhD candidate with experience in explainability is included.

Design Facilitators The designers are included as they have extensive experience in using and
leading co-creations, can think analytical about design solutions for problems and have a high
degree of creativity enabling medical staff to thinking more creatively.

The 8 diverse participants in the session with expertise in patient care, design and explainable AI will
result in an expert group that is able to validate and generate insights at the intersection of all these
research fields. Included are 8 participants of different disciplines: pulmonologists (3), specialist nurse
(1), designers (2), computer scientists (2). The participants and their individual roles can be seen in
Figure 4.1. The recruitment of participants was done through personal connections within the Tu Delft
and Erasmus MC. The only drawback of using this way of recruiting participants is that some of the
participants have worker-boss relations which could lead to participants agreeing with their higher-ups
as they might feel that they have to agree with them. This was prevented by emphasising the equal
value of each participant’s input during the session and following up with the individuals through the
means of individual follow-up interviews.

4.1.2. Materials
In the preliminary study, both a prototype and topic cards are utilised to gather insights and feed-
back from medical staff. The prototype was developed based on identified needs and observations
from platform data analysis, and it aimed to address the challenge of limited patient information during
consultations. It incorporated an AI system relevant to doctors’ expertise, providing dynamic patient
context based on experiences outside the hospital setting. On the other hand, topic cards were em-
ployed as a supplementary tool during the preliminary study. These cards represented distinct topics
and contained essential information in compact and organized way of presenting the information, al-
lowing medical staff to quickly grasp the main topics and gain a broad understanding of the content to
decide on the most important topics at hand.

The prototype encourages active discussion by presenting AI solutions relevant to doctors’ expertise,
while the topic cards serve as a quick reference guide to the identified topics, saving valuable time
in the time-sensitive environment of the study. Together, these tools facilitate meaningful discussions
during the co-creation session and contribute to the success of the preliminary study.

Figure 4.2: Internal workings of the AI powered patient needs identification prototype made to elicit thinking about explainability
for the medical staff.
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Prototype

To elicit realistic thinking in the medical staff about explainability a prototype was developed to address
the identified needs and insights generated from the observations and platform data analysis. This
prototype was designed to be utilised during a co-creation session involving a multidisciplinary group
consisting of doctors, computer science experts, and design professionals. The primary objective of
the co-creation session was to gather initial feedback from the medical staff regarding their use of
explainability and their specific needs in AI and explainability solutions through use of the prototype
and a subsequent discussion between all participants.

To encourage active discussion on explainability needs, the prototype was designed to incorporate an
AI system in an application relevant to the doctors working expertise. The problem statement derived
from the previous observation session was used as the basis for the prototype. Specifically, the pro-
totype aimed to address the challenge of limited patient information available during consultations, as
patients often present their best condition and healthcare professionals have limited time to prepare.
The prototype tackled this problem by providing dynamic individualised patient context for patient-doctor
consultations based on patient experiences outside of the hospital setting.

Figure 4.3: Example of one of the mock patients in the prototype system together with the main topics, subtopics and sentiment
of that patient his messages on the home monitoring platform. These were generated by multiple AI classification methods.

Prototype Functionality

The system utilised a combination of techniques to achieve this objective, an abstract version
of the internal workings can be seen in Figure 4.2. It aggregated free text messages posted by
patients on the home monitoring platform about their daily experiences, aggregates them and
analyses the sentiment, main and sub-topic, which corresponded to the cluster topics identified
in the platform analysis. The doctor can then get a quick overview of the status of the patient
before the check-up consultation with that patient. In Figure 4.3 three of these topics the patient
has been writing about in the home monitoring messages can be seen together with the subtopics
and their feeling towards them.

To aide the doctor into understanding why these categories were picked for this patient an ex-
plainability section has been added to each prediction. Feature attribution techniques, such as
Integrated Gradients, were employed to generate explanations regarding why those main and
subtopics were generated. Additionally, sentiment analysis was performed to assess the emo-
tional tone of the patient’s messages. This was added to give the medical experts, while perform-
ing the exercise during the co-creation session, some additional context to base their questions
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Figure 4.4: The main and sub-topic generated by the AI classification methods and the keywords from the patients’ messages
which lead to that classification. The sentence extracts are meant as an example of using explainability for AI predictions.

on. A form of explainability, for one of the topics the patient has been talking about, can be seen
in Figure 4.4. The most important words used for making the prediction of the topic symptoms
and the patients’ sentiment about the topic are displayed.

Inner Workings AI models Used

The underlying AI models employed in the prototype utilised hierarchical fine-tuned BERT clas-
sification models for topic predictions. First a model is used to identify the main topic and then a
specific classification model that is associated with that topic is applied to determine the subtopics.
This approach was found to yield more accurate predictions during testing. To train the classi-
fication models, the platform posts and their corresponding labels obtained from unsupervised
clustering were used as the training data. The hierarchical structure was taken from the manual
topic analysis that was performed after the clustering. The top level topics that could be identified
were Medication, Treatment, Symptoms, Decision-making, Diagnosis, Causes, Changes in life,
Emotions, Environmental influences. Each of those main topics has an average of 10 subtopics
assigned to it. For the sentiment classification a pre-trained BERT model was used to determine
the sentiment that was expressed in the patient’s messages.

Real patient posts were collected from various sources, including IPF patient platforms not used
in the data analysis, and combined with knowledge from the literature about likely combinations
of symptoms to construct realistic patient cases for use during the co-creation session exercise.
These patient cases were then ran through the AI models to generate the topic and sentiment
classifications for the patient status dashboard seen in Figure 4.3.

To generate the explainability for the topic classifications the Transformers Interpret1 package
was used. This package uses integrated gradients and a variation of it called layer integrated
gradients to attribute word importance scores to each word in the patient texts. The Phrasema-
chine2 package is then used which extracts multiword phrases, such as ”not good” instead of
”good”, together with the word attribution scores to find the most important part of the sentence
for the classification of that sentence. This is an important step to follow as otherwise misleading
or confusing words might be shown as explanations to the medical staff. This keyword or most
important multiword phrase is then used as the explanations for the medical staff as the reason

1Transformers Interpret Github page www.github.com/cdpierse/transformers-interpret
2Phrasemachine Github page www.github.com/slanglab/phrasemachine
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why the patient was talking about that topic or had that sentiment.

Figure 4.5: Example of 2 topics cards containing both a a main topic, subtopic, overall cluster sentiment, number of posts
classified as that subtopic and a representative patient post from that topic.

Topic Cards

Topic cards are small cards containing a theme or topic in some cases added information about that
specific subject. They are often used in brainstorming or other type of ideation sessions in order to
facilitate discussions and generate ideas in a certain domain. Each card represents a distinct topic,
and participants can look through them randomly and select certain ones they think are interesting.
The topic cards used in the preliminary study, as seen in Figure 4.5, cover the main topics and provide
some added information about the topic such as the cluster sentiment, how often a sub-topic appears
and it gives a representative post for that specific cluster.

The topic cards are used during the preliminary study in order to provide the participants with information
which topics were found and to give them a quick overview of the contents of those topics. They offer
a compact and organised way of presenting information. Which can save time for medical staff as they
can quickly scan through the main topics and get a broad understanding which is useful for the large
number of topics and the time-sensitive environment.

4.1.3. Co-creation
The first step in the process of gathering initial insights researching the explainability context is a co-
creation session. Co-creation is a design tool for researchers which enables them to include expert
stakeholders in validating and generating novel ideas and insights. Co-creation includes the passive
stakeholders early in the processes [152] and makes use of the advantages that discussion between
experts generates when little information is already known. Co-creation sessions have a high degree
of interactivity between different stakeholders and that is why they serve great for the process of new
idea generation.

Why a Co-creation Session

Despite the growing emphasis on adopting human-centric design, there remains a lack of comprehen-
sive frameworks and guidelines to aid practitioners in effectively incorporating human-centricity into
the development and deployment processes. In the context of explainability, stakeholders with varying
characteristics play crucial roles. However, in many cases, these stakeholders are not adequately en-
gaged beyond the initial requirements gathering or the testing and validation phases of projects, leading
to limited integration of their valuable input. To not run into the same trap some current explanation
algorithms have in regards to limitations of not taking into account of end users for the explanations,
for the first expert session co-creation will be used.

Aim of the Session

The aim of the first co-created workshop was to get a basic understanding of and identify the following
concepts:
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1. To scope down the focus: What are the most important challenges that need to be addressed
in doctors’ perspective to improve health related quality of life of patients?

2. Identify factors: What factors are important to optimise for using explainable AI in the context of
the medical domain?

3. Validate Journey Map: Does that the journey map aligns with the experiences of the experts
and do all steps displayed in the journey map align with the dutch healthcare context?

From this information the consequential steps can be shaped. Besides these goals the journey map
from Table 3.2.3 was also validated during this session.

Structure of the Session

The workshop was held at the Erasmus University Medical Center in Rotterdam on the 15th of March.
The session was scheduled to take 1.5 hours and consisted of the multidisciplinary team that was
recruited. A small introduction of the project was given, followed by sharing the research methods,
limitations such as the US context of our background research and providing the schedule for the
remainder of the session. In Figure 4.1 the co-creation session can be seen.

Figure 4.6: Image of the first co-creation session in the Erasmus MC in Rotterdam. This image shows the process of validating
the patient journey that was generated.

This was followed by helping participants to understand the timeline and to validate the journey map
from Figure 3.9. The participants together express their thoughts when looking at the map and asked
clarifying questions about the contents and the ways the data is acquired. In Figure 4.6 the validation
of the journey map can be seen. Using this data the journey map was adapted to be used later during
the interview stage.

Then the prototype and the questions are used to see if the medical staff understand and trust the
explainability generated by the system and to see if they think it is useful. The part of the co-creation
session using the explainability prototype from subsection 4.1.2 was structured as follows:

1. Introduction prototype: Explain how the prototype system works to the participants using the
tutorial page at the start of the system and explain the assignment that they must perform.

2. Setup: Each participant gets a separate laptop to use, look through the three example patients
that were pre-made by us, as explained in the prototype section, to display the different functions
of the system.
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3. Assignment: The participants will use the system to read the main/sub-categories and sentiment
generated from the problem posts the pre-made patients are experiencing. They must create in
their booklet three personas that match the three pre-made patients they explored in the system.
They can use the explainability for doing this by clicking on the hint button. The extra informa-
tion provided by the explanations can give them some context and help them narrow down the
questions they will ask the patients.

4. Briefing: From these results we ask them what personas they created and see if they match the
ones that we based the messages on.

5. Discussion: Finishing with a semi-structured discussion on if they understood the information
presented and if they used and trusted the explainability hints, if they think they needed more
hints and how those would look like.

After the use of the prototype explainability system a semi-structured discussion between all partici-
pants was hold. The follow up discussion points were in the same form as a semi-structured interview
where four main terms were identified and from those main themes deeper questions were derived
to discuss. The structure of the four main themes was taken from [34] namely, interpretability, un-
derstandability, usability and usefulness. The discussion points mostly aimed around the underlying
concepts of these terms:

1. Interpretability The degree to which a user can intuit the cause of a decision and the ability to
predict a system’s results: How do they think the system made certain choices and what other
types of visualisations would they use and why.

2. Understandability The degree to which a user can ascertain how the system works, and leads
directly to confidence in the system’s output: What could you add to the system to give a better
view into the important parts of the life of the patients and how would you change the system to
better trust its judgements.

3. Usability Ease with which a user can learn to operate, prepare inputs for, and interpret outputs
of a system: What changes would make you use the extra information functionality of the system
more often and how would you use a version of this system for tasks in a real hospital setting.

4. Usefulness Will one use the system because it meets a user’s needs and is seen as the prac-
tical worth of a system: How could the extra information help you in gaining a more accurate
understanding about the patient.

After which we focus on finding the challenges that are most important to improve on. For this purpose
the participants look through the patient topic cards, which are cards denoting a topic that was iden-
tified together with a part of the most representative post and the number that were identified. Each
participant picks 2 topic cards that they think is the most important to ask during their consultation with
patients. Then they discuss about the choices they made. After which the participants are thanked and
the session is ended.

Outcomes

Journey map

During the session the following main points of change were identified to make the journey map
more valid. They were all implemented in the version seen in Figure 3.9 that was used during the
semi-structured interview.

1. Distinguish the different datasets from the journey map, focus it only on the harvested plat-
form data and not on the established care path documents.

2. Change the names of the different main phases of the patient journey, such as the diagnosis
stage, since they are too vague.

3. The sentiment flow of the patient should be made according to specific key moment in the
patient journey.
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Participants stated that if the preceding points were implemented that the journey map would
be an accurate depiction of the stages that a patient has to deal with during their care at home
and at the hospital. The participants recognised the decision points and events from their own
experience with patients.

Prototype

The prototype from subsection 4.1.2 was used in the co-creation session to explore how the
medical staff would use explainability followed by questions asking them about elements from
explainability to find out what type would fit best to their use case. The results of the task the
medical staff had to perform were above expectation, showing that doctors given limited infor-
mation about a patient can still fully form an image of a hypothetical patient and ask well aimed
questions to find out more about those subjects.

A flaw of this was that when the medical staff recognised the information the AI gave them and it in
their opinion fit a regular patient they automatically started trusting that information. They not even
consider looking at the explanations and instead already started making treatment adjustments
in their head before a real check-up conversation could take place with the patient. Also the lack
of knowledge in some participants about AI concepts, the overarching problems AI suffers from
and the trust they put in people with that expertise resulted in overtrusting the systems output.
Participant P2 stated for example that ”We would assume that the data [of the AI system] was
correct.” that they ”I would trust the system, I think you know what you do [building AI tools].” and
therefore they would ”I would already start biased questions [to the patient].”. Other participants
such as P4 were more interested in the underlying algorithms but would still trust the system in
the end ”I would want to know what clustering etc. you used but in the end I trust you.”.

Other participants saw the use of the system P4: ”Nice to find topics that we as healthcare
providers would not find.” but it would depend on the type of topic if they would use the ex-
plainability to check P1:”Depends on the topic if I would use explainability.”. In the end the main
drawback of the AI system was not that it did not play into the needs of the medical staff as P2
identified it as a need before knowing the system, as can be seen as point 2 and 3 in Table 4.1.
Rather for explainability purposes it was not a suitable example as they could verify the AI’s clas-
sifications with the patients themselves P2: ”We would verify the data by talking to the patients.”.
This all meant that the discussion after the use of the prototype was not effective in finding the
desired characteristics of explainability accurately and other steps will have to be taken to identify
those.

Needs and important topics

The needs and the topics that the medical staff deemed important to tackle were also identified.
These needs can be seen in Table 4.1 and correspond to the specific tasks and years of ex-
perience that each participant has in their work with patients. Medical staff who are very busy
with seeing the actual patients want tools that make consultations more time efficient. Medical
staff who perform research into state-of-the-art methods want automatic tools which can help with
those tasks. When looking at the needs of medical staff it can be summarised that they mostly
desire tools that make the work they are currently doing more efficient and less time consuming.
The most important topics that the medical staff wanted to improve was for them dependent on
each patient. They did however agree that the topics that they wanted to know more about were
the decision making steps and daily care challenges of patients as they thought they did not have
a full overview of those subjects.

From this first look into the medical staff their needs and their use of explainability prototype we look
back at the aim of the session and see that a scope down towards one main important challenge to
focus on is not possible. Furthermore through the use of the prototype the second aim of the session,
the factors that have to be taken into account for using explainable AI in the context of the medical
domain, could not yet be fully identified. As some of the points, such as needs, were not fully clear
yet during the co-creation session follow-up interviews were held with two participants to find out what
they exactly meant during the session. It was also concluded that a step back should be taken and that
instead of a concrete prototype a wider follow up research should be performed in order to find out the
explainability needs of the medical staff.
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Who Needs Why

P1
1. I think it’s important to know what patients find important
in the care and what can help them to improve quality of life.
2. Besides patients I want to know what their partners need.

When you know what patients and
partners need, we can adapt the care
and I hope it helps to improve the
quality of life.

P2

1. More time.
2. More automatic knowledge available beforehand to make.
consultation efficient.
3. Clear view of patient wishes before the consultation.
4. More practical support for patients.
5. Insights on patient experiences with medicine/worries/needs.
6. Automatic data overview.
7. Psychological parameter.

P3

1. Better tools to communicate about end-of-life decisions.
2. Know which patient to treat with which medication at
which time and which place; so providing better
personalized medicine at home and hospital.

Better individually targeted treatment
adapted to the needs and wishes of
patients would help to improve care
for patients with PF and hopefully
also the quality of life.

P4

1. Online reliable information.
2. Easy identification of the needs of patients.
3. Place where you refer patients, for example, rehabilitation,
psychology, dietist, etc.

It would make it easier to have access
to good quality information at the
outpatient clinic.

Table 4.1: Needs of the medical staff during the treatment of patients with IPF expressed in the co-creation session.

4.1.4. Follow-up Interviews
Following the co-creation session a number of follow-up interviews are performed. These semi-structured
interviews allow for a higher degree of structure then the discussion phase from the co-creations ses-
sion, resulting in a higher probability to get answers to the posed questions. The main aim of these
follow-up interviews was to ask more details about the statements made during the co-creation ses-
sion, to clarify the needs they expressed and to identify that what was missed in the prototype. Which
is the insights into how contact takes place between the patient and the healthcare system. Because
of the limited time medical staff only two participants, which gave answers which were unclear or would
require more detail, were asked for these participating in the follow-up interviews.

The follow-up interview answers strongly influenced what and how questions in the semi-structured
interview would be asked. One example of this is that we won’t ask questions such as ”What do you
think are the current barriers for the use of AI in the medical field? Do you think those barriers can be
solved by explainable AI?” as they will likely answer with simple answers about regulatory or about who
is responsible for mistakes. Rather, questions should be asked that are more aimed towards identifying
concepts that are important for the explainability features. Furthermore, more care is taken into getting
to know participants knowledge level and attitude before performing the interviews as for statements
such as ”I would want to know what clustering you used.” it was found that want for knowledge comes
more from their experience with AI than their medical knowledge, thus that influences their explainability
needs.
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Participant Medical function Experience* Knowledge AI Opinion AI
in healthcare Knowledge PF

P1 Pulmonologist 20 year Yes Positive Yes
P2 Pulmonologist 12 year Yes Positive Yes
P3 Pulmonologist 1 year No Positive Basic
P4 Resident 6 year No Sceptic Basic
P5 Resident, postdoc 3 year Yes Positive Yes
P6 Physician-Researcher 3 year No Positive No
P7 Physician-Researcher 1 year Yes Positive No
P8 PhD candidate 3 year Yes Positive Yes
P9 PhD candidate 2 year Yes Positive Yes
P10 PhD candidate 2 year No Positive Basic
P11 PhD candidate 1 year No Positive No

Table 4.2: List of participants of the interviews sorted from top to bottom on their experience in the medical domain. *Experience
rounded to years in the current role they have.

4.2. Semi-structured Interviews
During the co-creation session, it became evident that using a concrete prototype to assess the needs
for explainability fell short of expectations. The presence of a specific use case tended to distract the
attending doctors from comprehensively addressing the broader issues of AI explainability. This reali-
sation emphasised the need for a more flexible approach that could engage healthcare professionals
in a manner that encourages thoughtful reflection on the complex interplay between explainability and
AI. Acknowledging the limited knowledge of some doctors regarding AI and explainability concepts, it
became apparent that inclusively was paramount in developing effective strategies for explainability.
Rather than solely engaging experts who possessed in-depth knowledge of AI, it was essential to in-
volve doctors from diverse backgrounds and varying levels of familiarity with AI technology as in the
end they all at some point will start having to work with it.

During the semi-structured interview we make use of planned prompts, which are prompts that are
formally included in the interview protocol, and grand tour questions which are questions that ask re-
spondents to give a verbal tour of a subject that they know well [82].

4.2.1. Method
The participants are a mix of doctors with expert medical knowledge about theoretical and practical IPF
care and PhD’s with less domain specific knowledge. The range of knowledge about AI and explain-
ability varied from having no experience with it to having practical working experience. The interviews
are in Dutch or English and online or in person depending on the preference of the participant. Because
of the time constraint that most medical staff is under the interviews only took a minimum of 30 minutes,
however when more time was available they took longer. Most interviews performed took longer than
30 minutes as participants noted they had extra time available. For scientific relevance the number of
participants was set at a minimum of 12. The participants were recruited from the pulmonology depart-
ment from Erasmus MC partly by giving a presentation to the PhD students asking them to participate.
The more experienced pulmonologist were directly emailed to ask for their participation.

4.2.2. Aim of the Interview
The aim of the interview is to explore how medical staff can effectively collaborate with explainability
to overcome adoption barriers in implementing AI in healthcare. The interviews address the limitations
observed during the co-creation process, where the concrete prototype failed to capture the broader
issues of AI explainability and distracted doctors with specific use cases. By adopting a flexible and
inclusive approach, the focus is on explainability in a broad sense, encompassing system-level infor-
mation and data. The aim is to identify opportunities for AI and explanations in respiratory medicine
and understanding the needs of the medical staff.

Interviews play a crucial role as a primary data collection method in qualitative research. Their pur-
pose is to delve into the profound experiences and insights of research participants, uncovering the
significance they attach to these experiences [3]. While various qualitative research approaches are
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Figure 4.7: Plot denoting the medical expertise v.s. the knowledge participants from the interview have about AI.

available, and structured interviews offer consistency and ease of data analysis, semi-structured in-
terviews offer a notable advantage. They strike a balance by allowing interviews to be targeted while
providing investigators the freedom to explore relevant concepts that may arise during the interview pro-
cess. This autonomy leads to a deeper comprehension of the explainability context being evaluated in
the interview [5].

4.2.3. Prompts
In semi-structured interviewing, the open-ended nature of questions sets the stage for exploration,
allowing both the interviewer and interviewee to delve into topics in more detail. However, there may
be instances when an interviewee struggles to provide a comprehensive response or offers only brief
answers. This is where planned prompts come into play, serving as valuable tools for the interviewer
to encourage further reflection and generate detailed insights from the interviewee [92].

Planned prompts, also known as probes, play a crucial role in semi-structured interviews by providing
direction and seeking additional information. They are formally included in the interview protocol and
are as important as the questions themselves [82]. These prompts serve two key purposes: they keep
the conversation flowing, ensuring that participants continue to share their thoughts and experiences,
and they come to the rescue when responses become vague or incomplete [48].

Why Use Prompts

To address the challenge of involving doctors with varying degrees of AI expertise, the co-creation ses-
sion identified the value of using prompts as a means to stimulate critical thinking about explainability
and AI-related challenges. These prompts, carefully designed to provoke reflection and encourage
discussion, offer a starting point for doctors to explore the implications of AI adoption within their pro-
fessional domain. By leveraging prompts, we aim to facilitate an ongoing dialogue that empowers
healthcare professionals to actively participate in shaping the future of AI in healthcare without needing
to teach them about the underlying concepts of AI and explainability. Planned prompts play a pivotal
role in semi-structured interviews, allowing us to elicit further explanation, delve deeper into topics, and
gain a richer understanding of the interviewees’ perspectives and experiences.

What are Prompts

Prompts play a crucial role in supporting participants who may encounter difficulties in understanding
a question or formulating an answer. These prompts serve as additional pieces of information pro-
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vided to the participant, helping to clarify the question or spark ideas that may have been temporarily
inaccessible. By offering prompts, we aim to facilitate a deeper exploration of topics, fostering a more
comprehensive and meaningful exchange of insights.

Figure 4.8: Six different types of mock visualisations shown to medical staff as a prompt in order to help them think about different
types of forms of AI explanations.

One form of prompt we employ is visual aids, which can take various formats related to explainability.
These visuals serve as supplemental information, providing participants with a visual representation of
different facets of explainability. These visuals help participants grasp abstract concepts more easily,
promoting a clearer understanding of the subject matter. An example of a visual prompt we use can be
seen in Figure 4.8, in this figure six different configurations and formats of explanations are displayed.
The categories of these different types of visualisation is taken from [149] who categorise explainability
outputs into five types: numerical, rules, textual, visual and mixed. Another type of prompt we utilise is
the provision of examples drawn from the journey map of doctors interacting with patients. These ex-
amples act as catalysts for participants to reflect on their own experiences and articulate their thoughts
more effectively. By presenting real-life scenarios and moments of interaction, we encourage partic-
ipants to contextualise their insights and explore potential implications of AI explainability within their
specific domain. All prompts can be seen in item 6.3.
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Reducing prompt induced bias

While prompts serve as valuable tools for facilitating thoughtful discussions, it is essential to strike a
balance that allows for engagement without unduly influencing participants’ perspectives. In traditional
one-on-one semi-structured interviews, the risk of unintentionally introducing bias is inherent. As in-
terviewers, bring in their own biases, conscious or unconscious, which may inadvertently influence the
responses and perspectives of the medical staff. To minimise the potential bias introduced by prompts,
a conscious decision was made to provide them sparingly and only when necessary. By refraining
from an excessive number of prompts, it was aimed for to give participants the freedom to express
their thoughts and opinions more independently, allowing their perspectives to emerge organically.
This approach tries to balance between eliciting thought and the exploration of their own ideas, fos-
tering an environment where participants could offer their unique insights without feeling confined by
preconceived notions of explainability which exist in the field.

4.2.4. Interview Questions
All prepared questions of the semi-structured interview can be found in Appendix C, besides these main
questions other deepening questions were asked during the session which differ for each participant
and are therefore not included. Some of the main interview questions were shortly introduced with a
small story to give the participants some context before answering the question. These introduction
stories can also be found in this same appendix chapter. The interview questions were based on
the learning from the research into the medical background and context from chapter 3 and from the
gathering of initial insights section 4.1. These learning were also made into concise bullet points which
were used to prevent common pitfalls while crafting and fine tuning the questions. These learning can
be found in Table 4.3. The questions were made in collaboration between the author and 2 PhD’s, one
with experience within explainability and one with experience with holding semi-structured interviews.
As validation step a number of trials with master students with experience with explainability were
performed, based on these results the questions were adapted.

Structure of the Questions

The questions are based on the idea that by utilising medical staff their expertise while talking about
explainability, without needing any preexisting knowledge about AI or explainability, their answers will
be more interesting and valuable than when showing them state-of-the-art explainability formats of
which they could have no idea what the actual advantages and drawbacks on the short and long-term
are. The questions are structured in a logical order where first questions are asked about how the
medical staff provide their care to patients. From these first questions about how they provide care, we
look at the pain points that they encounter during their regular work. These pain points are then used to
think about ”magical” AI solutions where they don’t think about the actual inner workings of the systems
and we start to ask them about how they would work with these solutions. From this we come to the
actual more direct questions about explainability that focus on the different types, formats, interaction
possibilities, trust, validation and moments that explainability can be used. The main focus and most of
the time during the interviewing processes is spent on question 4, where the actual explainability gets
discussed.

Questions

Current practices

Aim: The information needs of the first question is to understand the current practices followed
by doctors. To achieve this, the interview begins by familiarising the doctors with the patient
journey, using a validated patient journey obtained from the co-creation session. The aim is to
establish a common vocabulary and ensure that doctors can relate to the patient journey being
discussed. The question is a Grand Tour Question [82] which gets the medical staff talking about
their experience and know-how but in a fairly focused way. These type of questions have the
benefit of giving you a sense of what the normal treatment for patients is like.

Questions: The question posed to the doctors is focused on understanding their approach to
work before discussing any automated systems. The question asks them to share how they would
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Type Insight Learned from

Time Time is limited so should not take a lot
of time to use the explainability.

Observation, co-creation session
follow-up interview

Verifiability

Doctors want AI that is validated with large
patient cohorts, so for relevance needs not
only be for validation.

Follow-up interview, paper [9]

If the doctor can just verify the output with
the patient in front of them, they won’t use it. Co-creation session

Trust

When doctors use a tool they already trust
that it works otherwise it would never be in
use.

Co-creation session

If the doctor recognizes certain output from
the explainability and recognize it they
quickly believe it, even if it is not correct.

Co-creation session

Topic
It depends on the topic if they would use
explainability. Topics they assume they
know or expect they will not look into.

Co-creation session

Global v.s. Local
For exploration reasons they can be
interested in more global explanation
of the model to base future research off.

Co-creation session, follow-up
interview

Too much info

Doctors often believe that they do not
need the extra information as they
normally don’t have it, especially when
they think the information is illogical.

Co-creation session

Knowledge

The level of knowledge of AI and
medical experience influences the
needs of the doctor.

Co-creation session, paper [156]

We assume from the information gathered
from the doctors that we have to design
for a very low level of knowledge about AI.

Self-reported information
participants

Table 4.3: List of insights gained from the researching medical background and context, co-creation session and follow-up
interviews.

approach different stages of the patient journey, starting from before diagnosis until the end stage
of a specific disease. Concrete examples are encouraged to provide a deeper understanding.

Prompts: Additionally, prompts are provided to assist the doctors in their responses, such as
creating treatment plans with patients and understanding patients’ needs before check-ups. The
question also seeks to uncover whether the doctors’ approach is based on clinical standards or
if it is derived from their experience in the field. By addressing these aspects, the interview aims
to gain insights into the doctors’ current practices and their individual approaches to patient care.

Understanding pain points in current practice

Aim: In question 2 the focus shifts towards understanding the pain points in the current practices
of doctors. The goal is to identify common problems they encounter, how they currently address
those problems, and to prompt them to consider the importance of human collaboration and
reliance in the workplace before discussing AI solutions.

Questions: The question posed to the doctors aims to uncover the most challenging or tedious
tasks they face when treating patients. The term ”tedious” is clarified as tasks that are repetitive,
requiring significant effort, time, or attention when it may not seem necessary. On the other hand,
”challenging” tasks refer to those that are cognitively, emotionally, or procedurally demanding.

Following that, the doctors are asked about the actions they take in such challenging or tedious
situations. Examples provided include seeking advice from colleagues or nurses and spending
more time reviewing the clinical records of a patient. This question seeks to understand how
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doctors currently address these difficulties and find potential areas where improvements or as-
sistance could be beneficial.

By exploring these pain points and the doctors’ current strategies, the interview session aims
to gain insights into the practical challenges faced by medical staff and lay the groundwork for
discussions around potential AI solutions.

AI in healthcare

Aim: In question 3 the focus shifts to discussing the application of Artificial Intelligence in health-
care. The goal is to explore the doctors’ perspectives on AI systems and how they perceive the
potential benefits and applications of AI in addressing the pain points previously discussed.

The doctors are reminded of the ongoing discussions surrounding the use of AI in healthcare,
ranging from faster diagnosis to personalised treatment. Following this, they are asked to con-
sider the pain points they mentioned earlier and whether they believe an AI or other technological
solution could be beneficial in addressing those challenges. To help them envision the possibili-
ties, they are encouraged to think of it as a ’magic wand’ that could solve their problems.

Questions: The subsequent questions delve into their envisioned use of such technologies.
They are asked how they would utilize these technologies, whether as collaborators, recom-
menders, or in other roles, and the reasons behind their choices. Additionally, the doctors are
prompted to consider the factors they would take into account before deciding to rely on AI sys-
tems. Lastly, they are given the opportunity to identify any other cases or scenarios where they
would like to have such systems integrated into their practice.

By engaging the doctors in this discussion, the interview aims to gather their insights, perspec-
tives, and considerations regarding the potential use of AI systems in healthcare.

Explanations

Aim: In question 4 the focus turns towards exploring the topic of explanations and understanding
what doctors consider to be ’good’ explanations in the context of AI systems. The goal is to delve
deeper into their thoughts on the information they would like to know about the system, when they
would want it, and how it should be displayed. The interview refers back to the concerns raised
in the previous section regarding the reliability and interpretability of AI systems.

Questions: The doctors are asked if they share the concerns raised by other researchers about
AI and whether there is specific information they would want to know before or while using AI
in their work. Examples of cases, such as IBM Watson’s reliability issues and a pneumonia risk
prediction system’s incorrect correlation, are provided as prompts. Subsequently, the doctors are
asked if having additional information would be helpful when using a hypothetical AI system and
whether it is connected to the explanations or justifications they typically provide to colleagues or
patients.

The questions then explore the specific kind of information the doctors would like to see covered,
including capabilities and limitations of the system, features being used, data-related information,
connections with medical literature, and limitations of the algorithms. The timing of receiving this
information is also discussed.

The doctors are asked about their preferred format for presenting the information. The reasons
behind their choices and how the chosen format helps them work on their identified pain points
or interesting aspects are explored. The interview also delves into how doctors would use the
provided information, whether they would trust and rely on it or consider it as an extra data point
to inform their next steps.

Finally, the doctors are asked to reflect on whether knowing everything about the system would
change the way they use or rely on it. By asking these questions, the interview seeks to gain
insights into the doctors’ perspectives on explanations, their information needs, preferences for
timing and presentation, and the role of information in their decision-making and trust-building
processes.
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Prompts: With prompts suggesting various scenarios for the timing of explainability such as
before implementation, during the early stages for learning, anytime to put the system through
its paces, or based on specific triggers related to their decision-making process. Additionally,
when the doctors are asked about their preferred format they receive visual examples for pre-
senting the information, including numerical values, rules, textual/conversational formats, visual
representations like heatmaps, or a combination of formats.
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4.3. Interview Analysis
Thematic analysis is a tool offering valuable insights into the collective meanings and experiences of
healthcare professionals. By identifying patterns and organising meaningful themes within a dataset,
this method enables to understand and analyse the discussions surrounding explainability and clinical
AI. Thematic analysis grounds qualitative research, ensuring its findings can be comprehended inte-
grated into the multi-method research performed. In this study, an inductive analysis approach will be
employed, aiming to generate fresh insights and theories from the collected data, without relying on
pre-existing frameworks as they are lacking in completeness.

A component that can be used in thematic analysis is descriptive coding, which involves assigning
labels to qualitative data passages to summarise the essential topics. This coding aids in identifying,
organising and categorising the different categories of key themes and concepts. To support this anal-
ysis, ATLAS.ti is chosen, a widely used computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software. ATLAS.ti
offers the flexibility to accommodate various theoretical approaches and analysis methods, making it
fit perfectly to the type of analysis chosen. The analysis using ATLAS.ti will be conducted by a team
of three researchers, ensuring a comprehensive and rigorous examination of the semi-structured inter-
views.

4.3.1. Thematic Analysis
Thematic analysis is a method used to identify and organise patterns of meaning, themes, across a
dataset, focusing on collective or shared meanings and experiences. It helps researchers make sense
of the commonalities in the way a topic is discussed or written about. TA is flexible, allowing researchers
to analyse meaning across the entire dataset or explore specific aspects in depth, uncovering both
obvious and latent meanings [21].

The two main reasons to use TA are its accessibility and flexibility, providing a systematic approach
to qualitative data analysis that is suitable for newcomers to qualitative research and research teams
with diverse expertise. Both of those characteristics are suitable for the team used to carry out the
thematic analysis of the semi-structured interviews. TA separates qualitative research from broader
theoretical debates, making its results accessible to a wider audience and facilitating its integration into
multi-method research and participatory research projects [21].

Inductive v.s. Deductive

Two different types of qualitative analysis exists, deductive and inductive analysis [118]. Inductive
analysis involves generating new concepts, explanations, results, or theories directly from the specific
data collected in a qualitative study. It is a bottom-up approach where patterns and themes emerge
from the data, leading to the development of new insights or theories. On the other hand, deductive
analysis involves evaluating the extent to which qualitative data in a study align with existing general
conceptualisations, explanations, results, or theories. It is a top-down approach where researchers
start with pre-existing theories or concepts and then examine the data to see if they support or confirm
those theories. As there is no satisfactory framework yet to place the interviews in, an explorative view
will be taken. Therefore inductive analysis was picked to analyse the semi-structured interviews.

Descriptive Coding

Descriptive coding in interviews refers to the process of assigning labels, usually in the form of nouns
or short phrases, to qualitative data passages [134]. The goal is to summarise the fundamental topics
covered in the data. By creating descriptive codes, researchers build an inventory of topics that can be
used for organising and categorising different types of data, including field notes, interview transcripts,
and documents. This approach is particularly valuable for research projects that deal with social topics
rather than focusing on specific social actions. In this case it was chosen to code the interviews by
short phrases to make the later merging of topics into themes easier.
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Tools and Team

The tool for carrying out the thematic analysis was chosen to be Atlas.ti3. Atlas.ti is a widely used
computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software that has found application across various disci-
plines including healthcare. It offers flexibility in supporting different theoretical approaches and data
analysis methods, such as thematic analysis, making it a valuable tool for the qualitative research
performed in this thesis. The analysis using this tool is carried out by a team of three researchers
who perform the first and second cycle interview analysis of all the performed semi-structured inter-
views.

4.3.2. Experimental Work
This section delves into the methodology and process undertaken to analyse the data collected from
the coding interviews. This phase of the study is pivotal in uncovering insights and understanding the
nuances embedded within the collected data. Through a systematic approach involving multiple cycles
of thematic analysis, the researchers aimed to unearth underlying patterns, discern relationships, and
extract meaningful clusters of information from the interview data. This section elucidates the sequence
of cycles employed in the analysis, namely the first cycle focused on coding interviews, the second cycle
centered on identifying clusters, and the third cycle dedicated to identifying overarching themes. Each
cycle played a significant role in refining the analysis, enhancing the comprehension of the dataset,
and ultimately forming the basis for the themes that are later discussed in subsequent sections of this
thesis.

First Cycle - Coding Interviews

During the first cycle of thematic analysis, the researchers familiarised themselves with the interview
data by transcribing, cleaning and conducting multiple readings to achieve a comprehensive under-
standing of the content. The data coding process commenced by identifying and assigning descriptive
tags that captured the explicit content or surface-level meaning of the interviews. These codes, consist-
ing of concise short phrases, represented specific concepts, ideas, or themes present in the interviews.
The researchers manually applied the codes to relevant segments of the data, establishing an initial
coding scheme. The computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software Atlas.ti was utilised to facili-
tate the coding process. The objective of this initial coding phase was to organise the data and identify
potential themes that could emerge from the analysis. An example of statements from the interviews
and codes given to specific excerpts withing those statements can be seen in Table 4.4.

Statement Descriptive code
I think they need it some explanation and it won’t
be sufficient to only say, well, “it’s a pneumonia”. Need for explanations

So what kind of information would I need… Yeah, the
process of how it got, from the information I put into the
system, to the answer and that can be very. Of course it
depends on what kind of what kind of question I asked
the system, but if you for example took the X-ray.

Depending on the
underlying AI system

So we’re used to interpreting an X-ray and getting a
report with it, and now [with XAI] you can [get that too].
It’s nicely combined and I think quicker than when you
have to wait for the radiologist. And of course, you can
interpret it yourself is also very nice to have the report
of a radiologist as a sort of second opinion.

Quicker then radiologist

Table 4.4: Examples of statements from the semi-structured interviews and descriptive analysis codes assigned to the excerpts
from the interview of participant P11.

From this first cycle we identified a total of 233 codes, most of these codes could be easily categorised
into the interview sections they were from, as those sections covered specific themes. However, to
more organically discover more in depth themes, during the second cycle, it was chosen to refrain from
3Atlas.ti software page www.atlasti.com
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adding these to the initial descriptive codes. In total more than a 100 unique codes were found in this
step.

Figure 4.9: Second cycle of thematic analysis for the output of the semi-structured interviews. Codes and their respective quotes
from the interviews are clustered on a large table by the researchers.

Second Cycle - Identifying Clusters

In the subsequent second cycle of thematic analysis, the researchers iteratively refined and expanded
upon the initial coding scheme derived from the first cycle. This involved a systematic exploration of the
data to uncover underlying patterns, relationships, and connections within the coded segments. The
researchers engaged in a rigorous process of grouping related codes together to form potential clusters,
ensuring coherence and consistency. As new clusters emerged, the coding scheme was continuously
reviewed and adjusted accordingly. This iterative process involved constant comparison and analysis
of the data, codes, and emerging clusters, enabling a more comprehensive and nuanced understanding
of the dataset. Additionally, discussions and consultations within the research team were conducted
during a meeting to ensure agreement and consensus on the identified clusters. By delving beyond
descriptive coding, this thorough analysis sought to reveal deeper insights and interpretations.

During the second cycle the grouping was performed by physically placing the codes, together with
their respective quotes from the interviews, into groups. These groups were then placed on large
tables were their respective position on the table related to the topic of the respective groups, this can
be seen in Figure 4.9. These groups were refined to subdivide the groups into more specific smaller
groups and made into a hierarchical structure where some groups were subgroups to other overarching
topics. This process ultimately resulted in the 22 clusters that can be seen in Table 4.5.

Third Cycle - Identifying Themes

The clusters found in the second cycle were then used by the researchers to construct 3 main themes
which lead from the clusters found but also complement the research questions making it easier to
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Clusters
Uncertainty Knowledge About AI Responsibility & Accountability
High Pressure Environment Visualisation of Explanations Validation
Barriers to Communication Preferred Granularity of Explanations Regulations
Information Sharing When to See an Explanation Need for Explanations
Perceived Benefits of AI Explainability to Collaborate Tools

Adoption of AI AI as Input Data Communicating and
Understanding Patients

  Applications of AI AI for Collaboration
Dangers of AI Trust over Time

Table 4.5: The 22 clusters of codes found in the second cycle analysis of the output of the semi-structured interviews.

answer them in later sections of this thesis. The main themes seen in Table 4.6 are relating to where in
the journey the use of AI could benefit healthcare, what information medical staff want and under which
conditions they will interact with the explanations. The actual wording and description of the contents
of the themes can be seen in the next section.
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Theme Groups Sub-groups

Enhancing Clinician
Decision-Making Throughout
the Patient Journey

Applications of AI
Perceived Benefits of AI
Information Sharing
Barriers to Communication

Dangers of AI -
Understanding AI Principles -

Personalised Explanations in
Explainable AI for Healthcare

Applications of AI -

XAI in Healthcare

Visualisation of Explanations
Preferred Granularity of Explanations
When to See an Explanation
Explainability to Collaborate
Need for Explanations

Aligning with doctor needs
and values

Patient-Centric Care

Uncertainty in Care
High Pressure Environment
Tools of Doctors
Communicating and Understanding Patients

Adoption of AI

Barriers of adoption AI
Convincing Doctors
Friction Outside World
Regulations
Responsibility Accountability
Validation
Regulations

Collaboration and Trust

AI for Collaboration
Trust over Time
AI as Input Data
AI and Doctors

Table 4.6: The 3 main themes found in the analysis, together with the relevant groups of clusters for each theme, some of the
groups are relevant for more than one theme.

4.3.3. Results Interview Analysis
The analysis of in-depth interviews with medical staff has provided valuable insights into the perceptions
and potential applications of Explainable AI in the healthcare domain. Throughout the interviews, three
prominent themes emerged, shedding light on the ways XAI can enhance clinical decision-making,
personalise explanations for healthcare tasks, and align with the needs and values of doctors. Each
of these themes represents a critical aspect of integrating AI technology into the complex landscape of
medical practice. We will shortly summarise the themes, followed by an extensive view of the topics
that each of these themes encompasses. This extensive explanations of themes is structured by the
groups and sub-groups that it envelopes which can be seen in Table 4.6.

Theme 1 - Enhancing Clinician Decision-Making Throughout the Patient Journey

The first theme centers on the identification of specific moments in the patient journey where XAI can
be instrumental in supporting clinicians. Medical professionals recognise the potential applications of
AI systems to aid decision-making during crucial stages of patient care and doctors are increasingly
intrigued by AI’s potential to enhance patient care, envisioning its applications in automating admin-
istrative tasks, streamlining patient interactions, and supporting treatment planning and monitoring.
The superiority of AI in tasks like image analysis in radiology and pathology is acknowledged, along
with its potential to provide empathy and aid patient queries, particularly when time constraints hinder
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thorough responses. While acknowledging AI’s transformative capacity, integrating it effectively into
clinical workflows requires overcoming communication barriers and fostering an open attitude towards
its role as a valuable supportive tool. The doctors acknowledge the associated risks and limitations of
AI adoption. In Pulmonary Medicine, doctors discuss AI’s potential and the challenges of implementing
it, addressing concerns about time-consuming administrative tasks through automated reporting tem-
plates and transcribing consultations. AI’s transformative role in patient monitoring, identifying sudden
deviations in lab values for prompt intervention, is recognised, along with its capability to aid treatment
planning and track side effects and lab values. The importance of ”explainability” as a means to ad-
dress these concerns becomes apparent, allowing doctors to better comprehend AI-driven decisions
and fostering trust in the technology.

Theme 2 - Personalised Explanations in Explainable AI for Healthcare

The second theme delves into the significance of personalised explanations in the realm of XAI for
healthcare. It highlights the need for explanations that go beyond mere user types and adapt to the
unique contexts of medical tasks. This adaptability is crucial in facilitating the integration of XAI into
their decision-making processes. Through the analysis, it became evident that personalisation should
encompass factors such as medical experience, specialisation, individual patient cases and timing.
The timing of explanations, whether it’s before using AI, during disagreements between the AI and
doctors’ decisions, or during routine patient evaluations should be corresponding to the doctors infor-
mation need. This theme emphasises the crucial role of context-driven explanations in complex patient
scenarios, emphasising the interplay between Explainable AI, collaboration, and trust in the healthcare
setting and how personalised explanations can facilitate collaboration among healthcare teams, as well
as the potential challenges related to doctors’ tendencies to resist guidance, showcasing the complexity
of human-AI interaction.

Theme 3 - Aligning with doctor needs and values

For the third theme collaboration between doctors and XAI systems emerges as a pivotal enabler for the
successful integration of AI in healthcare. Explanations play a central role in facilitating the collaborative
dynamic between doctors and AI, where explanations bridge the gap between technical outputs and
medical decisions. They portray their desires for AI as a tool that streamlines workflows, allowing
doctors to focus on decision-making. However, this is limited by practicality, stressing the need for
evidence and tangible benefits to overcome scepticism and integrate AI effectively. Doctor’s decision-
making authority is seen as crucial and is seen as hard to retain if explanations are not present. The
challenges of continuous validation, transparency, and clinical relevance are are stressed combined
with the importance of explanations in identifying patterns in AI behaviour and reducing uncertainty.
This intertwines with the broader narrative of collaboration and trust, the symbiotic relationship between
doctors and AI, characterised by collaboration and trust-building over time. While underscoring the
necessity to find the right balance between AI assistance and medical expertise. Aligning AI with
doctors’ needs, values, and trust is a fundamental aspect of enhancing AI adoption and realising its
positive effects in the medical field.

Structure of remainder of the section

By exploring these three main themes, this analysis sheds light on the potential of Explainable AI in
transforming healthcare decision-making, personalising explanations for medical tasks, and aligning
AI technology with the needs and values of doctors. Understanding these themes provides essential
insights into the challenges and opportunities surrounding AI adoption in the healthcare industry, paving
the way for responsible and effective integration of AI technology in clinical practice. These themes are
then further analysed during the discussion in Chapter 5.

The remainder of this section presents the results of the interview session with the medical professionals
in more detail. It presents the main themes together with the groups and sub-groups that are relevant
to the themes as seen in Table 4.6. These groups are described through sharing the general opinion
displayed by the doctors during the interview sessions together with relevant quotes.
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Theme 1- Enhancing Clinician Decision-Making Throughout the Patient Journey
During the analysis of in-depth interviews with medical staff, a significant theme emerged, reveal-
ing where in the patient journey are the main moments for clinicians where XAI can be helpful.
These moments were shaped by possible applications they saw of AI systems and limited by the
dangers that they see in the use of AI and the knowledge that they posses about how to use and
evaluate AI. Explainability can, however, help with tackling some of these problems.

1.1 Applications of AI for Addressing Healthcare Challenges
AI has garnered the interest of doctors due to its potential to address specific challenges and
enhance patient care. Doctors envision AI as a valuable tool for automating administrative
tasks, streamlining patient interactions, and supporting treatment planning and monitoring.
In radiology and pathology, AI’s capabilities to outperform humans in tasks like image anal-
ysis are recognized. Moreover, doctors see the potential of AI in delivering empathy and
supporting patient queries, especially in cases where time constraints limit their ability to
respond comprehensively. While doctors acknowledge the transformative potential of AI in
various areas, the successful integration of AI into clinical workflows requires addressing
barriers to communication and encouraging an open mindset towards embracing AI as a
supportive tool.

Automating administrative medical tasks alleviating documentation burdens Doctors
have engaged in insightful discussions about the potential applications of AI in Pulmonary
Medicine and the challenges they face in implementing and adopting AI solutions. One of
the primary pain points identified by doctors is the burdensome and time-consuming nature
of administrative tasks. As one doctor [P6] articulates, ”I think the administration, if you want
to do a certain examination you have to do the requests of that, sometimes you still have
to check if that is done. Writing letters as well.” They believe that automatically generated
templates for patient reporting can streamline processes, saving considerable time and ef-
fort. As one doctor [P10] states, ”The documents that you have to write either for regulatory
purposes or to the hospitals or for the patients or anything like that, it always there is a tem-
plate that you use but it changes a bit according to the concrete drug that you are testing,
the concrete PI that you are working with or yeah things like this.”. The sheer volume of
patients coming through further exacerbates this issue, making it a significant challenge to
handle efficiently. Additionally, AI could streamline patient interactions by transcribing con-
versations during consultations, alleviating doctors from the burden of documentation. As
one doctor [P4] points out, ”I think it would be very useful in some specific cases such as
radiologists where a lot of data is available that is also standardised and generalised.”.

Tracking patient’s lab values automatically to detect and predict adverse reactions
The doctors recognise the transformative potential of AI in patient monitoring and the detec-
tion of errors or concerning changes. They see an opportunity for AI to play a crucial role
in alerting doctors to sudden deviations in patient values, prompting timely intervention and
facilitating improved patient care. As one doctor [P8] emphasises, ”Mainly that it shows to
the doctor of this has been blown this is the alarm, that it shows what is going on. So both ob-
jective things like lung function, that you can see in 1 storage this is going on, so come to the
hospital or not.”. Moreover, the doctors envision AI as a valuable tool for treatment planning
and tracking side effects and lab test values. By automating the process, AI can schedule
treatment intervals and analyse trends in lab values, enabling informed adjustments to be
made before adverse reactions occur. As one doctor [P9] explains, ”Suppose eventually you
can go somewhere where you can see trends. That you know before an adverse reaction or
complication occurs that you can already tell that that’s going to happen. And in diagnostics
itself? I’m also involved in that myself, in pathology you now have AI being run over tissue
to see if you see any connections, that you can just run a program over it and the program
will tell you what’s there.”.

Evaluating images in radiology They also recognise the potential advantages of AI in
radiology, where a wealth of standardised and generalised data is available. In the context
of measuring tumour diameter, doctors discuss a specific example from biopharmaceutical
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processing technology. The challenge lies in evaluating the growth of cells cultivated for
biological drugs, which can be attacked by bacteria and viruses. Implementing AI tools for
measuring tumour diameter could be a viable solution, as it would provide faster evaluations,
especially for professionals with a mathematical background.

Delivering empathy to patients One critical aspect limiting doctors care is the time con-
straints faced by doctors, making it difficult to deliver longer empathic responses or answer
patient questions on online fora. Nevertheless, the doctors recognise that AI systems, could
potentially fill this gap and provide valuable support in addressing patient queries. As one
doctor [P4] shares, ”I think it is hard to see exactly where the applications of AI go. [...] As
a doctor, you might not always have the time or the opportunity to deliver that empathy to
patients. Longer responses, as a doctor you have no time to spend so much time for that.”

1.1.1 Perceived Benefits of Using AI in Healthcare
When asked what the perceived benefits of AI can be the following interesting points
were mentioned by the doctors.

Helping with patient health data for improved personalised care In the preparation
of examinations, AI can play a significant role in providing assistance. Doctors mention
that when dealing with rare mutations, AI can analyse data and generate reading lists
or summaries for a more informed decision-making process. This streamlines the work-
flow and allows doctors to focus on providing the best possible care to their patients.
According to one doctor P2, stated during the co-creation session, AI can be a valuable
tool to support consultations by better identifying a patient’s needs, especially when
providing assistance at home. The doctor explains that AI can offer tailored information
provision, which is essential since there is no one-size-fits-all approach in patient care.
Patients often struggle to retain all the information provided during consultations, and AI
can bridge this gap by ensuring vital information is readily available.

Outperforming doctors for performing certain tasksMoreover, doctors acknowledge
that AI systems may outperform humans in certain tasks, such as judging X-rays and
CT scans. They recognise that AI can excel in radiology and pathology, offering precise
and efficient assessments that benefit patient care.

1.1.2 Information Management About Disease and Patient
Doctors often encounter patients who have previously undergone diagnostics elsewhere,
seeking a clear diagnosis or desired treatment. Shared care arrangements are estab-
lished to facilitate seamless coordination between healthcare facilities, ensuring the pa-
tient receives the best possible care.

Gathering available information to enable better diagnosis Gathering and evaluat-
ing all available information is essential for accurate diagnoses and effective treatment
plans. As one doctor [P11] mentions, ”the most important thing is to gather all the infor-
mation you have at that point, evaluate that to come to a diagnosis.”. For patients with
rare mutations, doctors need to access relevant studies and treatment options. This
involves extensive preparation and collaboration with other medical institutions. As one
doctor [P11] explains, ”sometimes we treat people in studies, we look for a hospital
where they do treat these mutations in studies. A lot of the work is preparatory.”. One
area where AI integration can significantly improve clinical workflows is the timely ac-
cess to referrals and reports. As Doctor [P6] mentions, ”Referrals from other hospitals
are difficult... if you could get a preliminary report it would be quicker.”. AI-powered
systems can help expedite the processing and analysis of radiology reports and other
test results, leading to faster decision-making and more efficient patient care.

1.1.3 Barriers Within Doctor-Patient Communication
The successful implementation and adoption of AI in clinical practice hinge on effective
communication and information sharing, thus not running into any barriers within that
communication process.
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Reducing barrier for better communication According to Doctor [P8], ”the whole con-
sultation, the transfer of information from the physician, and after asking the patient’s
needs to know where you can support medically but also beyond that,” are essential
aspects of patient care. The implementation of AI in clinical practice raises the ques-
tion of dealing with potential resistance from doctors. As Doctor [P8] points out, some
doctors may find it difficult to accept that they could be wrong. It is crucial to address
this issue and provide education on the history of medical errors and breakthroughs to
foster a more open mindset towards embracing AI as a supportive tool.
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1.2 Dangers of Using AI in Healthcare
While doctors express optimism about the potential benefits of AI in healthcare, they are also
keenly aware of the associated dangers. Concerns arise from conflicting goals between
healthcare providers and companies developing AI solutions, leading to questions about
trusting these solutions. Over-reliance on AI and confirmation bias, especially among less
experienced practitioners, poses risks, highlighting the importance of maintaining a critical
attitude. Opacity in AI algorithms, leading to a lack of understanding of their inner workings,
raises doubts about the reliability of AI-generated outcomes. Additionally, doctors contem-
plate the potential impact of AI on traditional medical roles and worry about job losses in
certain areas. Striking a balance between AI’s assistance and preserving human expertise
remains a critical challenge in the adoption of AI in healthcare.

Trusting in companies their biased AI evaluations One of the major concerns raised
by doctors revolves around the conflicting goals of healthcare providers and companies.
While healthcare providers aim to enhance patient care, companies often prioritise product
sales. This incongruity creates challenges in trusting the AI solutions developed by these
companies. One doctor [P7] explains, ”You have to trust such a company on its blue eyes
that it is correct but that is not how we work at all in healthcare.”.

Over-relying on AI Predictions Doctors also recognise the potential of AI to assist with
medical tasks, such as suggesting diagnoses or interpreting images. However, they caution
against over-reliance and confirmation bias, especially among less experienced practition-
ers. As one doctor [P4] puts it, ”If the AI then gives a suggestion that gives the correct output
most of the times then it gives a correct answer but if the AI suggest the wrong prediction the
inexperienced ones give far more often the wrong answer while the experienced did this a lot
less.”. The potential consequences of overreliance on AI systems in healthcare are a signifi-
cant worry for doctors. While AI can save time and assist in decision-making, doctors stress
the importance of maintaining a critical attitude and not blindly trusting AI predictions. As one
doctor [p2] highlights, ”You do have to have a certain basic knowledge to deal responsibly
with the data you get.”.

Disregardingwhat is inside the black box The quality of data and technical advancements
are also crucial factors that impact the success of AI in healthcare. Doctors are concerned
about AI becoming a black box, with developers not fully understanding its inner workings.
This opacity raises questions about the reliability of AI-generated outcomes, as one doctor
[P4] questions, ”Even the people who make these systems don’t know what is happening
inside.”

Losing jobs of medical staff Despite their reservations, doctors do acknowledge the po-
tential benefits of AI in healthcare settings. AI’s ability to assist with medical questions and
streamline patient interactions is seen as a positive development. However, there are con-
cerns about AI’s impact on traditional medical roles, such as radiologists and pathologists.
Doctors wonder about the future role of these professionals if AI systems continue to im-
prove. The potential effects on healthcare jobs are a matter of mixed opinions among the
doctors. While AI could address the looming shortage of healthcare personnel, there are
also concerns about job loss in certain areas. Finding the right balance between AI’s assis-
tance and human expertise remains a critical challenge.
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1.3 Understanding the Underlying AI Principles
To navigate the dangers of the use of AI responsibly, doctors stress the importance of AI liter-
acy among medical professionals. Being aware of AI’s capabilities, limitations, and potential
biases is crucial for its successful integration into clinical practice. Furthermore, fostering col-
laboration between healthcare providers and AI developers is vital to ensure patient safety
and the delivery of optimal care.

Improving openness to AI solutions Doctors’ understanding and acceptance of AI sys-
tems were influenced by their level of knowledge and exposure to AI technologies. To ensure
a smooth implementation and adoption of AI in clinical practice, doctors expressed the need
for proper education and practical feasibility considerations for AI systems. Some doctors
expressed difficulties in imagining AI systems and understanding how AI tools might lead to
different treatment plans. One doctor [P6] said, ”At this point, I can’t think about how an AI
tool might lead to a different treatment plan from what’s there.”. AI literacy played a signifi-
cant role in doctors’ understanding and acceptance of AI. The level of AI knowledge among
doctors influenced their perception and acceptance of AI systems. Doctors who were more
involved in research showed more openness to technology changes and were willing to ex-
plore new AI tools even when they contained some errors. On the other hand, doctors with
lower experience tended to be more critical of lower accuracy AI predictions.

Adding AI to the medical curriculum to improve AI literacy There were concerns about
AI literacy among doctors and the need for proper education to understand AI systems.
Some doctors expressed scepticism about AI systems, and their concerns were tied to their
limited knowledge of AI. One doctor [P7] mentioned, ”There are certainly some things that
doctors don’t understand.”. Doctors acknowledged the importance of having some level of AI
knowledge before using AI tools in clinical practice. While they might not need to know all the
technical details, a basic understanding of how the AI system works in the background was
considered helpful. One doctor [P1] emphasised, ”But it is helpful to know how the system
works in the background.”. The need for including AI and XAI in the medical curriculum
for future students was mentioned. Doctors believed that having a basic level of AI literacy
could be beneficial for future physicians.
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Theme 2- Personalised Explanations in Explainable AI for Healthcare
Explainable AI could revolutionise decision-making and patient care. However, the efficacy of XAI
relies on personalised explanations that transcend mere user types and adapt to the unique con-
texts of medical tasks. Our analysis revealed a notable finding—personalisation of explanations
in healthcare is often reliant on more than just user types. Distinctions based on experience, spe-
cialisation, and patient cases emerged as pivotal factors. Especially for complex patient cases
which necessitate broader group collaboration, underlining the need for context-driven expla-
nations. Such distinctions pave the way for a deeper understanding of the interplay between
Explainable AI, collaboration, and trust in healthcare settings.

2.1 Importance of Customised Explainability for Specific Cases
The efficacy of XAI, however, hinges on its ability to provide personalised explanations that
extend beyond generic user types and adapt to the distinct contexts of various medical tasks.
Our analysis of in-depth interviews with medical staff has revealed a compelling finding:
explanations in healthcare should not be solely reliant on user types but is heavily influenced
by factors such as experience, specialisation, and the intricacies of individual patient cases
and the type of AI system used.

Adapting explanations for improving their usefulness This realisation underscores the
paramount importance of context-driven explanations and highlights the importance of the
connection between Explainable AI and its context in healthcare settings. Within the realm of
AI applications in healthcare, the diversity of tasks and responsibilities entrusted to doctors
necessitates a flexible and nuanced approach to information seeking. Our investigation has
unraveled how the type of information doctors seek in explanations is contingent upon the
specific medical tasks they perform. Understanding the nuances of this interdependence
can foster AI systems that cater to the unique needs of doctors, aligning with their decision-
making processes and fostering trust in AI-driven diagnoses.
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2.2 Important Characteristics for Using AI Explanations in Healthcare
Within XAI in Healthcare, the analysis explored various aspects of explainability. Visualisa-
tion of Explanations garnered attention, showcasing how personalised visual aids enhance
comprehension. Preferred Granularity of Explanations revealed the need for fine-tuning ex-
planations to match individual task requirements. Deciding When to See an Explanation
highlighted the dynamic nature of explanations based on specific medical scenarios. Fur-
thermore, Explainability to Collaborate emphasised that personalised explanations empower
collaborative efforts among healthcare teams. Lastly, the demand for Need for Explanations
resonated across all groups, solidifying the significance of personalised contextual explana-
tions.

2.2.1 Visualisation of Explanations
Successful implementation and adoption of AI in clinical practice heavily rely on intelli-
gible and informative visualisations of explanations. By tailoring these explanations to
the specific needs of doctors, providing relevant and comprehensible visualisations, and
offering insights into AI decision-making, healthcare practitioners can foster trust and ef-
fectively integrate AI into their workflows. As the interviews demonstrate, context-driven
explanations that consider the usage context and cater to doctors’ preferences can play
a pivotal role in advancing the integration of AI in healthcare.

Adapting visualisations to specific tasks for deeper understanding of the AI sys-
tem According to the doctors, the key lies in creating visualisations that are tailored to
the specific usage context. Hence, the doctors advocate for context-driven explanations
that align with the specific questions they are trying to address. They emphasise that
different branches of medicine may require different visual modalities. For example, a
diagnosis tool may benefit from a bar plot numeric representation, while radiology might
require a mix of images and rules. As one doctor [P8] suggests, ”It very much depends
on what kind of questions you ask and what kind of application.”. For radiology, they ex-
press a preference for a mixed format that combines images and rules. This approach
allows them to gain a deeper understanding of the decision-making process of the AI
system. As one doctor [P6] puts it, ”For radiology, I would go more for the mixed so you
can see what he’s looking at then and what conclusion he reached there.”.

Showing the entire processes to improve the comprehensiveness of the expla-
nation Furthermore, the doctors stress the importance of comprehensiveness in AI ex-
planations. They appreciate visualisations that not only show the final output but also
the entire thinking process of the AI system. ”The program needs to show its think-
ing process,” says one doctor [P3], particularly when explaining the rationale behind
a treatment suggestion. The interviews also reveal that doctors value AI explanations
that include specific examples and counterexamples from past patient cases. Having
this information helps build trust and confidence in the AI system, as it provides con-
text and reference points. ”I think a combination of the rules and the examples and
counterexamples,” suggests a doctor [P2].

Reducing complexity in explanations to prevent information overload However,
the doctors also acknowledge the potential risk of information overload. They caution
against overwhelming visualisations that might be too complex for busy healthcare pro-
fessionals to fully engage with. ”If it’s a very big decision tree,” notes one doctor [P6],
”then I wouldn’t look.”.

2.2.2 Preferred Granularity of Explanations
The doctors express the need for AI explanations that are context-driven, informative,
and understandable in the context of clinical practice. They seek explanations that di-
rectly relate to their patients, a global understanding of the AI system’s functioning, and
comprehensive information that aids their decision-making process.

Translating explanations to clinical practise to make them more relevant The doc-
tors emphasise the significance of connecting AI explanations to clinical practice and
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patient-specific scenarios. One doctor [P6] mentions, ”If there’s an immediate transla-
tion to clinical practice...where it says for this patient it’s less useful and so on.”. They
seek explanations that directly apply to their patients and provide context to known edge
cases of the AI system.

Adapting the depth of explanation to suit the situation The doctors stress the signif-
icance of comprehensiveness in AI explanations, indicating that they prefer sometimes
information about the system rather than individual predictions. They express interest
in knowing what factors the AI uses for its predictions, as this can help build trust in
the system. However, they also note that the level of detail in the explanation should
be modulated to suit the situation, as excessive detail may be overwhelming. When it
comes to the level of detail in explanations, the doctors highlight the need for modu-
lation depending on the situation. They prefer not to be overwhelmed with excessive
detail, as one doctor [P5] states, ”If it’s too detailed then of course people aren’t go-
ing to look anymore. It’s really per application how detailed should be.”. Some of the
doctors expressed interest in different levels at different points in time. They desired
comprehensive information initially to understand the AI system’s properties and rea-
soning. However, in their daily practice, they appreciated more concise and focused
explanations.

Providing abstractive knowledge for making informed decisions Furthermore, the
doctors express a strong interest in understanding how AI systems work, even if the un-
derlying algorithms are complex. They want to know the global structure and processes
without delving into intricate mathematical details. As one doctor [P5] explains, ”Then
I would still want to know, what models are used, then this comes out, this is how the
scoring works, then this comes out... It’s the samewith the electronic nose, it also makes
sensor readings and I don’t quite know how they work either, but I do know roughly how
it uses them to arrive at a reading.”. The doctors appreciate additional context provided
by AI systems, such as patient categories used for algorithms and a margin of estimation
when estimating risk. They find such information helpful in making informed decisions
and understanding the results better.

2.2.3 When to See an Explanation
Understanding the optimal timing for accessing AI explanations is essential to enhance
decision-making and patient care. In this section, we delve into the interviewees’ per-
spectives on the ideal moments to seek explanations during their medical tasks. Three
key contexts emerged: explanations before use, explanations with a disagreement, and
explanations during use.

Providing explanations before use of the system to point out limitations The in-
terviewees preferred explanations to be readily available, context-driven, and aligned
with their decision-making process. They emphasised the need to receive information
about the limitations upfront to ensure responsible usage, as one doctor [P6] stated,
”Before you use it.” Being aware of the system’s limitations enables them to make in-
formed decisions and build trust in the AI’s recommendations. This means avoiding the
use of AI in situations where its accuracy might be compromised, particularly in certain
patient groups. As one doctor [P5] pointed out, ”You have to solve that on the front end
by saying we’re going to use it with these people and not with these people.”.

Providing explanations to solve a disagreement with the system The doctors also
highlighted the importance of looking at explanations when there is a mismatch between
the AI’s prediction and their own decision-making. They find it crucial to inspect the
explanation in such cases to understand the reasons behind the discrepancy. As one
doctor [P6] explained, ”If it doesn’t match then you can look at the explanation as to why
that is. And then I would do look at the explanation.” .

Providing explanations during use to improve the integration into the decision-
making process The doctors expressed their expectation for AI explanations to be
readily available for inspection at any time during patient evaluation. They preferred to
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have access to explanations with every decision they make, even if the AI’s prediction
matches their own. The explanation becomes an integral part of the decision-making
process rather than a separate component. Furthermore, the doctors advocated for
continuous evaluation and testing of AI systems in clinical practice. They suggested us-
ing a trial-like approach initially to assess the AI’s performance and refine its predictions
over time. This ongoing evaluation process builds trust and confidence in the system
and lowers the need for extensive explanations.

2.2.4 Explainability to Collaborate with the AI System
Collaboration between medical professionals and AI systems holds potential for improv-
ing patient care and decision-making. In this section, we explore the insights provided
by the medical staff in the dynamics of explainability in fostering effective collaboration
between doctors and the AI tools.

Interacting with the explanations for better understanding the AI One significant
aspect raised by the doctors is the need for interactive explanations that cater to the
experience of the medical professionals. As one doctor [P8] highlighted, ”I think it’s
important that it’s visually at a glance but that if you want more information that you can
zoom in for more information just. I think a doctor if he has more experience with AI
that he would then want more information.”. This emphasis on interactivity reflects the
doctors’ desire for clear and concise overviews coupled with the option to delve deeper
for a comprehensive understanding of AI-driven diagnoses. Furthermore, the capacity
to engage the AI system with follow-up questions and receive meaningful responses can
significantly impact trust and cooperation between doctors and the AI tool. The doctors
pointed out that this interactive feature could lead to improved patient care, as it allows
them to gain a better understanding of the predictions and make necessary corrections.
One doctor [P1] elaborated, ”And if it would improve care, that you could see that this
prediction does not work, and that your cooperation with the AI would provide better
care?”.

Collaborating to circumvent tendency of not listening to advice Nevertheless, the
interviews also uncovered a human tendency among doctors to be opinionated and oc-
casionally resist the guidance offered by AI or their colleagues. Some doctors admitted
that they might disregard explanations if their personal opinions override the insights
presented by the AI system. As one doctor [P2] candidly acknowledged, ”We are ter-
ribly opinionated, of course... So we are stubborn after all, and I wonder if... there is
a discussion between colleague A and that B, C, D are on 1 line, and that colleague A
hears that and that he still does what he himself wants and not what B, C, and D advise.”.

Learning AI’s internal model to collaborate The doctors also mentioned the value of
having additional background information to check if the AI system’s factors align with
the patient’s condition. One doctor [P7] explained that if the rules from the AI system
displayed by the explainability did not match their own mental model they would doubt
its outcomes ”Yes then I would definitely doubt it.”.

2.2.5 The Need for Explanations within Healthcare
Explanations in the context of AI adoption are paramount to establishing trust and fos-
tering collaboration between medical professionals and AI systems. In this section, we
delve into the multifaceted nature of the need for explanations and its implications in
clinical practice.

Providing explanations for improving trust into the system Trust in AI is intricately
linked to the presence of explanations for its outcomes. As one doctor [P6] stated, ”if the
information of how it got to his decision is not there then I would trust it less,” highlighting
the importance of transparency and understanding. One key aspect that emerged from
the interviews is the doctors’ expectation of explanations in the clinical setting, with one
doctor [P5] being confused about the question as they already assumed explanations
being build in AI systems by default ”Yes, that’s just in there anyway. This I assumed
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at all, that you don’t just get A or B but also this”. This is also corroborated by another
doctor [P7] who mentioned the value of having additional background information to
check if the AI system’s factors align with the patient’s condition ”To check if the tool
is correct, per prediction I would take the additional background information of how the
prediction was arrived at to check if the basic factors considered match the patient I am
seeing.”.

Knowing what you use for responsible patient care The doctors also focus on their
duty of knowing the characteristics of what they are using for the care of patients, with
one doctor [P1] stating ”I think we kind of do owe it. Especially if we want to do more
with it, that we have to see what are the ins-and-outs of such a system.”.

Using explainability to enable collaboration The interviews also shed light on the
collaborative aspect of Human-AI interaction in clinical settings. Doctors mentioned us-
ing AI predictions as data points for discussion during Multidisciplinary Team Meetings.
They emphasised the importance of being able to explain AI predictions, particularly
when discussing cases with other doctors or explaining decisions to patients. One doc-
tor [P5] elaborated, ”If you are going to explain it to your patients then you can say, for
example, within a year you are going to die. Of course, you’re not going to say it like
that. But if you were to say to a patient or to predict something early you have to be able
to say why that is.”.
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Theme 3- Aligning with doctor needs and values
Collaboration between doctor and AI emerges as a crucial enabler for advancing the integra-
tion of AI in healthcare. Explanations serve as a powerful vehicle for integrating AI into clinical
workflows, bridging the gap between technical AI outputs and medical decision-making. Par-
ticipants stressed the importance of explanations in identifying and understanding patterns of AI
behaviour, utilising concepts such as the uncertainty reduction theory. Furthermore, collaboration
extends beyond one-on-one interactions, promoting collaborative efforts within medical teams. It
strengthens patient-centric care by empowering healthcare professionals to make informed de-
cisions tailored to each patient’s unique needs. Moreover, it reinforces Trust and accountability,
essential attributes of Responsible AI in healthcare.

But to actually get to a point where these positive effects can be seen, the AI first has to align with
the doctors their needs, values and trust. This theme explores the insights doctors gave about
the alignment between doctor and AI that are relevant to explanations such that adoption of AI
can be improved.

3.1 Features of Patient-centric Care Important for Aligning with XAI
Amidst the high-pressure environment of healthcare, Patient-centric Care plays a pivotal
role. Uncertainty remains an inevitable aspect of medical practice, and the cluster further
delves into the use of Tools for managing uncertainty and fostering better patient commu-
nication and understanding. The integration of AI in the clinical workflow holds promise
for enhancing patient-centric care. However, doctors should ensure that advancements in
technology do not disrupt the core principles of providing the best care possible to patients.
Continual adaptation and personalised decision-making will remain essential elements of
patient-centric care, even in an AI-driven healthcare landscape.

3.1.1 The Problem of Uncertainty Within Medical Practise
The unpredictable nature of certain diseases adds complexity to patient care. Lung
diseases, for example, can progress differently in each patient, making it difficult to
predict outcomes accurately. Doctors need to be flexible and continually reevaluate
treatment approaches to meet the unique needs of each patient.

Contradicting tests making diagnosis difficult Uncertainty often arises when inter-
preting test results or making diagnoses. Conflicting test outcomes and low-quality test
results can make it difficult for doctors to determine the most likely diagnosis. As Doctor
[P3] states, ”Sometimes the results of one test contradict the other, or it contradicts the
story of the patient. So then you have to think, what is the most likely diagnosis.”.

Patient heterogeneity causing the need for personalised treatment Moreover, pa-
tient variability plays a crucial role in healthcare, with responses to treatments varying
widely among individuals. The doctors noted that patients can experience different out-
comes, with some showing adverse effects from therapies and others not responding to
standard treatments. To effectively integrate AI into clinical practice, it must be capable
of understanding and accounting for this variability, providing personalised treatment
recommendations based on individual patient characteristics.

Needing to communicate to reduce the uncertainty When faced with uncertainty,
doctors emphasised the importance of seeking input from colleagues and patients be-
fore making critical decisions. Another doctor [P7] mentioned, ”In the clinical standard
is that the opinion of patients is very important because it’s a bit of a grey area, so a
patient who is a little bit more concerned is different than one who prefers not to be in
the hospital as often. So with a patient who is a little bit more concerned, more scans
are probably done. But other things are very much on protocol.”. The interviews also
touched upon the importance of effective communication and maintaining the patient-
clinician relationship in the face of uncertainty. Communicating uncertainty to patients
can be challenging, and AI’s integration should not interfere with these clinician-patient
interactions. As Doctor [P1] highlighted, ”the challenge is to tell the patient in a nice way
that we think it’s something else.”.
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Healthcare is a dynamic field, and medical knowledge and practices constantly evolve.
As Doctors emphasised, AI systems need to continually learn from new data and adapt
to changes in medical practices to effectively address evolving uncertainties in patient
care.

3.1.2 Dealing with the High Pressure Environment of Healthcare
The high-pressure environment also affects the responsiveness of doctors, often due to
staffing and capacity issues. Delays in obtaining test results can impact the efficiency of
patient care. To address such challenges, AI can be instrumental in automating routine
tasks and streamlining workflows, enabling clinicians to focus more on patient interaction
and critical decision-making.

Importance of dealing with emotional pressure Emotional resilience is crucial for
doctors working in patient-centric care, given the nature of the diseases they handle.
Doctors acknowledged that discussing end-of-life matters with patients can be emotion-
ally challenging. However, having empathy and building emotional fortitude is essential
for providing compassionate care. As doctor [P5] emphasised, ”You shouldn’t try to
bring that up, you should just feel that, otherwise you shouldn’t be a doctor.”. The emo-
tional toll on healthcare providers, as described by doctor [P5], highlights the importance
of AI in reducing the burden and stress on doctors. AI can assist in handling adminis-
trative tasks, such as scheduling appointments and managing patient records, allowing
clinicians to allocate more time to patient care and empathetic communication.

3.1.3 Tools of Doctors for Dealing with the Uncertainty and High Pressure
To deal with the complexities in the high pressure environment the medical staff makes
use of a few different options they have to reduce that complexity. These include using
personal experience, asking colleagues, holding MDO’s and using the literature.

• Experience Doctor [P11] notes, ”It completely depends on how someone presents,
what kind of information I’m already told, the most important thing is to gather all
the information you have at that point, evaluate that to come to a diagnosis.” The
combination of experience and training plays a vital role in this process, as another
doctor [P11] mentions, ”When I started, I had to think about it for a long time, but
now you know when a patient comes in of this is what I have to do.”.

• Literature review To cope with the complexity of patient care, doctors often engage
in extensive preparation and literature review. AI can greatly aid in this aspect by
providing automated analysis and knowledge sharing. As Doctor [P11] suggests,
”That’s where I think AI can really save time, having that done for you.”.

• Colleagues and MDO’s Doctor [P3] explains, ”If I’m unsure, then I contact the pul-
monologist... because they are the most experienced.”. The need for further tests
may arise to ensure a proper diagnosis, as Doctor [P3] points out, ”Very often we do
an extra test to make sure that we rule the pulmonary embolism out.”. Simple cases
may be addressed individually, but more complex ones often require the input of a
Multi-Disciplinary Meeting for collaborative decision-making [P6] ”...that MDO gives
an advice, and then as the lead clinician you make a decision.”.

3.1.4 Communicating and Understanding Patients
Effective communication and understanding the unique needs of patients form the cor-
nerstone of patient-centric care. In the pursuit of providing tailored treatment plans and
good patient care, doctors recognise the crucial role played by good communication
between them and the patient.

Importance of the first interview In patient-centric care, effective communication and
understanding patients’ individual needs are crucial for providing personalised treatment
plans. Doctors emphasise the significance of the initial interview, during which they
gather essential information from patients. As Doctor [P6] explains, ”I think you mainly
find that out at the initial interview at the outpatient clinic... it’s from the treating physician,
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through consultation of the patient, that should be determined which route to take.”.
The patient journey is complex and not always linear, and doctors need to adapt their
approach accordingly.

Communicating bad newsDoctor [P11] highlights the difficulties in communicating bad
news to patients, stating, ”Good news always goes well, bad news you always need a
lot of time. Cancer is back, you can’t do that in 10 minutes.”. Addressing patients’ needs
requires empathy and the ability to sense what they require, as Doctor [P11] points out,
”There is a certain amount of empathy in that you have to sense, of what does or doesn’t
someone need, have a need for, what we think they have a need for.”.

Dealing with heterogeneous patientsDealing with different patients’ personalities and
coping strategies is a significant challenge, as patients may not always follow treatment
plans as prescribed. Doctor [P2] mentions, ”The biggest problem we have is people
who behave difficult on a personal level, so personality issues, or coping strategy... it’s
very difficult to demonstrate there that someone there is not doing what you say.”.

Understanding patients through experience To ensure consistency in patient care
and optimise resource utilisation, doctors emphasise the importance of tracking past
decisions and patient outcomes. By maintaining a comprehensive database of patient
experiences, doctors can make informed decisions in similar situations. As Doctor [P2]
suggests, ”To see, what did we do, what were the steps and what were the numbers
and what was the outcome of that [...] then you can say, we are in this situation again,
what is the possible chance of rejection, or should we now think of another problem.”.
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3.2 Factors Influencing the Adoption of AI in healthcare
While some doctors are hopeful about the potential of AI to enhance patient care, others
express reservations due to the lack of critical evaluation and concerns about the impact
on their autonomy and job roles. Doctors acknowledge that barriers to AI adoption exist,
including legal and regulatory issues, and the conflicting goals between healthcare providers
and profit-driven companies, which may influence trust in AI solutions. Over-reliance on
AI and potential confirmation bias are also concerns, prompting doctors to emphasise the
importance of maintaining a critical mindset.

As AI has the potential to transform medical roles and alleviate personnel shortages, doctors
grapple with finding the right balance between AI’s assistance and preserving their expertise.
Explainability and adaptability are also crucial factors, as doctors seek to adjust treatments
based on new information while integrating AI suggestions.

In this section, the challenges and perspectives surrounding the adoption of AI in healthcare
mentioned during the interviews by the medical staff are shown. We will explore how doc-
tors can be convinced of its benefits, the friction faced when integrating AI with traditional
practices, the importance of regulations and validation, and the considerations regarding
responsibility and accountability in utilising AI technology in clinical settings.

3.2.1 Barriers for Adoption in Healthcare
The adoption of Artificial Intelligence has sparked a mix of optimism and concern among
healthcare professionals. While some doctors express hope for the promising potential
of AI in improving patient care, others voice reservations about the lack of critical eval-
uation regarding its actual impact and are scared of losing their autonomy or even their
job. In one interview, a doctor [P7] remarks, ”Promising, but little critical evaluation yet of
what it can really bring to patients.”. The enthusiasm for AI’s capabilities is tempered by
the realisation that significant barriers exist in the healthcare landscape. These barriers
include not only legal and regulatory issues but also the contrasting goals of healthcare
providers and profit-driven companies. One doctor [P7] notes, ”A lot of obvious ones,
like laws and regulations, some less amenable things like what doctors think and think
about it.”.

Dangers of overreliance of predictions without explanations Furthermore, AI is
seen as a useful suggestion rather than a replacement for doctors’ expertise. There
is a growing awareness of confirmation bias in relying too heavily on AI suggestions.
As one doctor [P4] explains, ”The unexperienced radiologist trust those, If they AI then
gives a suggestion that gives the correct output most of the times then it gives a correct
answer, but if the AI suggests the wrong prediction the unexperienced ones give far
more often the wrong answer while the experienced did this a lot less.”. While some
doctors acknowledge its potential benefits, others remain sceptical and cautious. Trust
in AI systems is tempered by concerns about losing critical thinking and over-relying on
technology. As one doctor [P4] admits, ”I think the danger is also the other way around
where people trust the computer too much.”. And despite the promising aspects, doubts
persist regarding the ability to fully comprehend AI’s inner workings. One doctor [P4]
comments, ”Also, with AI being a black box, when you only put data in that algorithm,
and it gives only the outcome. I think even the people who make these systems don’t
know what is happening inside.”.

Possibility of losing their autonomy, final say and job The implementation of AI in
healthcare also raises questions about its impact on job roles. While doctors ponder the
possibility of AI potentially replacing some jobs, there is also hope that it could alleviate
personnel shortages in certain departments. As one doctor [P1] explains, ”We will soon
have a looming shortage of healthcare personnel, and that’s going to get worse and
worse.”. In terms of AI system characteristics, discussions revolve around empower-
ing patients to use AI tools to verify their doctors’ diagnoses. However, it is essential
for doctors to remain mindful of biases in the data that could influence the machine’s
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decision-making process. As one doctor [P2] emphasises, ”You have to keep that criti-
cal attitude.”.

Losing the ability to explain the treatment decisions to patients Doctors also ex-
press their concerns about explainability and adaptability. They emphasise that treat-
ments should be adjusted based on new information, combining AI suggestions with
their own knowledge for better patient outcomes. The ability to integrate new information
into the AI system is crucial to maintaining effective and up-to-date medical practices.
Nonetheless, the overall attitude towards AI in healthcare remains positive, particularly
with regard to its potential for aiding in diagnosis and optimising patient care. As one
doctor [P1] states, ”I have a patient with this and that, what could it be, diagnosis. Can
also be in terms of I have a CT scan here with a weird image and can’t figure it out, what
does the AI think about it.”.

3.2.2 Convincing Doctors of the Benefits and Validity
Initially, many doctors might approach AI with scepticism, hesitant to fully integrate it
into their clinical workflow without established evidence of its effectiveness. To encour-
age adoption, physicians stress the significance of providing practical examples that
demonstrate how AI can enhance medical practice and improve patient outcomes.

Importance of overcoming initial scepticism for adoption For the successful adop-
tion op AI in the clinical workflow it is important to convince the doctors of the bene-
fits. One doctor states [P11], ”Until it has an established place in the order, I will still
look at it fairly sceptically.” showing the hesitance to accept it immediately. To increase
adoption, the doctors emphasised the importance of providing practical examples that
demonstrate how AI can benefit medical practice. As one doctor [P7] stated, ”The idea
is that it adds something in practice, and so even if there are pitfalls, you still have to try
to convince them with the results.”.

Importance of accuracy before willingness to adopt The doctors stressed the critical
role of accuracy in gaining trust and adoption of AI systems. One doctor [P5] expressed
the desire for a very high accuracy threshold, ”So then you shouldn’t use the system be-
cause then it’s not good enough. It has to have a really low threshold that it’s wrong. It
has to be really really good enough. Otherwise, it’s of no use to you.”. Other doctors [P9]
have a more relaxed threshold comparable to the success of existing diagnostic tests
”I think it could be very good for the patient, but you have to like other diagnostic tests
that are not AI related, there has to be a certain success rate.”. This underscores the
importance of ensuring that AI systems demonstrate a high level of accuracy and relia-
bility to win the confidence of a wider range of physicians and increase their willingness
to embrace AI in their clinical workflow.

3.2.3 Friction With the Outside World The adoption of AI in healthcare can be hin-
dered by friction between the healthcare and other domains. These challenges include
doctors’ resistance to altering judgement based on technology, the importance of mul-
tidisciplinary collaboration with external experts, ensuring AI’s compatibility with health-
care processes, and aligning values with external AI developers.

Resistance to change judgement based on technology Doctors highlighted the chal-
lenge of changing their judgement based on technologies, particularly when it comes to
the use of AI in medical decision-making. They mentioned that physicians often rely on
visual observations and clinical progression to make decisions regarding patient care,
which might hinder immediate acceptance of AI-based recommendations. Convincing
doctors to adopt AI involves overcoming their ingrained practices and traditional ap-
proaches, as one doctor [P10] stated, ”It is sometimes very interesting and difficult to
change the opinion of doctors because they do things according to how they did it all
the time and how they were taught.”. Addressing this friction requires showcasing the
benefits and reliability of AI in medical settings.
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Multidisciplinary collaboration with experts outside the medical world Secondly,
multidisciplinary collaboration emerged as a key factor in promoting AI adoption among
physicians. One doctor [P8] stated for example ”First in the technical validation phase,
more physicians should be involved, and then in the clinical validation phase more tech-
nicians.”. Involving physicians in the technical and clinical validation phases of AI de-
velopment allows them to see the potential opportunities and contribute to AI solutions
that align better with their needs. Collaborating with technical experts can lead to im-
provements in AI systems, which may further facilitate physicians’ acceptance and trust
in AI technology.

AI not harming other healthcare processes Thirdly, maintaining the consistent quality
of healthcare delivery remains paramount, regardless of technological advancements
like AI. Doctors emphasised the importance of ensuring that AI’s role in healthcare does
not compromise the overall quality of patient care. The focus should be on providing the
best care and communicating this commitment to patients. This patient-centric approach
aligns with Responsible AI principles, ensuring that AI technology serves as a valuable
tool in delivering high-quality healthcare.

Aligning values with external AI developing companies Lastly, doctors emphasised
the significance of maintaining a balanced relationship with companies developing AI
tools. While collaboration with companies can drive innovation, doctors highlighted the
need to ensure that AI tools are trustworthy, validated, and reliable. It is stated that their
priorities are different [P7] ”They have a very different goal, making a profit and touting
their products as nicely as possible.”. Overhyping AI products with unvalidated claims
could lead to scepticism among physicians, hindering the adoption of AI in healthcare.

3.2.4 The Importance of Regulations and Committees
Adoption of AI systems hinges on comprehensive regulations, extensive clinical valida-
tion, and governing bodies that can ensure the reliability and safety of AI applications.
The doctors express concerns about the development phase of AI systems, highlighting
the need for rules and checks.

Moving the burden of adoption from individual doctors to expert committeesMed-
ical staff acknowledges the importance of certifying the AI like medical devices, subject-
ing AI systems to extensive testing and approvals by organisations before specific uses.
Asked ”Are there other factors influencing whether you trust it?” [P1] responded ”Yes so
if such a committee has looked at it and approved it.”. Therefore not putting the respon-
sibility of use on individual doctors but on knowledgeable committees as stated by [P5]
”That would not be something that as an individual doctor should look at, that should be
higher up.”. They view the involvement of committees as helpful in critically evaluating
AI applications from different perspectives, ensuring that they meet high standards.

3.2.5 The Importance of Clear Responsibilities and Accountability
As AI technology continues to make its way into clinical practice, the question of re-
sponsibility and accountability becomes paramount for medical professionals. While
doctors acknowledge the potential benefits of AI in providing valuable references and
support when combined with clear guidelines and transparency, they assert the ultimate
decision-making authority rests with them.

Doctors keeping ultimate decision-making authority The doctors emphasise the im-
portance of their ultimate decision-making authority, even if the AI provides interesting
references. They express their willingness to consult colleagues when unsure, sug-
gesting that the AI’s role is supportive rather than directive as noted by [P11] ”Ultimate
decision I make myself anyway, so then I’m not afraid of that. Otherwise I would rather
consult my own colleagues.”. They express their preference for being able to adjust AI
advice themselves based on their expertise. One doctor mentions the challenge of trust-
ing AI predictions, particularly in the case of medical images like lung nodules, where
interpretations may vary among radiologists and AI systems. Overall, the doctors ad-
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vocate for a cautious and well-informed approach to AI integration in clinical practice,
prioritising transparency, accountability, and the ultimate responsibility of medical pro-
fessionals as one doctor [P11] said, ”Ultimate decision I make myself anyway, so then
I’m not afraid of that.”.

Having clear guidelines and transparency of the AI implementation The issue of
responsibility and accountability for AI decisions is a major concern for the doctors. They
raise questions about who should be held responsible if the AI makes a wrong decision
and what factors the AI bases its decisions on such as [P6] states ”What I would like
to know is if it goes wrong who is responsible, what does he base his decision on?”.
They stress the need for transparency in AI algorithms and decision-making processes
to better understand and interpret the results. The doctors believe that having clear
guidelines and control over AI implementation is necessary to ensure its appropriate
use and to avoid potential risks.

3.2.6 Medical and Technical Validation of the System
The insights gathered from the interviews highlight the necessity for both clinical val-
idation and expected behaviour in AI systems. By involving a multidisciplinary team
and ensuring robust validation, doctors can confidently embrace AI technologies that
enhance patient care and clinical outcomes.

Challenges With Validation in Healthcare
The validation of AI models poses several challenges that impact their acceptance
and adoption in clinical practice. Doctors express concerns about the constant ad-
justments made by AI models and the lack of transparency in understanding these
changes. Additionally, passing clinical validation alone is deemed inadequate, as AI
systems must demonstrate accurate behaviour without biases or shortcuts in their
predictions. The level of trial and validation significantly influences doctors’ willing-
ness to embrace AI technology, as they seek assurances regarding patient safety
and system reliability. Ultimately, doctors believe that the level of trial and validation
plays a significant role in their willingness to adopt AI systems. They suggest that
as validation and security progress, their usage and trust in the systems naturally
increase. ”But that in the steps that you’ve taken before that you have to have all the
validation and the securing of the patients already taken care of,” concludes a doctor
[P9]. However, some challenges exist when validating these systems. Despite the
risk of reproducing past errors, doctors show interest in AI’s potential benefits. They
are open to AI systems displaying slightly better performance than existing methods
in a controlled test environment. ”Yes, you could, because you always have with
new test you always recreate what was before, and if that’s a little bit better then
you know I’m on the right track,” another doctor [P7] points out.

Difficulties with validation of evolvingmodels They express concern about some
AI models constantly adjusting themselves and the lack of transparency in under-
standing what factors are being adjusted. One doctor [P8] remarks, ”We haven’t
talked about deep learning constantly adjusting itself, which to me is really kind of
a dark black box. That there has to be transparency, what factors are being ad-
justed.”. They emphasise that this constant adjustment could lead to the need for
re-validation, as another doctor [P8] adds, ”Suppose you do an adjustment once a
year then yes, but you shouldn’t have to want to adjust it every day.”.

Only clinical validation is not enough Another significant concern raised by doc-
tors is the distinction between clinical validation and expected behaviour. They
emphasise that passing clinical validation alone is not enough. The system must
demonstrate accurate behaviour and avoid shortcuts or biases in predictions. ”Then
it would be a bad model, that would not be a model that could then be validated.
Then you’re going to have a problem of bias where 99 out of 100 people have a
syndrome, and he says 100 out of 100 times it’s that syndrome then that system just
doesn’t work,” a doctor [P5] explains.
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How To Validate Healthcare AI
The validation of AI systems in healthcare is essential for ensuring their reliability
and safe integration into clinical practice. Doctors emphasise the importance of a
multidisciplinary team of experts behind AI algorithms, with thorough testing and
validation involving bioinformaticians and domain experts. Explanations play a vital
role in the validation process, enabling doctors to trust and act upon AI predictions.
Extensive clinical testing with diverse patient populations and both technical and
clinical validation is crucial for the reliability and clinical relevance of AI technology.

Importance of multidisciplinary experts When it comes to the validation process,
doctors stress the importance of a solid team of experts behind the AI algorithms.
They believe thorough testing and validation, involving bioinformaticians and ex-
perts, should be undertaken before deploying the system with patients. ”I think if
going into AI then, there are all bioinformaticians behind people that really under-
stand those algorithms, that write them, and I think you have to make sure that they
really have a solid team that knows what they’re doing. Then if you’re really going
to apply a system like that on people to people then it has to have been checked
three or four times before you really apply it,” says a doctor [P9].

Using explanations for continuous validation They state that part of the valida-
tion comes from the explanations and draw a parallel with lab values, where doctors
need to interpret the results and make decisions accordingly. As one doctor [P9]
states, ”Always in medicine you have to be able to make a good case for why you
make certain decisions. If the AI says this factor I take negative and therefore I
decide this, we already do that with lab values.”. Doctors stress that AI systems
should provide explanations for their predictions to facilitate better decision-making,
enabling doctors to trust and act upon the results.

Solid clinical testing with diverse patient populations They stress the impor-
tance of extensive testing involving diverse patient populations. One doctor [P8]
states, ”It has to be extensively tested of course. Many patients, healthcare providers,
multiple medical centers. In the clinical and in the computer science way.”. They
also highlight the need for both technical and clinical validation as a doctor [P8]
remarks, ”If it’s not technically validated then it’s of no use to you clinically.”.

Extensive documentation and transparency in the implementation The lack of
documentation and transparency in some AI tools raises concerns for doctors. In the
absence of clear information, they resort to historical data and prospective testing
to assess the tool’s reliability and performance. Doctors stress the need for sharing
underlying algorithms for proper validation, even if it means overcoming competitive
sensitivity. As one doctor [P7] mentions, ”So now we are going to validate their tools
ourselves in a study. Actually now we have the tool, we’re going to use it in the
prospective sense and we’re going to pretend we had it 6 years ago and unleash it
on all CT scans to see what the difference is.”. Validating AI tools within a clinical
setting is essential to ensure their suitability and effectiveness in patient care.
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3.3 Collaboration and Trust with XAI
Collaboration and trust are essential components in the integration of AI within the clini-
cal workflow. Doctors emphasise the role of AI as a valuable collaborative tool, and state
that trust develops with repeated interactions. Explanations promote collaboration between
healthcare professionals and AI systems, which enabling the combination of human exper-
tise with AI-driven insights. The doctors emphasise that AI should not replace human ex-
pertise but rather collaborate with it which can not be done effectively with only predictions.
Trust and reliance on AI are crucial for successful implementation and adoption in clinical
practice, ultimately leading to improved patient care and outcomes. As most doctors [P1]
agree ”doctors with AI are going to replace doctors without AI.”.

3.3.1 Collaboration with Automated Systems
The collaboration between doctors and AI is seen as a complementary relationship,
where XAI serves as a valuable colleague providing evidence-based insights and risk
assessments. Doctors appreciate XAI as an extra tool, offering a different perspective
and acting as a backup system for complex diagnoses. The success of this collabo-
ration relies on AI’s ability to align with the doctor’s mental model and expertise, with
explanations that reinforce trust.

Complimentary tool that helps like a colleague Collaboration between doctors and
XAI is viewed as complementary, where AI excels in risk assessment and provides less
subjective, evidence-based insights. Doctors value XAI as an extra colleague that acts
as a backup system and helps them navigate complex diagnoses, as another doctor
[P7] notes, ”an extra colleague is awesome, that saves another colleague.”. The doc-
tors appreciate XAI as an additional source of input, especially when the human and AI
have different outcomes. It helps them identify potential issues they might have over-
looked, as one doctor [P6] explains, ”picking out what AI has seen but what I haven’t
seen.”. While XAI is seen as a valuable companion that provides additional input, the
doctors emphasise the importance of human expertise and empathy in patient care.
They believe AI should be used supportively, as one doctor [P11] puts it, ”an assistant
in your diagnostics.” AI is particularly useful for surfacing additional information, espe-
cially when doctors may be prone to stubbornness or overlook certain aspects of patient
care. Doctors view XAI as an additional sounding board that ultimately leads to better
patient care, as one doctor [P2] admits, ”we’re just stubborn, and yourself you still think,
you go to your colleagues because you don’t want to miss something.”.

Aligning with their own mental model to improve trust The success of AI-doctor col-
laboration depends on how well the AI system aligns with the doctor’s mental model and
expertise. Doctors are more likely to trust XAI if it provides explanations that align with
their own knowledge and experience. One doctor [P1] highlights, ”you trust someone’s
knowledge and ability. If you consult someone who you know is very knowledgeable
about something, that is of course more difficult in such a large automated system.”. XAI
is considered an evolving tool that constantly improves and becomes more integrated
into medical practice. Doctors acknowledge its potential to take on more responsibilities,
but they also stress the need for transparency and substantive discussions.

3.3.2 Trusting the XAI over Time Through Interaction
The establishment of trust in AI systems within the medical field is for most doctors a
gradual process, heavily influenced by the AI’s reliability, explainability, and alignment
with doctors’ decision-making processes. First-hand validation plays a crucial role in
building trust over time, as doctors actively compare AI recommendations with their own
clinical judgements. Accepting the limitations and errors of AI is also part of the trust-
building process. Just like any tool or human intervention, AI might not work perfectly
with all patients, and doctors understand that. It is crucial to have realistic expectations
while using AI in clinical practice. Ultimately, the doctors recognise that trust in AI is
a gradual process, influenced by the AI system’s characteristics, their own experience,
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and the alignment between AI suggestions and their clinical judgement. To fully inte-
grate AI into the clinical workflow, AI systems need to prove their reliability, explain their
decisions, and consistently demonstrate their effectiveness over time.

Actively comparing XAI to their own judgements during repeated interactions
First-hand validation plays a significant role in building trust over time. One doctor [P7]
explains, ”if it works for the first three patients, then you think, great, we are going to use
this tool, if the first three are not correct, then it is suddenly difficult.”. If the AI consis-
tently proves to be correct, people start believing in it. However, it might be challenging
to gain immediate trust in AI, as another doctor [P8] points out, ”for now there is too little
confidence” initially. Similar to accepting the effectiveness of medications like Parac-
etamol, the AI must demonstrate its efficacy over time to gain trust and acceptance.
For doctors to trust AI, it needs to demonstrate reliability and align with their own clinical
judgements. One doctor [P6] explains, ”Just the reliability... by comparing to what would
you have done yourself without that AI tool being there.”.

Explainability and ability to align with doctors’ decision-making processes The
doctors acknowledge that their experience and clinical judgement heavily influence their
reliance on AI. While some physicians might over-rely on AI, others might not use it
enough, and there is a range of approaches in between. Trust in AI is also dependent
on the AI’s characteristics and performance. An AI system’s explainability and ability to
align with doctors’ decision-making processes contribute to building trust. Doctors view
AI as an additional tool, akin to a colleague, but not at the same level of trust. The AI’s
ability to consistently align with the doctor’s decisions and suggest reliable treatment
plans over time is essential for building reliance. As one doctor [P11] envisions, ”you
get a proposal and then you kind of trust it, but that’s with everything, it has to prove
itself first.”.

3.3.3 XAI as Validation Tool for Doctors
Some doctors want full interactivity on collaborative decision making with AI, however,
other medical staff hammer on AI solely as a validation tool. Doctors strike a balance be-
tween harnessing AI’s strengths and relying on their own knowledge and experience to
provide the best possible patient care. Caution against over-reliance on XAI is evident,
with doctors treating AI suggestions as part of the puzzle and not the sole determinant
of diagnoses, recognising the importance of critical thinking and human expertise in the
decision-making process. The collaborative approach between doctors and AI is fun-
damental to the successful adoption of AI in clinical practice while acknowledging its
limitations.

Supportive tool assisting in tasks The doctors make it clear that AI is not meant to
replace their expertise. It is considered a supportive tool, assisting in predictive tasks like
identifying patient trajectories and detecting potential exacerbations. Nonetheless, they
emphasise that AI’s role is to complement their judgement, not take over as a leading
force. ”No because then why did I study. Some things you just know too right?” one
doctor [P6] explains, reaffirming the continued importance of their own knowledge and
experience. AI is welcomed as an additional data point and a supporting tool but is not
meant to replace doctors’ judgement. Transparency and explanations for AI outcomes
are crucial for building trust. By maintaining control over the decision-making process
and using AI as a validation tool, doctors can effectively leverage AI’s strengths while
relying on their expertise to provide the best possible care to patients. This collaborative
approach is fundamental to the successful implementation and adoption of AI in clinical
practice.

Caution against over-reliance In the collaborative decision-making process, doctors
do not rely solely on AI suggestions. They treat AI as a validation tool, confirming their
findings and conclusions. They consider it alongside other test results, using it as part
of the puzzle, rather than as the sole determinant of diagnoses. As one doctor [P5] puts
it, ”it’s not like only, not something that single-handedly determines what you have, you
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can’t have that and you never want to have that.”. The doctors are cautious about the
pitfalls of over-reliance on AI and blindly adopting its recommendations. They believe in
keeping an open mind but assert that decisions must be grounded in their own expertise.
”I would always use it as a kind of help and never as a guiding thing. That you then go
blindly on that,” says one doctor [P2], highlighting the importance of maintaining control
and critical thinking. Despite recognising the strengths of AI, such as its ability to predict
patient progress in the ICU, the doctors acknowledge that AI has limitations and must
be used with discernment. For instance, in radiology, where AI may detect numerous
nodules, it can be overwhelming to navigate through the results. In such cases, AI is
seen as a helpful tool, but doctors again maintain their essential role in the decision-
making process.

3.3.4 Collaboration Between AI and Doctors for Mutual Learning and Growth
The collaboration between doctors and AI is characterised by the potential for mutual
learning and growth, envisioning an evolving partnership where AI systems learn from
doctors’ interactions. The role of AI is not fixed but adaptable, varying depending on the
specific usage context, serving as an aid in certain scenarios and assuming auxiliary
roles in others. Doctors highlight the importance of understanding AI’s thought process
to enhance their confidence in using it. However, they also express caution about po-
tential negative effects, such as overreliance on AI leading to complacency and reduced
critical thinking. Striking a balance between leveraging AI’s capabilities and maintaining
independent analysis remains a key focus in this dynamic collaboration.

Mutual learning from interactions The collaboration between doctors and AI is viewed
as an evolving partnership, with the potential for mutual learning and growth. Doctors
expressed interest in AI systems that learn from their interactions and adapt based on
the questions they ask. One doctor [P2] envisioned a future where AI continuously
learns and gains insights from doctors, remarking, ”As you grow with the system, that
does change, that it learns prospectively from the questions you ask it.”.

Varying role of AI depending on the situation The role of AI is not fixed, but rather
varies depending on the specific usage context. In outpatient settings, AI may serve
as an aid in providing instant summaries, while in prediction models for ICU stays, it
assumes more of an auxiliary role. This adaptability of AI’s function is acknowledged by
the doctors, as one [P5] of them points out, ”You can’t really say it takes 1 role since it’s
different for each thing.”.

Interactivity to learn its thought process They believe that a better understanding of
how AI thinks can enhance their confidence in using it. One doctor [P8] emphasised, ”It
seems nice also to be able to at least indicate that in the system, what if this assumption
is not right and I convert it to the one I think is right, what happens to the result.”.

Potential negative effects of working together However, doctors are also cautious
about the potential negative effects of overreliance on AI. They worry that excessive
dependence on AI might lead to complacency and reduced efforts to think critically and
analyse information independently. ”If you start consulting ChatGTP, you no longer have
to figure anything out for yourself,” expressed a doctor [P2], indicating a potential pitfall.
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4.4. ConclusionResearch Explainability in PulmonologyContext
The conclusion section comprises of five subsections, the first one highlighting critical findings from
the preliminary study. The preliminary study is followed by the three main themes found in the semi-
structured interviews: enhancing clinician decision-making, providing personalised explanations in
healthcare, and aligning AI technology with doctor needs and values. This is concluded with a section
about the general conclusion of this second study performed.

Performing the Preliminary Study

During the co-creation session, it became evident that relying solely on a concrete prototype to assess
the needs for explainability fell short of expectations. The specific use case presented in the prototype
tended to divert the attention of attending doctors, limiting their ability to comprehensively address the
broader issues surrounding AI explainability. This realisation emphasised the need for a more flexible
approach that could engage healthcare professionals in a manner that encourages thoughtful reflection
on the intricate interplay between explainability and AI. It also highlighted the importance of inclusivity,
considering the varying levels of knowledge and familiarity with AI and explainability concepts among
doctors. To develop effective strategies for explainability, it became essential to involve doctors from
diverse backgrounds and varying levels of expertise, recognising that they will all encounter AI tech-
nology in their work.

Performing the Semi-structured Interviews

Following this realisation the semi-structured interviews were hold. The analysis of in-depth interviews
with medical staff has illuminated three fundamental themes that underscore the potential of Explain-
able AI in the healthcare domain. The first theme emphasises the importance of enhancing clinician
decision-making throughout the patient journey through the implementation of explainable AI systems.
The second theme highlights the significance of personalised explanations in healthcare tasks, tran-
scending user types to cater to the unique contexts of medical practice. Finally, the third theme under-
scores the necessity of aligning AI technology with doctor needs and values, promoting collaborative
efforts for patient-centric care.

These themes collectively underscore the transformative potential of XAI in healthcare decision-making,
while also addressing the challenges and limitations of its integration. By providing transparent and in-
terpretable insights, XAI can foster trust among medical professionals and patients alike, ultimately
revolutionising healthcare practices for the better. As the field of Explainable AI continues to advance,
it is essential for researchers, developers, and healthcare professionals to collaborate in harnessing its
power responsibly, ensuring a future where AI technology complements and enhances the expertise of
doctors, leading to improved patient outcomes and more effective medical practices. The main points
learned for each theme are described in the paragraphs below.

Enhancing Clinician Decision-Making Throughout the Patient Journey

The integration of Explainable Artificial Intelligence into the healthcare sector, particularly in enhancing
clinician decision-making throughout the patient journey, presents both significant opportunities and
challenges. Doctors perceive AI as a valuable tool that can automate administrative tasks, streamline
patient interactions, support treatment planning and monitoring, and even deliver empathy in time-
constrained situations. The potential of AI to outperform humans in certain tasks, such as image anal-
ysis in radiology and pathology, is also recognised.

However, the successful adoption of AI in healthcare is contingent upon overcoming barriers to com-
munication, fostering an open mindset towards AI, and ensuring effective information sharing. Doctors
also express concerns about the dangers of AI, including the potential for over-reliance, opacity of AI al-
gorithms, and the impact on traditional medical roles. To navigate these challenges, doctors emphasise
the importance of understanding AI principles and fostering AI literacy among medical professionals.
This includes the need for proper education and practical feasibility considerations for AI systems. The
inclusion of AI and XAI in the medical curriculum is seen as a crucial step towards ensuring future
physicians are equipped with the necessary knowledge to effectively utilise AI in their practice.
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Overall, while the journey towards fully integrating AI into healthcare is complex, the potential benefits
for patient care and clinician decision-making are substantial. With careful navigation of the associated
challenges and a commitment to education and understanding, AI can, with the help of explainability,
become a transformative tool in the healthcare landscape.

Personalised Explanations in Explainable AI for Healthcare

But to get the XAI working for the healthcare landscape more information is needed to find out how to
integrate it into that complex ecosystem. Our analysis of in-depth interviews with medical staff revealed
that the efficacy of XAI hinges on its ability to provide personalised explanations that go beyond generic
user types and adapt to the unique contexts of various medical tasks.

One compelling finding is that the personalisation of explanations in healthcare relies on more than
just user types. Factors such as experience, specialisation, and individual patient cases emerged as
pivotal in tailoring explanations to meet the distinct needs of doctors. Especially in complex patient
cases requiring broader group collaboration, the need for context-driven explanations becomes appar-
ent, underscoring the importance of the interplay between Explainable AI, collaboration, and trust in
healthcare settings.

Within the realm of AI applications in healthcare, doctors’ diverse tasks and responsibilities necessitate
a flexible and nuanced approach to information seeking. Understanding the nuances of this interde-
pendence can lead to AI systems that cater to the unique needs of medical professionals, aligning with
their decision-making processes and fostering trust in AI-driven diagnoses.

Moreover, the doctors emphasised the significance of interactive explanations that cater to their expe-
rience and align with their decision-making processes. Such interactivity provides doctors with clear
and concise overviews while allowing them to delve deeper for a comprehensive understanding of AI-
driven diagnoses. This interactive feature can lead to improved patient care, as doctors can gain a
better understanding of the predictions and make necessary corrections.

The interviews also highlighted the importance of explanations in fostering collaboration between medi-
cal professionals and AI systems. Doctors stressed that interactive explanations could empower collab-
orative efforts among healthcare teams and enable informed decision-making during Multidisciplinary
Team Meetings. Having additional background information to check if the AI system’s factors align with
the patient’s condition was valued by the doctors, as it bolstered trust in the system.

Overall, the theme of ”Personalised Explanations in Explainable AI for Healthcare” demonstrates that
personalised, context-driven explanations play a critical role in advancing the integration of AI in health-
care settings. By providing transparent and interpretable insights, XAI can bridge the gap between AI
outputs and medical decision-making, ultimately leading to improved patient-centric care and enhanced
trust and accountability—essential attributes of Responsible AI in healthcare.

Aligning with doctor needs and values

From the interviews with doctors about the use of explainable AI and AI in healthcare highlights the
crucial role of collaboration between doctors and AI in advancing healthcare practices. The integration
of AI into clinical workflows is seen as a powerful tool for improving patient-centric care by empowering
healthcare professionals to make informed decisions tailored to each patient’s unique needs. Expla-
nations play a vital role in bridging the gap between technical AI outputs and medical decision-making,
helping doctors understand AI behaviour and patterns. Moreover, collaboration extends beyond indi-
vidual interactions, promoting teamwork and collaborative efforts within medical teams.

However, to achieve the positive effects of AI integration, it is essential that AI systems align with doc-
tors’ needs, values, and trust. The interviews shed light on various aspects of this alignment, such
as dealing with uncertainty in patient care, managing the high-pressure environment of healthcare,
and understanding patients’ needs through effective communication. Doctors rely on their experience,
consult colleagues, and utilise literature to cope with the complexity and uncertainties in medical prac-
tice.
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The adoption of AI in healthcare faces certain barriers, with some doctors expressing concerns about
the lack of critical evaluation, overreliance on AI, and potential changes in their roles as medical pro-
fessionals. Convincing doctors to embrace AI technology requires providing practical examples of AI’s
benefits and ensuring a high level of accuracy and reliability in AI systems. Another one of the critical
factors for AI adoption is addressing the friction with the outside world, particularly the resistance to
change based on technology. Doctors often rely on their traditional approaches and visual observa-
tions for medical decision-making. Convincing them to adopt AI involves showcasing its benefits and
reliability in the context of their needs and practices. Multidisciplinary collaboration emerges as essen-
tial in promoting AI adoption among physicians. Involving doctors in the technical and clinical validation
phases of AI development allows them to contribute to AI solutions that align better with their needs.
Moreover, maintaining the consistent quality of healthcare delivery is paramount, ensuring that AI’s role
in healthcare enhances patient care without compromising overall quality.

The subject of regulations highlights the importance of comprehensive regulations and external evalu-
ation committees to ensure the reliability and safety of AI applications. Doctors emphasise the need for
extensive testing and approvals by knowledgeable committees to certify AI as medical devices before
specific uses. This approach shifts the responsibility of AI use from individual doctors to expert commit-
tees, ensuring higher standards are met. Regarding responsibility and accountability, doctors assert
their ultimate decision-making authority, even with the support of AI. They emphasise clear guide-
lines, transparency, and accountability for AI decisions. They express concerns about the responsibility
and factors AI uses for its decisions, which highlights the need for transparency in AI algorithms and
decision-making processes. The validation subject emphasises the necessity for both clinical valida-
tion and expected behaviour in AI systems. Doctors express concerns about the constant adjustments
made by AI models and the importance of distinguishing clinical validation from expected behaviour.
Involving a multidisciplinary team and conducting extensive clinical testing are crucial for the reliability
and clinical relevance of AI technology. Transparent documentation and sharing of underlying algo-
rithms are essential for proper validation.

Finally, collaboration and Trust underscores the significance of AI as a collaborative tool rather than a
replacement for human expertise. Doctors view AI as a complementary colleague, providing evidence-
based insights and risk assessments. Trust in AI develops over time through first-hand validation and
alignment with doctors’ decision-making processes. Doctors stress caution against over-reliance on
AI and the need to strike a balance between leveraging AI’s capabilities and maintaining independent
analysis.

By achieving alignment between doctors and AI is pivotal for the successful integration of AI in health-
care. By understanding and addressing doctors’ needs, values, and concerns, AI can be harnessed
as a powerful ally in providing patient-centric care, improving medical decision-making, and enhancing
overall healthcare outcomes. To fully realise the potential of AI in healthcare, ongoing collaboration and
a continuous dialogue between doctors and AI developers are essential to ensure responsible and ef-
fective use of AI technology in clinical settings. In conclusion, successful integration and adoption of AI
in healthcare depend on aligning with doctors’ needs and values, fostering collaboration and trust be-
tween doctors and AI systems, adhering to robust regulations and validation processes, and upholding
responsibility and accountability in AI use. By embracing these considerations, AI can be harnessed
as a valuable tool to enhance patient care and clinical outcomes, while human expertise remains at the
forefront of medical decision-making.

General Conclusion

In conclusion, the research on explainability in the context of pulmonology underscores the transfor-
mative potential of explainable AI in healthcare decision-making. The study highlights the need for a
flexible approach that engages healthcare professionals in the development of effective strategies for
explainability. By involving doctors from diverse backgrounds and expertise levels, AI solutions can be
tailored to meet their unique needs, ultimately leading to improved patient-centric care.

The interviews with medical staff reveal that personalised explanations and context-driven AI systems
play a pivotal role in fostering trust and collaboration between doctors and AI technology. The success-
ful integration of AI in healthcare hinges on addressing friction with traditional approaches, compre-
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hensive regulations, and validation processes that ensure the reliability and safety of AI applications.
Moreover, maintaining transparency, accountability, and the inclusion of doctors in decision-making
processes are essential to building trust and promoting responsible AI use. By embracing these con-
siderations and responsibilities, AI can become a valuable tool in enhancing medical decision-making,
leading to improved patient outcomes and more effective medical practices.



5
Discussion

To harness the full benefits of XAI, it is essential to understand the circumstances under which it can be
most helpful for clinicians. In this discussion section, we address three sub-research questions:

1. Where in the patient journey are moments for clinicians where XAI can be helpful?

2. What information do doctors seek in explanations?

3. Under which conditions do doctors engage with explanations?

This will be done by combining the data from both studies that were performed and connecting it with
the recent literature on explainability and AI in healthcare. By exploring these questions, we aim to
gain insights into the specific scenarios where XAI can be most beneficial and the factors that influ-
ence the acceptance and utilisation of AI explanations by medical staff. Concluding the chapter by
answering the main research questions how pulmonologists’ needs and intents shape the design of
XAI solutions.

To begin, we presented a comprehensive analysis of the entire healthcare journey, involving both the
perspective of the medical professionals and patients dealing with a specific disease, namely Idiopathic
Pulmonary Fibrosis. Through this research, we have gained a holistic understanding of the moments
where XAI can prove to be of significant value for clinicians. These instances are influenced by a chain
of interrelated factors, including healthcare challenges related to patient-centric care and communi-
cation barriers. Moreover, the perceived benefits and challenges of adopting AI in healthcare play a
crucial role in shaping the potential applications of XAI.

Next, we explore the type of information doctors seek in explanations when utilising XAI in clinical set-
tings. The specific information required by doctors is influenced by the tasks they are performing, the
need for explanations, and the properties of the explanations, such as the type of visualisation, pre-
ferred granularity, and collaboration with the AI system. By identifying the specific information needs
of doctors, we can design XAI solutions that cater to their preferences and enhance the effectiveness
of medical decision-making. Central to successful AI adoption is understanding the conditions under
which doctors engage with AI explanations. When doctors actively engage with explanations, the po-
tential advantages of XAI are realised. However, if doctors refrain from engaging with explanations,
the benefits of XAI may be forfeited. Therefore, we investigate the factors that influence doctors’ ac-
ceptance and utilisation of AI explanations, focusing on collaboration dynamics, trust-building, and the
system’s requirements for effective implementation in the hospital setting.

In the following sections, we will delve deeper into each of these sub-research questions, examining
the links within the identified chains of factors. We will explore the characteristics of instances where
XAI is helpful, the specific information sought by doctors, and the conditions that drive engagement
with explanations. By thoroughly understanding these elements, we can provide valuable insights
into shaping the design of XAI solutions that align with the needs and intents of pulmonologists and
contribute to improved patient care in the dynamic healthcare landscape.
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Figure 5.1: Chain of factors identified by the performed research which step-by-step influence where in the patient journey XAI
can be helpful.

5.1. Where in the patient journey are moments for clinicians where
XAI can be helpful?

Key takeaways:

1. The chain of factors, starting from healthcare challenges such as communication barriers
and patient-centric care, influences the potential applications of AI in healthcare.

2. The adoption of AI, its perceived benefits, the knowledge of medical staff, and the dangers
associated with AI are the main factors that lead to the practical implementation of XAI.

3. Explanations play a pivotal role in addressing the dangers of AI and fostering trust between
medical professionals and AI systems.

4. The need for (X)AI literacy among medical staff is essential for the successful integration of
AI and XAI, and the concerns about job roles and over-reliance on (X)AI must be carefully
navigated.

By conducting comprehensive research into the entire healthcare journey, involving both the medical
staff and patients we acquired a holistic understanding of the type of moments where XAI can prove
beneficial for clinicians, for in this case the specific disease IPF.

From the research we concluded that where XAI can be useful is contingent on a chain of interrelated
factors, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. This chain begins with various healthcare challenges, including
issues related to patient-centric care and communication barriers. These challenges, in turn, influence
the potential applications of AI in healthcare the possible applications are strongly influenced by the
perceived benefits of using AI in healthcare and the complex topic of the adoption of AI in healthcare.
The knowledge of medical staff about AI together with the dangers of the use of AI systems in health-
care turns those AI applications to the practical applications of XAI. Where in conclusion it could offer
valuable assistance to clinicians in their interactions with patients.

In the remainder of this section, we will delve deeper into the links within this chain to precisely identify
the factors that influence the instances where XAI proves beneficial. By thoroughly examining these
connections, we can gain insights into the specific circumstances that call for the application of XAI.
Additionally, we will assess the validity of the outcomes and provide a rationale for the decision not
to pinpoint exact moments in this particular use case. Instead, we will emphasise the significance of
identifying the characteristic features of these specific instances, as it offers greater value.
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5.1.1. Finding the Moments From Challenges in Healthcare
From the results of the semi-structured interviews, observation session and the earlier patient research
we see that the challenges of barriers to communication, information sharing, and patient-centric care
have significant implications and present some of the main challenges in healthcare faced by doctors
currently. These challenges highlight the need for innovative solutions, and the integration of AI in
healthcare offers promising avenues to address these issues effectively. By looking at these challenges,
opportunities can be found where AI and thus also XAI solutions could be implemented leading to the
highest benefit for medical staff and patient.

The benefits of using AI for these challenges are widely stated. AI can play a pivotal role in overcom-
ing communication barriers for doctors with patients [136] or by facilitating timely access to referrals
and reports. As doctor [P6] highlighted, obtaining referrals from other hospitals can be challenging,
leading to delays in patient care. AI-powered systems can streamline this process by expediting the
processing and analysis of medical reports, ensuring faster decision-making and more efficient patient
management. Collaboration and access to relevant studies and treatment options are essential for
complex cases involving rare mutations, as mentioned by doctor [P11]. Here, AI can be instrumen-
tal in facilitating seamless information exchange and knowledge sharing among medical institutions,
promoting effective collaboration and informed decision-making. Moreover, AI’s ability to process vast
amounts of medical data efficiently can support doctors in gathering and evaluating comprehensive pa-
tient information, improving diagnostic accuracy and treatment outcomes [153]. Patient-centric care is
a cornerstone of healthcare, aiming to address individual patient needs and deliver personalised treat-
ment plans. However, the high-pressure environment and uncertainties in medical practice can make
it challenging to consistently provide patient-centric care. AI integration offers innovative solutions to
manage uncertainty and improve patient-centric care [62]. By analysing large datasets and patterns, AI
can assist doctors in navigating the complexities of patient cases with varying responses to treatments
(patient heterogeneity). This enables medical staff to make personalised treatment recommendations,
enhancing patient care and outcomes.

5.1.2. Applications of AI Tackling Healthcare Challenges
The findings from the performed research sheds light on the main applications of AI in healthcare for
medical staff, focusing on the adoption of AI and the perceived benefits of AI systems. The integration
of AI in healthcare holds tremendous potential for improving patient care and empowering medical staff
to overcome the main challenges they face in delivering high-quality care. However, not all challenges
faced within healthcare can be realistically solved within a short time-span. The applications of AI are
limited by its current benefits it can provide but the adoption is also dependent on regulations, friction
of the outside world, validation needs, accountability and the need to convince the medical staff. In this
section these factors will be discussed more in detail.

Perceived Benefits of AI in Healthcare

The benefits of the use of AI in healthcare are known to include its availability, ease of use, and potential
to improve efficiency and reduce the cost of health care service delivery [31]. During this research these
and other benefits were identified. Doctors perceived several benefits of AI that can revolutionise med-
ical practice. By promoting effective communication and information sharing, AI can facilitate seamless
coordination between healthcare facilities and streamline workflows, leading to more efficient patient
care, reducing the medical staff work load and the staff shortage [37, 106, 74]. AI’s ability to pro-
cess vast amounts of medical data can aid doctors in gathering comprehensive patient information,
enhancing diagnostic accuracy and treatment outcomes. Moreover, AI can play a pivotal role in man-
aging uncertainty by providing data-driven insights. This enables medical staff to provide personalised
treatment recommendations, ensuring patient-centric care remains a priority. Overall, the integration
of AI in healthcare holds tremendous potential to improve healthcare practices, enhance patient out-
comes by combined human-AI decision making [132], and empower medical staff in overcoming the
main challenges they face in delivering high-quality care to their patients. However, it is essential that
technological advancements do not compromise the fundamental principles of patient-centric care. As
healthcare continues to evolve, the continual adaptation of AI systems to changes in medical practices
will be crucial in effectively addressing the challenges faced by medical staff.
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Limitations in Adoption

While AI’s potential benefits in healthcare are evident, doctors express reservations and concerns re-
garding its adoption which could limit the moments it can be successfully implemented. How to improve
the adoption of AI has been only limited studied in the context of healthcare [74, 85]. The barriers for
adoption stem from the lack of critical evaluation, uncertainties about AI’s impact on their autonomy
and job roles, and concerns about over-reliance on AI suggestions and potential confirmation bias. Ad-
ditionally, the conflicting goals between healthcare providers and profit-driven companies, along with
legal and regulatory issues, may influence trust in AI solutions. There are gaps in current national and
international regulations regarding who should be held responsible for errors or failures of AI systems,
particularly in medical AI [84]. The complexity of roles and responsibilities among various actors in-
volved in the process, such as healthcare professionals and AI developers, makes it challenging to
define accountability clearly. This lack of clarity can leave clinicians and other healthcare professionals
in a vulnerable position, especially when using non-transparent AI models.

The integration of AI in healthcare requires finding the right balance between AI’s assistance and pre-
serving doctors’ expertise. Explainability and adaptability are crucial factors, allowing doctors to adjust
treatments based on new information while incorporating AI suggestions. Moreover, the adoption of AI
raises questions about its impact on job roles, with doctors grappling with the possibility of AI potentially
replacing some jobs while alleviating personnel shortages in certain departments [106]. To encourage
the adoption of AI in clinical practice, it is essential to convince doctors of its benefits and practical
utility. Doctors approach AI with scepticism initially, but practical examples showcasing how AI can
enhance medical practice and improve patient outcomes can increase adoption. The level of accuracy
achieved by AI systems plays a significant role in winning doctors’ trust, and the validation process.
The validation of AI systems in healthcare is critical to ensure their reliability and safe integration into
clinical practice, however, agreed on reporting standards for AI in healthcare are still lacking [59]. Doc-
tors stress the importance of multidisciplinary teams of experts behind AI algorithms, thorough testing,
and validation involving bioinformaticians and domain experts. Explanations play a vital role in the val-
idation process, enabling doctors to trust and act upon AI predictions. Extensive clinical testing with
diverse patient populations and both technical and clinical validation are crucial for the reliability and
clinical relevance of AI technology.

As AI technology makes its way into clinical practice, responsibility and accountability become paramount
for medical professionals. Doctors emphasise that while AI can provide valuable references and sup-
port, the ultimate decision-making authority rests with them as otherwise it could undermine their epis-
temic authority [55]. Explanations enabling transparency in AI algorithms and providing the ability to
easier integrate AI advice based on their expertise are essential for doctors to trust and act upon AI
predictions and is increasingly being incorporated into binding legal frameworks, for instance, requiring
the provision of explanations for automated decision-making processes to patients [85].

5.1.3. Identifying Moments for XAI from AI Applications
The insights into the main applications of AI in healthcare for medical staff from previous section pro-
vide a foundation for identifying potential moments for the use of XAI in healthcare. By including the
dangers of the use of AI together with the knowledge of AI systems of medical staff and by address-
ing the challenges and barriers faced by them, such as the need for transparency, explainability, and
adaptability of AI systems, XAI can provide interpretable explanations for AI predictions reducing some
of these problems.

Need for Explanations

Explanations play a central role in building trust and fostering collaboration between medical profes-
sionals and AI systems. Transparency in AI decision-making is vital to gain the confidence of doctors in
AI-generated outcomes. Especially as many previous implementations of AI in healthcare performed
by large trustworthy companies have failed in the past [50]. The interviews reveal that medical staff ex-
pect and value explanations in the clinical setting. For doctors, knowing how AI arrives at its decisions
is essential for trusting and accepting its recommendations. Furthermore, explanations are crucial for
doctors to comprehend the factors influencing AI predictions fully. This understanding allows medical
professionals to make informed decisions and confidently adjust AI-generated advice based on their
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expertise and knowledge of individual patient cases. Explanations enable doctors to validate the AI sys-
tem’s alignment with patient conditions and verify the relevance and reliability of AI-generated insights.
In multidisciplinary team meetings, explainable AI offers valuable insights that facilitate collaborative
decision-making. By providing interpretable explanations for AI predictions, doctors can discuss cases
with their peers, debate potential treatment plans, and collectively validate the best course of action
for improved patient care. These needs match with Adadi et al. [2] findings that XAI can be used to
control, justify, improve and to discover AI systems.

Understanding AI Principles

To successfully incorporate XAI into healthcare, actionable strategies should be developed. To navi-
gate the dangers of AI responsibly, medical staff stress the importance of AI literacy among healthcare
professionals. Understanding AI principles, capabilities, limitations, and potential biases is crucial for
the successful integration of AI in clinical practice. The level of AI knowledge among doctors influ-
ences their perception and acceptance of AI systems. AI-literate doctors are more open to technology
changes and are willing to explore new AI tools, even tools that contain some errors. On the other
hand, less experienced doctors may be more critical of AI predictions with lower accuracy. The need
for proper education and practical feasibility considerations for AI systems is emphasised by medical
staff. AI literacy is seen as beneficial for future physicians, and the inclusion of AI and also XAI in
the medical curriculum is recommended. Even though some literature claims doctors would have too
limited time [58] and other subjects would need to make way for it. The inclusion of XAI is not only
needed for the showing the benefits but also the drawbacks as the improper application of XAI can be
deceiving or have other negative consequences [154]. By familiarising medical staff with AI and XAI
concepts, potential pitfalls, and the advantages, the integration process becomes more seamless and
efficient and the need and uses of XAI become also apparent for doctors.

Dangers of AI

While optimism exists about AI’s potential benefits, the dangers associated with its adoption in health-
care cannot be ignored. Major concerns between healthcare providers and companies developing AI
solutions is not only the ethics of patient data sharing [13] but also the conflicting goals such as quick
monetization [46]. This incongruity creates challenges in trusting AI solutions, as medical staff may
question the motivations and biases behind AI-generated outcomes. Over-reliance on AI, especially
among less experienced practitioners or doctors who are more clinical susceptible [49], poses risks
such as confirmation bias, where doctors may unquestioningly follow AI recommendations without crit-
ically evaluating them. The potential consequences of overreliance on AI systems in healthcare are
concerning, as it may compromise patient safety and the quality of care provided [114]. Research has
been performed to reduce this overreliance, Buccina et al. [24] reduce overreliance successfully by
forcing the participants to use their cognition while looking at explanations instead of forming heuris-
tics when to use the AI’s decisions. However, this also leads people to dislike using the explanations
more. Vasconcelos et al. [148] show that by using explanations strategically overreliance can also be
reduced.

The opacity of AI algorithms presents another significant danger. Doctors express worries about AI
becoming a ”black box,” with developers not fully understanding its inner workings. This lack of trans-
parency raises doubts about the reliability of AI-generated outcomes and makes it challenging for medi-
cal staff to trust and utilise AI systems effectively. Additionally, doctors contemplate the potential impact
of AI on traditional medical roles and express concerns about job losses in certain areas. Additionally,
some doctors are afraid of specialist losing skills when they are aided by AI, this is a primary concern
under healthcare leaders [123]. Striking a balance between AI’s assistance and preserving human
expertise remains a critical challenge in the adoption of AI in healthcare.

Doctors’ limited understanding hinders the complete identification of all relevant moments

Because most doctors have a limited understanding about the underlying mechanisms and problems
of AI systems [158, 1] and lack understanding of what AI implementations could represent [10], it is
arguable that the doctors did not have enough understanding to suggest all type of moments where AI
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could be helpful. Because XAI moments arise from these moments where AI could be helpful combined
with various other factors such as knowledge about general challenges in AI, limitations of AI, adoption
considerations, and the benefits of the use of AI explainability it could be argued that we did not find
all possible moments. However, we argue that because of the inclusion of prompts and working from
the expertise of doctors, instead of asking them directly about these moments we got a diverse set
characteristics that these moments should adhere to which reached saturation later in the interview
sessions.

Doctors’ limited understanding of patients’ home life hinders the comprehensive identification
of all relevant moments.

It is furthermore arguable that medical staff do not have a general view of the home life of patients
therefore missing out on possible moments to apply XAI. However, by the inclusion of the journey
map in the interviews, generated on thousands of patients their complete experiences dealing with a
severe disease, we argue that doctors did have all those moments available to them. Researchers
have described the fields and given examples of moments where AI systems could be used Davenport
et al. found that diagnosis and treatment, patient engagement and adherence, and administrative
applications could be beneficial [37]. Administrative tasks are often quickly identified by doctors as
an easy and useful way to implement AI systems in care [68]. Meskó et al. states that AI is most
advantageous for tasks characterised by high repetition and that involve the analysis of quantifiable
data [105]. They give examples ranging from improving in-person and online consultations till research
activities like drug creation.

The challenges faced within healthcare, including communication barriers and patient-centric care,
shape the opportunities where AI and finally XAI solutions could be implemented to benefit medical
staff and patients. AI can play a pivotal role in overcoming these challenges, promoting effective com-
munication and information sharing, streamlining workflows, and improving diagnostic accuracy. While
the benefits of AI in healthcare are evident, adoption is limited by barriers such as a lack of critical
evaluation, concerns about its impact on job roles, and over-reliance on AI suggestions. Additionally,
conflicting goals between healthcare providers and profit-driven companies, along with legal and reg-
ulatory issues, may influence trust in AI solutions. Explanations are crucial for solving these problems
building trust, fostering collaboration, and validating AI-generated insights. AI literacy among medi-
cal staff is essential to ensure the successful integration of AI and shape those applications into XAI
resulting into the integration into clinical practice.

Although the identification of all relevant moments for XAI may be limited by doctors’ understanding of
(X)AI and the complex nature of patient home life, by delving deeper into the links within the chain of
factors, this study has provided valuable insights into specific circumstances that call for the application
of XAI in healthcare. Furthermore, the research emphasises the identifying characteristic features of
these instances, offering value for researchers wanting to implement XAI in healthcare.
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Figure 5.2: Factors identified by the performed research which influence what doctors seek in the information provided by
explanations.

5.2. What information do doctors seek in explanations?
Key takeaways:

1. Visualisations of explainability should combine patient-specific context, show the AI’s think-
ing process, and avoid overwhelming doctors with extraneous details.

2. Type of information influenced by the context of their tasks and their desire for comprehen-
sive, relevant, and actionable insights

3. Preferred granularity of explanations varies from patient-specific insights for decision-making
to a broad understanding of AI functioning for exploration and research.

4. Timing of explanations plays a pivotal role, with doctors preferring access before implemen-
tation, during discrepancies, and continuously during use.

5. Effective collaboration with AI systems is fostered through interactive explanations, aligning
AI factors with doctors’ mental models, and addressing human biases and tendencies to
disregard AI advice.

When we have identified where XAI can be helpful it follows that we need to know what the doctors want
to see when they are using it. This follows from the applications of AI as it is, according to the doctors,
dependent on the task they are performing which type of information they want to see. Together with
the need for explanations and the properties of explanations such as the type of visualisation, preferred
granularity, when to see it and how to collaborate with the AI we can derive what type of information to
show to the doctors at which moment. In Figure 5.2 a systematic overview is given of the factors what
factors influence the information doctors want to see from explanations. In the remainder of this section
a detailed look will be given into the properties and the external factors which influence the information
that needs to be displayed to the doctors towards providing them with the optimal explainability at each
moment.

5.2.1. Personalised Explainability Beyond User Types
The successful implementation and widespread adoption of Artificial Intelligence in clinical practice
heavily rely on intelligible and informative visualisations of explanations. Tailoring these explanations
to meet the specific needs of doctors and providing relevant and comprehensible visualisations can
play a crucial role in effectively integrating AI into healthcare workflows. The evaluations conducted
by Schoonderwoerd et al. [138] with clinicians revealed their strong demand for explanations of the
AI-output, specifically to mitigate false positive diagnoses and minimise false negative where individ-
ual differences in the rating of explanations highlighted the potential need for personalisation in the
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explanation process. This is consistent with our interviews with doctors were it was stated that context-
driven explanations that consider the usage context and cater to doctors’ preferences can be pivotal in
advancing the integration of AI in healthcare.

Even though past research has demonstrated that the type of explanations is dependent on the user
[145] often authors of explainability methods flaunt their method as being task agnostic [155] and model
agnostic [133] thus being universally applicable to every situation. However, in practise the generated
explanations forms are too low-level to be to use to non-experts and even machine learning practition-
ers with different levels of experience with computer vision can have a hard time envisioning uses of
certain explanations [12]. Task-specific visualisations with medical relevant features understandable to
medical practitioners emerge as a key characteristic that doctors want to see in explanations of medical
AI.

5.2.2. Visualisations of Explainability
The doctors emphasise the importance of creating visualisations tailored to the specific usage con-
text and the particular questions they are trying to address. They point out that different branches of
medicine may require different visual modalities. For instance, a diagnosis tool may benefit from a bar
plot numeric representation, while radiology might require a mix of images and rules. The preference
for a mixed format combining images and rules in radiology allows doctors to gain a deeper under-
standing of the decision-making process of the AI system, enabling them to see what the AI system is
analysing and the conclusions it reaches.

Show the Thinking Processes with Additional Context

Doctors stress the significance of comprehensiveness in AI explanations. Visualisations that not only
present the final output but also the entire thinking process of the AI system are highly valued. When
explaining the rationale behind a treatment suggestion, doctors believe that the program needs to show
its thinking process. In this regard, the inclusion of specific examples and counterexamples from past
patient cases is seen as highly beneficial. Providing this additional context and reference points helps
build trust and confidence in the AI system, enabling doctors to better understand and validate the
AI’s recommendations. Branley-Bell found that different visualisations also lead to notable difference
in user trust [20]. Which indicates that factors beyond understanding and explainability influence user
trust in AI.

The Risk of Information Overload

It is important to consider the potential risk of information overload, as doctors acknowledge that over-
whelming visualisations can be too complex for busy healthcare professionals to fully engage with. A
balance must be struck between providing comprehensive insights and avoiding excessively compli-
cated visualisations. Keeping the visualisations clear and focused on the relevant information is crucial
in ensuring that doctors can effectively interpret and use the AI explanations in their practice. Informa-
tion overload could be solved by further personalisation [112] or interactive explanations. In addition
to these characteristics, our follow-up interviews with doctors from the co-creation session revealed
another important aspect: the doctors’ belief that they do not always need extra information, especially
when they perceive it as illogical or beyond their typical access to information. This finding highlights
the importance of providing information that aligns with doctors’ existing knowledge and reasoning pro-
cess. AI explanations should avoid overwhelming doctors with extraneous or irrelevant details that
could potentially undermine their trust in the AI system.

5.2.3. Preferred Granularity of Explainability
The findings from both the semi-structured interview and the co-creation session with doctors shed light
on the topics that influence the granularity of explanations preferred by doctors in the context of XAI.
These topics include the need for context-driven, informative, and clinically relevant explanations that
aid decision-making, the importance of connecting explanations to clinical practice and patient-specific
scenarios, the adaptive depth of explanation, the desire for abstractive knowledge of AI systems, and
the value of global explanations for exploration and future research purposes.
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Patient Specific Explanations for Helping in Decisions

Often in the field of XAI the granularity of explanations is described as a dichotomy, either an ex-
planations is global or local in structure and by doing some complex procedures you can often try
to switch between those [94]. If we keep in line with this line of reasoning then in the medical case
these local explanations are patient specific. The doctors’ expressed the desire that for patient spe-
cific context-driven explanations which highlights their emphasis on relevance and applicability in their
clinical practice. They seek explanations that directly relate to their patients, as it allows them to make
informed decisions tailored to the individual cases they deal with. This aligns with the notion that AI
explanations should be at least partly patient-specific and grounded in the clinical context to be truly
valuable in the healthcare setting.

Adaptive Depth Global Explanations for Comprehension and Exploration

Furthermore, the doctors’ interest in the global functioning of AI systems demonstrates their need for
a broader understanding beyond individual predictions. They seek insights into the factors that AI
models utilise for their predictions, which helps build trust in the system. However, they also recognise
the need for adaptive depth of explanation. While comprehensiveness is valued, they acknowledge
that overwhelming levels of detail can hinder the effectiveness of explanations. Modulating the level of
detail based on the specific situation is essential to strike the right balance between comprehensiveness
and usability. The desire for abstractive knowledge reveals the doctors’ interest in gaining a high-
level understanding of AI systems without delving into intricate mathematical details. They appreciate
explanations that provide a global structure and processes of the AI model, allowing them to grasp its
functioning without being overwhelmed by complex technicalities. This indicates that the doctors value
the broader implications and insights provided by AI systems rather than the intricate workings behind
them.

Additionally, as seen in [2] explanations can be used for discovery. The doctors’ interest in exploration
purposes for future research suggests that global explanations of the AI model play a significant role in
their quest for deeper understanding. By gaining insights into the overall behaviour and mechanisms
of the AI system, they can base their future research on more comprehensive grounds such as the
clinical indicators the AI based its decisions on. This emphasise the importance of providing doctors
with explanations that support exploration and enable them to uncover novel insights that can benefit
patient care and medical practice.

5.2.4. When to See Explainability
Understanding the optimal timing for accessing explanations is crucial to enhance decision-making
and improve patient care. In this section, we delve into the perspectives of the doctors interviewed,
exploring the characteristics that describe when they prefer to seek explanations during their medical
tasks. Three key contexts emerged: explanations before use, explanations with a disagreement, and
explanations during use.

Explanations Before Implementation in the Hospital

The interviewees expressed a strong preference for having explanations readily available before using
AI in their medical practice. They emphasised the importance of context-driven explanations that align
with their decision-making process. Knowing the limitations of the AI system upfront was considered
essential to ensure responsible usage. By being aware of potential shortcomings, such as decreased
accuracy in certain patient groups, they can make informed decisions and avoid compromising patient
care. The statements from doctors highlights the need for transparency and preemptive awareness of
the system’s capabilities and limitations. Furthermore, it connects to the research done by McDermid et
al. who found that in healthcare global explanations should be employed before deployment to enhance
confidence, ensure compliance, and to facilitate continuous development through local explanations
post-hoc [102].

Explanations when Conflicting Decisions
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Moreover, the doctors stressed the significance of inspecting explanations when there is a disagree-
ment between the AI’s prediction and their own clinical judgement. This aspect of XAI is seen as a
valuable tool to investigate the reasons behind the discrepancy. By understanding the rationale for
the AI’s prediction, doctors can validate the accuracy of the model and identify potential areas for im-
provement. As one doctor pointed out that if it doesn’t match then you can look at the explanation as
to why that is. This emphasises the value of explanations as a means of enhancing trust and fostering
collaboration between human experts and AI systems.

Continuous Evaluation of the System

The doctors also expressed their expectation for explanations to be available during use, regardless
of whether the AI’s prediction aligns with their own decision. Having access to explanations with every
decision allows them to incorporate AI insights as an integral part of their decision-making process.
Markus et al. [99] showed that explanations become necessary in situations where the AI system’s
performance has not been fully established in practice, and there is a need to build user trust, satisfac-
tion, and acceptance. This continuous integration of explanations facilitates a deeper understanding of
the AI’s functioning and enables doctors to validate its recommendations in real-time. The doctors’ de-
sire for ongoing evaluation and testing of AI systems reflects their commitment to refining predictions
and ensuring optimal performance in clinical practice. Adopting a trial-like approach initially allows
for iterative improvement, ultimately leading to increased trust and confidence in the AI system over
time.

5.2.5. Explainability to Collaborate
Collaboration between medical professionals and AI systems holds significant promise for improving
patient care and decision-making in the healthcare domain. Especially as past research has shown
that the information requirements from explanations closely resemble what clinicians require when en-
gaging with medical peers to deliberate on a patient case [50]. In this section, we explore the insights
provided by medical staff on the characteristics of explainability that foster effective collaboration be-
tween doctors and AI tools.

Collaboration by Interactive Explanations

One essential characteristic highlighted by the doctors is the need for interactive explanations that cater
to the unique experiences of medical professionals. A considerable number of the current state-of-the-
art explainability approaches are static, one-off systems that do not consider user input or preferences
beyond the initial configuration and parameterisation [141]. The doctors expressed a desire for ex-
planations that provide clear and concise overviews while also offering the option to delve deeper for
a comprehensive understanding of AI-driven diagnoses. This interactivity allows doctors to tailor the
level of detail to their specific needs and expertise. As one doctor pointed out that its important that
everything is visual at a glance, but that if you want more information, you can zoom in for more infor-
mation. Such interactivity enhances the doctors’ understanding of AI predictions and provides them to
be dynamic with the time they spent interacting with the explanations. Additionally, the ability to engage
the AI system with follow-up questions and receive meaningful responses fosters cooperation between
doctors and the AI tool. This dynamic interaction can lead to improved patient care, as doctors can
gain better insights into the AI’s predictions and make necessary corrections. However, research from
Liu et al. has shown the actual improvement in decision making performance might be limited while
reinforce human biases [89] .

Matching Mental Models

Moreover, the doctors mentioned the value of having additional background information to check if the
AI system’s factors align with the patient’s condition. A doctor carefully judges a patient’s condition
based on symptoms and examination before making an explanation. To be accepted in healthcare,
AI must try and mimic human judgement and interpretation skills [29]. This desire to understand the
internal model of the AI system reflects their intent to validate the AI’s predictions against their own
mental model. Having access to such information helps doctors gain confidence in the AI’s recommen-
dations and ensures that the AI aligns with their medical expertise. This notion however ignores the
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Rashomon effect where different prediction models achieve similar performance but construct the pre-
diction relying on different features for their predictions [110]. Anderson et al. [7] showed furthermore
that forming accurate mental models of AI systems is cognitively demanding and might not accurately
match the underlying model. Druce et al. [39] go a step further and claim that human subjects often
form incredibly inaccurate mental models of AI’s, and these models can be challenging to dispel. These
researchers show that the wish of doctors for gaining an accurate mental model of the AI is very difficult
to achieve.

Resistance to Listening to Advice

Despite the valuable insights that could be provided by AI, some doctors admitted that they might
disregard them if their personal opinions override the AI’s recommendations. It is not only with AI
recommendations this happens but similarly happens with their colleagues’ advice. This highlights
the importance of considering human factors in the collaboration between doctors and AI systems.
However, more significant relevance is given to AI advice when explanations are provided [117] then
when they are not. Addressing this tendency requires designing AI explanations in a way that ensures
that doctors view AI as a supportive tool rather than a replacement for their expertise and that when
ignoring the decision they still remain thoughtful of the provided advice in order to build in safety checks
to their own treatment plan.
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Figure 5.3: Different groups of factors identified by the performed research show under which conditions doctors state they will
engage with the explanations.

5.3. Underwhich conditions do doctors engagewith explanations?

Key takeaways:

1. Doctors emphasise the importance of thorough testing, multidisciplinary expertise, and ex-
tensive clinical validation to ensure the reliability and safety of AI technology. Pilot testing
should run alongside actual care to avoid any negative influence on patient outcomes.

2. Patient-centric care drives doctors’ engagement with XAI, particularly in navigating uncer-
tainty and the high-pressure healthcare environment.

3. Collaboration and trust between doctors and AI systems are foundational, where AI is seen
as a valuable complement that augments clinical decision-making.

4. Effective integration of XAI systems requires alignment with doctors’ tools and decision-
making processes, while also ensuring accountability, where the final authority is the doctor.

Central to the successful adoption of AI systems in clinical practice is the understanding of the condi-
tions under which doctors engage with explanations provided by these AI systems. It can be logically
deduced that when doctors refrain from engaging with the explanations, the potential advantages of
these explanations are forfeited and thus it is important to find out how to engage the doctors with the
explanations. This is especially useful as it was seen during the co-creation that a bad implementation
of the system can lead to doctors feeling like the added explanations are unnecessary and thus the
possible benefits are lost. This section delves into the crucial factors that influence doctors’ acceptance
and utilisation of AI explanations, shedding light on the dynamics of collaboration, trust, as well as the
requirements for the system to be used in the hospital.

5.3.1. Collaboration and Trust
Collaboration and trust play pivotal roles in shaping the conditions under which doctors engage with
explanations in healthcare. In this section, we explore how AI and doctors collaborate, build trust over
time and understand AI as input data to enhance patient care. Despite the significant research interest
in XAI, its application in healthcare for guiding clinical decision-making poses challenges when looking
at trust [157].
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Collaborate With the System

Doctors view AI as a valuable complementary colleague, providing evidence-based insights and risk
assessments. As an extra tool, AI offers a different perspective and acts as a backup system for com-
plex diagnoses. XAI builds trust among clinicians by providing explanations for prediction outcomes,
enabling them to understand how to apply predictive modeling in practical situations rather than blindly
relying on the predictions [41]. The collaborative relationship between doctors and AI is seen as mutu-
ally beneficial, leveraging AI’s strengths while retaining the vital role of human expertise and empathy in
patient care. Research has shown that collaboration between AI and doctors can lead to better detec-
tion of cancer and reduce the workload of the doctors considerably. The implementation of AI-assisted
screening led to the detection of 20% more cancers compared to conventional screening methods with
a considerably reduced workload [76]. Doctors appreciate AI as an additional sounding board, which
could lead to improved decision-making and better patient outcomes [137]. The success of this collab-
oration lies in AI’s ability to align with the doctor’s mental model and expertise, reinforcing trust through
clear and relevant explanations.

Doctors strike a balance between harnessing AI’s strengths and relying on their own knowledge and
experience in providing the best patient care. AI is viewed as a supportive tool, assisting in predictive
tasks and offering valuable insights. However, doctors treat AI as a validation tool, using it alongside
other test results to form a comprehensive patient diagnosis. The collaborative approach between
doctors and AI is fundamental to the successful adoption of AI in clinical practice. While AI’s role
is adaptable and varies depending on the specific usage context, doctors emphasise the importance
of maintaining control over the decision-making process. The fear of doctors being replaced is not
entirely ungrounded as many AI researchers purely look at creating AI systems that perform a specific
task better than the current state-of-the-art, which is often the current doctors, instead of looking at
integration with current clinicians to improve their performance. AI systems should however look more
into a AI-augmented health system instead of a AI-dominated one [131].

The collaboration between doctors and AI is characterised by mutual learning and growth. Doctors
express interest in AI systems that learn from their interactions and adapt based on the questions they
ask. The role of AI is not fixed; it evolves to suit different scenarios. Doctors acknowledge the strengths
of AI, but they remain cautious about potential pitfalls of over-reliance, preserving their critical thinking
and independent analysis. Understanding AI’s thought process enhances doctors’ confidence in using
it effectively. Striking a balance between leveraging AI’s capabilities and maintaining independent anal-
ysis remains a key focus in this dynamic collaboration. These collaboration effects are rarely studied
as post-adoption user perception, experience and collaboration remain understudied [150].

Trusting the System Over Time

Trust in AI is not an instantaneous process; rather, it develops over time through repeated interactions.
First-hand validation is vital in building this trust, as doctors actively compare AI recommendations
with their own clinical judgements. As AI proves its reliability and consistency, doctors gradually gain
confidence in its abilities. The transparency of AI’s decision-making and its alignment with doctors’
clinical judgement contribute to building trust. However, doctors are cautious about potential negative
effects, such as over-reliance on AI leading to complacency and reduced critical thinking. Trust in
AI is an ongoing process that depends on its performance and the continued alignment with doctors’
decision-making processes. When AI systems fail it will not only be harmful to the adoption of AI
in medical care but also to general patient trust in medicine and technologies used within this field
[57].

Research from Nourani et al. [113] finds that individuals who noticed the system’s strengths at an early
stage exhibited a higher susceptibility to automation bias, leading to a significant increase in errors
due to their positive initial impression of the system. However, as they developed a more accurate
understanding of the system’s capabilities, their mental model improved. In contrast, those who en-
countered weaknesses in the system early on made considerably fewer errors as they tended to rely
more on their own judgement. Despite this, they also underestimated the model’s competencies due
to their negative first impression of the system.
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5.3.2. Patient-Centric Care
Patient-centric care is a fundamental aspect of medical practice, and doctors’ primary focus is on pro-
viding personalised and compassionate treatment to their patients. In the integration of XAI, doctors
seek explanations that align with this patient-centric approach. They value AI systems that can offer
evidence-based insights and recommendations tailored to individual patient needs. AI’s ability to pro-
vide transparent and contextually relevant explanations becomes crucial in gaining doctors’ trust and
fostering collaboration with AI systems

Navigating Uncertainty with AI Explanations

Uncertainty is an inherent part of medical practice [56], and the unpredictable nature of certain diseases
poses challenges for doctors. As time progresses and the individual’s condition changes, their response
to treatment also fluctuates. Drug selection and dosage decisions heavily rely on the medical protocol
and the experience of the healthcare provider, where experienced doctors are more at ease with more
uncertainty [77], leading to inherently varied and sometimes suboptimal outcomes. When faced with
uncertainty, doctors often seek input from colleagues and rely on their experience and critical thinking
skills. Here, AI explanations play a pivotal role in augmenting doctors’ decision-making processes. To
tackle these challenges, AI approaches have emerged as valuable decision-making support tools [19].
Transparent and interpretable explanations from AI systems can help doctors understand the reasoning
behind AI-driven predictions, enabling them to make more informed decisions in uncertain situations.
By providing insights into the factors influencing AI predictions and potential limitations, explanations
can bolster doctors’ confidence in incorporating AI recommendations into patient care.

Impact of the High Pressure Environment

The high-pressure environment in healthcare, characterised by but not limited to time constraints and
emotional stress [22], shapes doctors’ responsiveness to AI explanations. Doctors must juggle multiple
tasks, making it essential for AI explanations to be concise, easy to comprehend, and quickly accessi-
ble. In the observation sessions the time pressure was already perceived as high by doctors, in other
countries this pressure can be perceived even higher as some doctors need to take care of 75 patients
in a typical day [150]. AI can aid doctors by automating routine tasks and streamlining workflows, allow-
ing more time for patient interaction and critical decision-making. In this context, AI explanations that
can be readily integrated into the clinical workflow become more likely to be engaged with by doctors,
facilitating their effective utilisation in high-pressure situations.

5.3.3. Hospital Use Requirements
The successful integration of Artificial Intelligence in healthcare relies heavily on doctors’ engagement
with AI explanations. Our semi-structured interviews and co-creation session with medical profes-
sionals unveiled various conditions and considerations that significantly impact their acceptance and
utilisation of AI technology in clinical practice.

Managing Uncertainty and High Pressure Environment with AI Tools

Amidst the high-pressure environment of healthcare, patient-centric care stands as a pivotal factor in-
fluencing doctors’ engagement with AI explanations. Uncertainty remains an inherent aspect of medical
practice, with diseases often progressing differently in each patient. Dealing with uncertainty requires
doctors to be flexible, continually reevaluate treatment approaches, and seek input from colleagues
and patients before making critical decisions. AI’s integration must not disrupt effective communication
and maintaining the patient-clinician relationship, as effectively conveying uncertainty to patients is es-
sential. The high-pressure environment in healthcare affects doctors’ responsiveness and emotional
resilience. AI can play a crucial role in alleviating the burden by automating routine tasks and stream-
lining workflows, enabling clinicians to focus more on patient interaction and critical decision-making.
By reducing administrative tasks, AI helps doctors cope with time pressures and devote more time to
compassionate patient care.
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The Role of Doctors’ Tools in Decision-Making

Doctors employ various tools to cope with complexities in the high-pressure environment. Experience,
literature review, and consulting colleagues in multi-disciplinary meetings are common practices. The
specific utilisation of these tools relies on various factors among physicians, including their level of
expertise, aversion to medical ambiguity, resource constraints, and time limitations [52]. AI can signif-
icantly aid doctors in dealing with uncertainty, providing automated analysis, knowledge sharing, and
valuable insights for informed decision-making. Doctors expect AI to serve as a supportive tool, provid-
ing valuable references and insights, rather than replacing their expertise. As often is stated AI is not
meant to replace medical professionals, but the doctors using AI will probably replace those who don’t
[106]. Effective communication and understanding patients are essential for patient-centric care [52].
Doctors emphasise the significance of the initial patient interview, during which crucial information is
gathered. Dealing with heterogeneous patients requires doctors to adapt their approach to meet indi-
vidual needs. By tracking past decisions and patient outcomes, doctors can utilise a comprehensive
database to make informed decisions and provide tailored treatment plans.

Responsibility and how to validate for Trustworthiness

The adoption of AI systems in healthcare is contingent upon extensive testing and approvals, as high-
lighted by doctors. AI validation serves as evidence that these systems can consistently and effectively
deliver value [26]. They emphasise the need for certification by knowledgeable committees to ensure
that AI is treated as a medical device, shifting responsibility from individual doctors to expert commit-
tees. This approach aims to uphold higher standards and enhance trust in AI technologies. A key
aspect of adoption concerns responsibility and accountability in the decision-making process. Despite
the support of AI, doctors assert their ultimate authority in making medical decisions. To foster trust
in AI systems, doctors emphasise the significance of clear guidelines, transparency, and accountabil-
ity for the decisions made by AI. This demand for transparency extends to the underlying algorithms
and decision-making processes to understand the factors influencing AI decisions thoroughly. Trans-
parency is crucial because even if the results of an AI are trustworthy, several ethical concerns persist
with black box algorithms [42]. The validation of AI models poses several challenges that can impact
their acceptance and integration into clinical practice. Doctors express concerns about the constant ad-
justments made by AI models and the lack of transparency in understanding these changes. The lack
of documentation and transparency in some AI tools is a concern for doctors, highlighting the need for
sharing underlying algorithms for proper validation, even if it involves overcoming competitive sensitiv-
ity. Validating AI tools within a clinical setting is essential to ascertain their suitability and effectiveness
in patient care.

To successfully validate AI systems for adoption in healthcare, doctors emphasise the importance of a
multidisciplinary team of experts behind AI algorithms. Despite vendors making claims about improving
efficiency and quality of care, it remains uncertain whether these claims are actually being fulfilled in
clinical practice [83]. Thorough testing and validation involving bioinformaticians and domain experts
are vital before deploying AI systems with patients. Additionally, explanations play a crucial role in the
validation process, enabling doctors to trust and act upon AI predictions. However, the lack of pre-
requisite skills among medical practitioners for interpreting AI-based systems hinders the availability of
expertise to support the validation, iteration, and improvement of AI-based healthcare solutions [119].
Extensive clinical testing involving diverse patient populations [51] with multi-centre data collection [85]
is also essential to ensure the reliability and clinical relevance of AI technology. Both technical and
clinical validation are imperative, as clinical validation alone is considered insufficient. It is crucial for
AI systems to demonstrate accurate behaviour without biases or shortcuts in their predictions, going
beyond mere clinical validation. The level of trial and validation significantly influences doctors’ willing-
ness to embrace AI technology, as they seek assurances regarding patient safety and system reliability.
Conducting small-scale on-site pilot testing serves as an effective method to validate an AI application
[30] but doctors mention it should be run besides actual care and not negatively influence it during the
pilot testing.
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Figure 5.4: Systematic view of the factors answering the main research question of how the current desires and needs of MDs
guide the design of future XAI.

5.4. How do pulmonologists’ needs and intents shape the design
of XAI solutions?

In the healthcare sphere, integrating explainable artificial intelligence solutions is gaining prominence
as a means to elevate medical practice. This section delves into the alignment between the needs of
pulmonologists, respiratory health experts, and the design of XAI solutions. The investigation revolves
around three key subquestions for the explainability: Moments to Design For, What to Show at These
Moments, and How to Make Them Use It. These inquiries serve as the bedrock for comprehending the
intricate interplay that shapes the design of XAI solutions in response to the requisites of pulmonolo-
gists. In Figure 5.4 it is visible how these factors build up to answer the main research question.

The research embarks with an analysis of the clinical pathway, pinpointing pivotal junctures where XAI
integration can strategically bolster pulmonologists’ efforts. These junctures are closely tied through a
chain of factors ranging from healthcare challenges to the complexities of AI adoption. These elements
lay the groundwork for augmenting patient care effectiveness by incorporating AI insights. This initial
exploration sets the stage for an in-depth examination of specific moments that necessitate the inclu-
sion of XAI. Shifting the focus towards the content to be delivered during these crucial moments, the
research delves into pulmonologists’ preferences for custom explanations, appropriate visualisations,
and a seamless interaction with AI systems. By outlining the sought-after information, this phase of the
study offers a roadmap for tailoring XAI solutions to meet the specific needs of respiratory healthcare
professionals.

Designing for Specific Moments

The moments that necessitate the implementation of XAI solutions emerge from various healthcare
challenges and the perceived benefits of AI. Communication barriers and patient-centric care are pivotal
challenges that XAI can address through improved communication, information sharing, and accurate
diagnosis. Additionally, the potential benefits of enhanced efficiency, reduced costs, and better patient
outcomes motivate the creation of XAI solutions. However, the design must also tackle limitations in
AI adoption, ensuring interpretable explanations to foster trust and overcome concerns. Furthermore,
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moments arise from the need to educate medical staff about AI principles and navigate the dangers
associated with AI adoption, such as ethical conflicts and patient safety concerns. By recognising
characteristic features and applying them to journey maps, valuable insights into moments for XAI
implementation can be gained, despite potential limitations in doctors’ understanding.

1. Healthcare Challenges: Moments for XAI arise from challenges faced within healthcare, such as
communication barriers and patient-centric care. XAI can help overcome these challenges by fa-
cilitating effective communication and information sharing, streamlining workflows, and improving
diagnostic accuracy.

2. Perceived Benefits of AI in Healthcare: XAI can be helpful in moments where AI is perceived
to offer significant benefits in healthcare. These benefits include improving efficiency, reducing
costs, and enhancing patient outcomes.

3. Limitations in Adoption: Moments for XAI occur in the context of addressing the limitations and
barriers to AI adoption. XAI can provide interpretable explanations to build trust and overcome
concerns related to over-reliance on AI and the opacity of AI algorithms.

4. Doctors’ Limited Understanding: XAI moments arise from the need for AI literacy among med-
ical staff. Understanding AI principles, capabilities, and limitations is crucial for successful inte-
gration and adoption of XAI in clinical practice. The identification of all relevant moments for XAI
may be limited by doctors’ limited understanding of (X)AI. However, by considering characteristic
features and journey maps, valuable insights into specific circumstances for XAI implementation
can be gained.

5. Dangers of AI: Moments for XAI also emerge from the need to navigate the dangers associ-
ated with AI adoption, such as conflicting goals between healthcare providers and profit-driven
companies and concerns about job roles and patient safety.

Tailoring Explanations for Different Moments

In addressing the question of what to show at these moments, it becomes apparent that the presen-
tation of explanations in XAI systems should cater to pulmonologists’ distinct needs. Task-specific
visualisations, comprehensive explanations, and preferred granularity are essential components. Doc-
tors demand explanations tailored to their medical tasks, accommodating different visual modalities for
various medical branches. Comprehensive explanations, showcasing the AI’s thinking process, help
establish trust and confidence. The level of granularity should adapt to provide patient-specific insights
and overall system functioning without overwhelming medical professionals. The timing of explana-
tions is crucial, with readily available explanations before using AI and continuous access during use.
Interactive explanations, enabling customisation and follow-up questions, foster cooperation between
doctors and AI. Additionally, mimicking human judgement and interpretation skills, matching mental
models, and overcoming resistance to AI advice play crucial roles in convincing doctors to embrace AI
recommendations.

1. Task-Specific Visualisations:Doctors want explanations that are tailored to their specific med-
ical tasks. Different branches of medicine may require different visual modalities. For example,
a diagnosis tool might benefit from numeric representations like bar plots, while radiology might
require a mix of images and rules to understand the decision-making process of the AI system.

2. Comprehensive Explanations: Doctors emphasise the importance of visualisations that present
not only the final output but also the entire thinking process of the AI system. Including specific
examples and counterexamples from past patient cases is seen as highly beneficial. Compre-
hensive explanations help build trust and confidence in the AI system.

3. Preferred Granularity: Doctors desire patient-specific explanations that align with their clinical
practice and decision-making. They also value global explanations that provide insights into the
overall functioning of AI systems without delving into intricate mathematical details. The granular-
ity of explanations should be adaptable to strike the right balance between comprehensiveness
and usability.
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4. Timing of Explanations: Doctors prefer explanations to be readily available before they start
using AI in their medical practice. This allows them to be aware of the AI system’s limitations up-
front and make informed decisions. They also seek explanations when there is a disagreement
between the AI’s prediction and their own clinical judgement. Moreover, having access to ex-
planations with every decision during use enables ongoing evaluation and testing of AI systems,
leading to increased trust and confidence over time.

5. Interactive Explanations: Doctors value interactive explanations that allow them to tailor the
level of detail to their specific needs and expertise. The ability to engage the AI system with
follow-up questions and receive meaningful responses fosters cooperation between doctors and
the AI tool.

6. Matching Mental Models: Doctors seek additional background information to check if the AI
system’s factors align with the patient’s condition. They want the AI to mimic human judgement
and interpretation skills, which helps build confidence in the AI’s recommendations.

7. Overcoming Resistance to AI Advice: Some doctors admit that they might disregard AI recom-
mendations if their personal opinions override them. Effective explanations are crucial in ensuring
that doctors view AI as a supportive tool rather than a replacement for their expertise. Properly
designed explanations can help doctors take AI advice into consideration even when they make
the final decision themselves.

Facilitating Engagement and Adoption

The transition from design to actual usage hinges on facilitating doctors’ engagement and adoption
of XAI solutions. Collaboration and trust emerge as significant factors, with doctors viewing AI as a
valuable colleague rather than a replacement. Trust evolves over time through repeated interactions
and validation, resulting in mutual learning and growth. Patient-centric care drives engagement, with
AI explanations augmenting doctors’ decision-making in uncertain situations. Meeting hospital use
requirements is vital, ensuring AI’s integration into existing tools and alignment with doctors’ mental
models. Ultimately, AI serves as a supportive reference, allowing doctors to retain decision-making
authority and patient care responsibility. Trust is fortified through transparency, accountability, and
validation, reinforcing the collaborative relationship between doctors and AI.

1. Collaboration and Trust: Doctors engage with explanations when they view AI as a valuable
complementary colleague, providing evidence-based insights and risk assessments. Trust in AI
develops over time through repeated interactions and validation. The collaborative relationship
between doctors and AI is characterised by mutual learning and growth.

2. Patient-Centric Care: Doctors engage with explanations when they are patient-centric, aligning
with the individual needs of each patient. AI explanations play a pivotal role in augmenting doctors’
decision-making processes in uncertain situations and navigating the high-pressure environment
of healthcare.

3. Hospital Use Requirements: Trust in AI systems also relies on validation, certification, trans-
parency in algorithms, and accountability for decisions made by AI. The decision to use an AI
tool should not be made by an individual doctors but decided by an expert committee. Doctors
engage with explanations when AI is integrated into their existing decision-making tools, serves
as a supportive tool, and does not disrupt effective communication with patients. Accountability
for decisions should be with doctors, they expect ultimate decision-making authority and retain
responsibility for patient care, while AI serves as a valuable reference and provides insights for
informed decision-making.
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Conclusion

This chapter marks the culmination of an intricate exploration into the integration of explainable artificial
intelligence solutions in healthcare, specifically focusing on pulmonology. It unveils the pivotal role XAI
plays in bridging the gap between complex AI outputs and human understanding for informed clinical
decisions. The first section illuminates key findings, emphasising content delivery, explanations, and
collaborative engagement as cornerstones of successful AI adoption. These findings will be presented
in the form of a checklist which enables future researchers to easily use this when building XAI systems
for the medical domain. The second section revisits the study’s contributions: pinpointing opportunities
in respiratory medicine and crafting human-centered XAI experiences for practitioners. Acknowledging
limitations, the third section recognises the contextual bounds, sample size, and ethical considerations
inherent in the research. In the recommendations section, it propels future exploration, from broad-
ening speciality engagement to ethical frameworks. Lastly, the future work section calls for rigorous
validation, patient involvement, and collaborative frameworks as we embark on the next chapter of
XAI’s integration in healthcare.
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6.1. Key Findings
The integration of explainable artificial intelligence solutions into healthcare, particularly in the field of
pulmonology, holds immense promise for improving patient care and enhancing medical practice. The
concept of XAI emerged as a solution, serving as a conduit to bridge the gap between the intricate
outputs of AI algorithms and the requisite human comprehension for sound clinical decision-making.
This study aimed to explore the intricate interplay between the needs and intents of pulmonologists and
the design of XAI solutions, focusing on key moments, content delivery, and facilitation of engagement
and adoption. By presenting this in a summarised checklist form it is possible for future researchers to
use this while designing XAI solutions for the medical domain. This list can also be found in a checklist
format in the Appendix E.

• Design XAI systems from the medical needs

Moments that require XAI implementation arise from healthcare challenges, perceived benefits of
AI, limitations in adoption, doctors’ limited understanding of AI, and the need to navigate the po-
tential dangers of AI integration. These moments serve as entry points for designing tailored XAI
solutions that can address communication barriers, promote patient-centric care, and overcome
challenges associated with AI adoption.

• Involve doctors to fit the system into their patient centric workflow

The research underlined the imperative of co-designing solutions, engaging in collaboration with
domain experts, and embedding XAI within established clinical workflows. These concluding
remarks resound the significance of the continuous pursuit of aligning AI technologies with the
foundational values of the medical realm, patient-centric care, and alignment with existing work-
flows. The examination of XAI algorithms, the in-depth comprehension of medical contexts, and
the user-centric design approach collectively compose a narrative that can lead to a transforma-
tion in healthcare practices for the betterment of both medical professionals and their patients.

• Each task has different explainability needs

In addressing the question of what to show at these moments, the study found that XAI solutions
should provide task-specific visualisations, comprehensive explanations, and preferred granu-
larity. These elements are vital for catering to pulmonologists’ distinct needs, enabling them to
trust and effectively engage with AI systems. The explanations should also make sure to not
overwhelm the doctor with information when they have limited time.

• Trust through repeated interaction

Facilitating engagement and adoption of XAI solutions among pulmonologists involves building
trust and collaboration. This collaborative relationship evolves over time through repeated inter-
actions and validation showing the system can perform well with their patient group, leading to
more collaboration and ultimately leading to mutual learning and growth.

• Treat it as a helpful addition, not their replacement

Doctors’ willingness to engage with AI as a colleague, rather than a replacement, is pivotal. Main-
taining doctors’ decision-making authority is also a critical factor that foster engagement with XAI.
They want the system to show a human like judgement and interpretation skills that matches theirs
which might limit their resistance to using the AI advice in their own judgements.

• Doctors keep in charge and responsible for their patients

Trust in AI systems hinges on validation, certification, transparent algorithms, and accountability
for AI-driven decisions, with the decision to use AI tools ideally made by expert committees rather
than individual doctors. While AI serves as a valuable reference for insights in decision-making,
ultimate accountability remains with physicians, who retain decision-making authority and patient
care responsibility.

• What explanations to show matters on where in the medical processes its used

The timing of explanations is crucial, with doctors preferring access to explanations before en-
gaging with AI to understand its limitations and make informed decisions. Real-time explanations
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during disagreements between AI predictions and clinical judgement foster ongoing evaluation,
building trust over time. Interactive explanations, tailored to doctors’ needs, enhance coopera-
tion, while aligning AI-generated insights with patient conditions and overcoming resistance to AI
advice through effective explanations further bolster integration.

• Align the explanation algorithms with the doctors not the model

The research highlighted that the alignment between pulmonologists’ needs and XAI design is a
complex process driven by various factors. The incorporation of XAI within the medical domain
necessitates more than just algorithmic prowess; it hinges upon comprehending the unique req-
uisites and perspectives of clinicians. While the algorithms themselves hold import, their efficacy
is intrinsically linked to their alignment with end-users – the medical practitioners.

• Doctors don’t need to be convinced by anything other then results showing improved
patient care

It is essential to persuade healthcare personnel to adopt the system in order to unlock the system’s
potential benefits. Getting medical staff to adopt the system might seem difficult, however by
showing them that the XAI can be helpful offer significant benefits in healthcare makes them
quickly adopt such a system. These benefits include improving efficiency, reducing costs, and
most importantly enhancing patient outcomes and should be displayed with extensively validated
results.

• Educate medical staff on the dangers of (X)AI

Understanding (X)AI principles, capabilities, and limitations is crucial for successful integration
and responsible adoption of XAI in clinical practice. The continues monitoring and collaboration
of the XAI system is important to guarantee its safety. As (X)AI is still mostly limited understood
by the doctors and it is not adequately thought during their education it is important to display the
intrinsic problems and sometimes deceiving outcomes of (X)AI.

In conclusion, the design of XAI solutions for pulmonologists is a multifaceted process that requires
careful consideration of specific moments, content delivery preferences, and strategies for engagement
and adoption. By addressing these aspects, XAI can become an invaluable tool that enhances pulmo-
nologists’ decision-making processes, augments patient care, and reinforces the collaborative partner-
ship between medical professionals and AI systems. The insights gained from this study contribute to
the ongoing development and implementation of XAI solutions in the healthcare domain.
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6.2. Contributions
The central contributions of this study revolve around identifying avenues within the domain of respi-
ratory medicine and establishing the parameters necessary to establish a human-centered experience
of Explainable AI for practitioners in this field and presenting them in a checklist form. The overarching
goal is to pave the way for future research aimed at reducing barriers to the adoption of AI applications
in the medical realm. The specific contributions can be categorised as follows:

The main contributions this work makes are related to finding opportunities in the respiratory medicine
domain and about finding the parameters that are related to creating a Human-centred XAI experience
for the practitioners in this field. With the key ambition of trying to work towards enabling future re-
search into lowering the barrier for the implementation of AI applications in the medical domain. The
exact contributions will be classified as follows:

Contribution 1 — Opportunity finding: where and how AI and explanations could be applied in the
pulmonology domain.

This study contributes by identifying the characteristics of strategic entry points within the realm of
pulmonology where AI and explanatory models can be seamlessly integrated. By pinpointing these
specific areas, the research lays the groundwork for the effective implementation of AI solutions within
the domain of respiratory medicine. This contribution holds the potential to revolutionise medical prac-
tices by leveraging AI to address critical challenges and optimise patient care in pulmonology.

Contribution 2 — Identifying: Needs, wants, and goals of medical staff about explanations.

The value of this research is further underscored by its comprehensive examination of the nuanced
needs, preferences, and objectives of medical personnel concerning the integration of explanatory
AI. By shedding light on these intricacies, this contribution offers invaluable insights into the human-
centric requirements that are pivotal for the successful design and adoption of Explainable AI tools
within the medical community. Through this understanding, the study establishes a foundation for
fostering collaborative and effective utilisation of XAI technologies, aligning them with the aspirations
and demands of medical professionals.
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6.3. Limitations, Recommendations and Future Work
Acknowledging the inherent constraints in the research’s scope and methodology, the limitations high-
light contextual specificity and potential transferability challenges. Additionally, considerations about
sample size, prototype dynamics, and the study’s timeline are explored. These limitations collectively
underscore the need for cautious interpretation of the study’s outcomes. Moving beyond limitations,
the recommendations section charts a course for future research. It advocates for broader engage-
ment across medical specialties, emphasising diverse perspectives for robust insights. Integrating AI
literacy and longitudinal studies are suggested to bridge gaps and capture the evolving impact of AI
adoption. Furthermore, ethical dimensions are illuminated, urging further exploration into bias mitiga-
tion, patient privacy, and accountability. Incorporating patient voices and transitioning to dynamic AI
solutions are also foregrounded. The future work portion looks ahead, envisioning a rigorous validation
of XAI solutions in clinical environments for practicality and user satisfaction. Longitudinal exploration
promises insights into sustained influence, while ethical frameworks ensure responsible AI integration.
The role of education in fostering seamless AI interactions is discussed, along with the imperative of
patient empowerment and addressing technological barriers. Collaborative frameworks are poised to
guide the symphony of AI integration in the healthcare landscape.

Limitations

It’s important to acknowledge the limitations inherent in the study, which influence the scope and ap-
plicability of its findings. One notable limitation lies in the contextual specificity of the research. While
the study’s outcomes provide valuable insights for the field of pulmonology and IPF, the transferability
of its conclusions to other medical domains or different lung conditions might not be straightforward.
Each medical speciality comes with its own distinct complexities that could influence the suitability and
effectiveness of the proposed XAI solutions.

Another limitation pertains to the sample size and diversity of participants in the user study involving
clinicians from the pulmonology department. Although the study’s insights are insightful, the limited
sample size and potential lack of diversity in terms of medical professionals’ expertise and backgrounds
could hinder the broader generalisability of the findings. Additionally, the prototypes used in the study
to assess clinicians’ preferences and requirements for XAI explanations are static in nature. While they
offer valuable insights, they might not fully capture the dynamism and interactivity of actual XAI systems
in real clinical settings. The study’s timeline also presents a potential limitation, as it might restrict the
depth of understanding that could be attained. The iterative nature of effective XAI integration demands
more extended timeframes to fully explore and validate the real-world impact of XAI adoption.

Furthermore, the study’s focus on technical and usability aspects might not comprehensively address
the ethical concerns associated with AI adoption in healthcare. Ethical considerations concerning pa-
tient privacy, bias mitigation, and AI accountability are significant but might not be fully explored in
this study. The acceptance and sustainability of XAI solutions in clinical practices over the long term
could also be a potential limitation. While the study offers insights into initial perceptions and short-term
responses, the evolving nature of XAI’s integration within existing workflows and its long-term impact
warrant further investigation.It’s important to note that the study primarily engages medical profession-
als and lacks direct input from patients, particularly those diagnosed with IPF. Incorporating the patient
perspective could offer additional insights into tailoring XAI solutions to address diverse stakeholder
needs. Lastly, the successful deployment of XAI solutions relies on the presence of a specific level
of technological infrastructure and seamless integration within existing healthcare systems. The study
might not fully delve into potential challenges and barriers associated with this technological integra-
tion.

Recommendations

Venturing beyond its current boundaries, future research could traverse a broader spectrum of medical
specialties and conditions. This expansion would unlock a deeper understanding of how XAI solu-
tions can seamlessly adapt across diverse healthcare landscapes. To infuse the study’s findings with
greater credibility, a more expansive and diverse assembly of medical professionals, each contribut-
ing their unique expertise, is essential. This broader participant pool promises more perspectives that
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enrich the understanding of XAI’s integration and usability. Acknowledging the potential gap in partic-
ipants’ AI literacy, integrating concise AI training or educational materials becomes an indispensable
facet. By equipping participants with the necessary AI concepts and terminologies, this approach facili-
tates more meaningful interactions with XAI solutions. Pioneering a longitudinal approach, a study that
tracks the enduring impact of XAI adoption within clinical practices is a compelling direction. Such an
endeavour would unveil insights into the sustenance, acceptance, and evolving demands of medical
professionals as they navigate the tides of time. Beyond the surface, delving into the ethical labyrinth
of XAI integration within healthcare beckons further exploration. Navigating issues like bias mitiga-
tion, patient privacy, and AI accountability crafts a comprehensive perspective on the challenges and
opportunities this convergence presents. In a bid to humanise the trajectory, involving patients, espe-
cially those grappling with IPF, in the co-creation and evaluation of XAI solutions assumes significance.
This patient-centric approach ensures that the XAI systems resonate with the unique needs and con-
cerns of those they intend to serve. Evolving beyond static prototypes, the future lies in interactive and
dynamic XAI solutions that mirror real-time clinical scenarios. This transition promises an authentic
portrayal of how medical professionals seamlessly engage with AI explanations in the fabric of their
daily routines.

Future work

Yet, the story doesn’t end with recommendations; Stepping beyond theory, real clinical environments
call for rigorous usability tests of the proposed XAI solutions. This pragmatic validation promises in-
sights into their practicality, efficiency, and user satisfaction, grounding them in the realities of health-
care. A longitudinal exploration of XAI’s adoption promises to unveil its sustained influence on clinical
decision-making, patient outcomes, and the overarching efficiency of healthcare delivery. The ethical
dimension calls for dedicated attention. Crafted frameworks tailored to AI’s integration in healthcare
offer a moral compass, guiding the responsible design and deployment of XAI solutions, while address-
ing the ethical quandaries they may bring. Forging partnerships with medical institutions to infuse AI
education within medical curricula prepares future healthcare professionals to seamlessly navigate in-
teractions with AI technologies. Yet, other challenges must not be overlooked. An exploration of the
technological barriers in integrating XAI solutions within established healthcare systems completes the
picture showing the implementation realities. Pioneering comprehensive frameworks that delineate the
roles, responsibilities, and harmonious interactions between medical practitioners and AI systems sets
the stage for a symphony of efficient collaboration through explanations.



Appendix

Appendix A
This appendix section contains the questions discussed during the semi-structured discussion session
during the co-creation session following the use of the explainability prototype.

Questions Co-creation
Interpretability

1.1 How do you think the system made certain choices?

1.2 How can the systems predictions be explained visualy?

Understandability

2.1 What could you add to the system to give a better view into the life of the patients?

2.2 How would you change the system to better trust its judgements?

Usefulness

3.1 How could the extra information help you in gaining a more accurate understanding about the
patient?

Usability

4.1 What changes would make you use the extra information functionality of the system more often?

4.2 How would you use a version of this system for tasks in a real hospital setting?
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Appendix B
This appendix section contains the questions asked during the follow-up interviews.

Follow-up Interviews
Interview 1

1. What is meant with better tools to communicate about end-of-life decisions?

2. Communication within the team or with the patient or caregiver?

3. How is current communication?

4. How would knowing which patient to treat with which medication at which time and which
place; so, providing better personalised medicine at home and hospital look like?

5. You stated ”I would want to know what clustering you used.”, how deep would you want to
know the overall make-up of the model? Is that coming from your experience as a doctor or
with your experience with AI yourself

6. For your need ”Better individually targeted treatment adapted to needs and wishes of patients
would help to improve care for patients with PF and hopefully also quality of life.” how would
you normally probe for this?

7. What do you think are the current barriers for the use of AI in the medical field? Do you think
those barriers can be solved by explainable AI?

8. Under which conditions do medical expert engage with explanations?

9. Do you think medical experts with the help of the journey map could pin-point moments
where certain AI enabled systems could be used?

Interview 2

1. What are all the contacts between the hospital and the patient?

2. What is the purpose of each individual contact between the hospital and the patient?

3. How do they structure the check-ups?

4. How do they normally (i.e., without automated system) decide the questions to ask?

5. How can AI help you in improved decision making during those contact moments, looking
at adding information catering to the needs?

6. What are the contacts between the hospital and other facilities that are not specialized but
do provide the patient with healthcare?
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Appendix C
This appendix section contains the design prompts and the main interview questions which were used
during the semi-structured interview.

Design Prompts
Prompts Question 1.1:

- creating treatment plan with patients
- understanding patients’ needs before check-ups

Prompts Question 2:
- Tedious: repetitive. Taking a lot of effort, time, or attention when you feel it should not.
- Challenging: cognitively, emotionally, or procedurally

Prompts Question 4:
- Tell short anecdote about: IBM Watson shows reliability problems with only 49% concordance
with experts in some countries, even though the theoretical cases were great. “IBM Watson, Heal
Thyself”
- Tell short anecdote about: Pneumonia risk prediction case where the AI system learned a cor-
relation between ‘people with Asthma’ and ‘having a lower chance of death’ which was not true
in real life. “Intelligible models for healthcare: Predicting pneumonia risk and hospital 30-day
readmission.”

Prompts Question 4.2.1:
- Capabilities and limitations (try to connect with their pain points), e.g., known edge cases of the
system Features being used, e.g., gender or ethnicity
- Data-related: descriptive (the characteristics of the patients), who collected it, how it was col-
lected, pre-processing
- Connection with medical literature?
- Limitations of the algorithms (e.g., wrong correlations)

Prompts Question 4.3
Process
- Before implementation
- Early stages, for learning
- Anytime, put the system through its paces
Decisions
- When the AI decision aligns with yours
- When the AI decision does not align with yours
- When you know the patient is an outlier (for whatever reason) based on your experience
Trigger
- Depends on the above, doctors keep the agency
- Always visible
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Prompts Question 4.4

Semi-structured Interview Questions
Current practices

1 Considering from before diagnosis till the end stage from your specific disease, as a doctor how
would you approach the different stages in it?

1.1 Could you give me some concrete examples?

1.2 Is that something that you were trained for, some clinical standard, or did it come from experience?

Understanding pain points in current practice

2 In this setting, which are the most challenging, or tedious, tasks you encounter when you are treating
a patient?

2.1 Which actions do you take in those situations?

AI in healthcare

3 Considering the pain-points you just mentioned, do you think an AI (or another technological) solution
could be beneficial to address those? If it helps, you can think about it as a ‘magic wand’ for your
problems.

3.1 How would you use those technologies? As a collaborator, recommender, ...?
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3.2 What factors would you consider before deciding to rely on it?

3.3 Are there any other cases you would like to have such systems in your practice?

Explanations

4 Do you share the concerns other researchers have raised about AI? Is there something you would
want to know before, or while, using AI in your work?

4.1 Do you think having additional information, would help you when using this hypothetical AI system?

4.1.1 Is this connected to the explanations, or justifications, you may usually be expected to give (to
colleagues or patients)?

4.2 Is this connected to the explanations, or justifications, you may usually be expected to give (to
colleagues or patients)?

4.2.1 Would you be interested in knowing information about the system as a whole? Or only about
specific decisions/recommendations about patients?

4.3 When would you like to receive that information?

4.4 When would you like to receive that information?

4.4.1 Why do you like it?

4.5 How would you use that information?

4.5.1 “Trust and use it” or as an extra data point to inform the next steps?

4.5.1.1 Trust the same way as you do with your colleagues?

4.6 Assume you can know everything about the system, would this change anything in the way you
use or rely on it?
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Appendix D
This appendix section contains the final checklist that was constructed to help the future development
of XAI systems in healthcare.

XAI Healthcare Checklist
□ Design XAI systems from the medical needs

Moments that require XAI implementation arise from healthcare challenges, perceived benefits of
AI, limitations in adoption, doctors’ limited understanding of AI, and the need to navigate the po-
tential dangers of AI integration. These moments serve as entry points for designing tailored XAI
solutions that can address communication barriers, promote patient-centric care, and overcome
challenges associated with AI adoption.

□ Involve doctors to fit the system into their patient centric workflow

The research underlined the imperative of co-designing solutions, engaging in collaboration with
domain experts, and embedding XAI within established clinical workflows. These concluding
remarks resound the significance of the continuous pursuit of aligning AI technologies with the
foundational values of the medical realm, patient-centric care, and alignment with existing work-
flows. The examination of XAI algorithms, the in-depth comprehension of medical contexts, and
the user-centric design approach collectively compose a narrative that can lead to a transforma-
tion in healthcare practices for the betterment of both medical professionals and their patients.

□ Each task has different explainability needs

In addressing the question of what to show at these moments, the study found that XAI solutions
should provide task-specific visualisations, comprehensive explanations, and preferred granu-
larity. These elements are vital for catering to pulmonologists’ distinct needs, enabling them to
trust and effectively engage with AI systems. The explanations should also make sure to not
overwhelm the doctor with information when they have limited time.

□ Trust through repeated interaction

Facilitating engagement and adoption of XAI solutions among pulmonologists involves building
trust and collaboration. This collaborative relationship evolves over time through repeated inter-
actions and validation showing the system can perform well with their patient group, leading to
more collaboration and ultimately leading to mutual learning and growth.

□ Treat it as a helpful addition, not their replacement

Doctors’ willingness to engage with AI as a colleague, rather than a replacement, is pivotal. Main-
taining doctors’ decision-making authority is also a critical factor that foster engagement with XAI.
They want the system to show a human like judgement and interpretation skills that matches theirs
which might limit their resistance to using the AI advice in their own judgements.

□ Doctors keep in charge and responsible for their patients

Trust in AI systems hinges on validation, certification, transparent algorithms, and accountability
for AI-driven decisions, with the decision to use AI tools ideally made by expert committees rather
than individual doctors. While AI serves as a valuable reference for insights in decision-making,
ultimate accountability remains with physicians, who retain decision-making authority and patient
care responsibility.

□ What explanations to show matters on where in the medical processes its used

The timing of explanations is crucial, with doctors preferring access to explanations before en-
gaging with AI to understand its limitations and make informed decisions. Real-time explanations
during disagreements between AI predictions and clinical judgement foster ongoing evaluation,
building trust over time. Interactive explanations, tailored to doctors’ needs, enhance coopera-
tion, while aligning AI-generated insights with patient conditions and overcoming resistance to AI
advice through effective explanations further bolster integration.
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□ Align the explanation algorithms with the doctors not the model

The research highlighted that the alignment between pulmonologists’ needs and XAI design is a
complex process driven by various factors. The incorporation of XAI within the medical domain
necessitates more than just algorithmic prowess; it hinges upon comprehending the unique req-
uisites and perspectives of clinicians. While the algorithms themselves hold import, their efficacy
is intrinsically linked to their alignment with end-users – the medical practitioners.

□ Doctors don’t need to be convinced by anything other then results showing improved
patient care

It is essential to persuade healthcare personnel to adopt the system in order to unlock the system’s
potential benefits. Getting medical staff to adopt the system might seem difficult, however by
showing them that the XAI can be helpful offer significant benefits in healthcare makes them
quickly adopt such a system. These benefits include improving efficiency, reducing costs, and
most importantly enhancing patient outcomes and should be displayed with extensively validated
results.

□ Educate medical staff on the dangers of (X)AI

Understanding (X)AI principles, capabilities, and limitations is crucial for successful integration
and responsible adoption of XAI in clinical practice. The continues monitoring and collaboration
of the XAI system is important to guarantee its safety. As (X)AI is still mostly limited understood
by the doctors and it is not adequately thought during their education it is important to display the
intrinsic problems and sometimes deceiving outcomes of (X)AI.
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